


Preface

The journey of  the National Progressive Schools has been of  transformative 
ecologies.  Our organization has always been at the forefront of  progressive 
learning systems.

I would like to congratulate Mrs. Asha Prabhakar, Chairperson NPSC and 
Principal Bal Bharati Public School, Noida on her vision for creating spaces in 
the area of  health and wellbeing,  an important sustainable development goal. 

The idea of  opening out this theme to educators across schools has helped in 
understanding the importance and creating an awareness around mental health.

The response has been extremely enthusiastic and the content within the 
prose and poetry is deeply meaningful. Filled with sensitivity and a collective 
consciousness of  the needs of  children, every article tells a story.

Each piece of  writing resonates through myriad experiences that are sometimes, 
joyous and painful, restrictive and spontaneous, clear and confusing, unknowing 
and wise; infact, an ebony and ivory of  the life of  a child.  

It’s amazing how educators have understood the nuances of  confl ict resolution, 
alienation, peer support, skills and sensibilities, anxiety, aggression and envy 
coupled with tenderness and trust.

This publication is a testimony that exhibits teaching as not just a set of  skills 
for imparting knowledge to students, but for caring for children in a complex 
society. 

The collaborative venture of  National Progressive Schools’ Conference with 
National Book Trust under the leadership of  Mrs. Asha Prabhakar will create 
a tool, which will help in sorting out dilemmas in a world of  ambiguous 
interpretations and incomplete awareness of  our mental models.

All this will be achieved through refl ection and analysis not only of  practices in 
our classrooms but also of  the children who inhabit them.  

NPSC has created a shared vision, which connects a collective learning 
consciousness.

Keep the faith !!!

Dr. Ameeta Mulla Wattal
Chairperson and Executive Director, 
Education, Innovations and Training
DLF Schools and Scholarship Programmes.



Foreword

It is with great pleasure that I present the NPSC publication titled, "Nurturing 
Minds: Fostering Mental Health and Well-being". This collaborative effort 
between NPSC and NBT stands as a testament to our collective commitment to 
address one of  the most neglected yet crucial areas in our country, Mental Health. 
In today's dynamic and demanding world, the importance of  mental health in 
schools cannot be overstated. Our schools serve as more than just centers for 
academic learning; they are also nurturing grounds for the holistic development 
of  our students. Recognizing this, NPSC has embarked on a mission to prioritize 
mental health and well-being within our educational institutions.

This compendium is a testament to our commitment to this cause. Through 
a diverse collection of  essays, poems, and research papers, we explore the 
multifaceted aspects of  mental health and the strategies to foster well-being 
among students. From understanding the importance of  emotional intelligence 
to promoting self-care practices, each contribution offers valuable insights that 
resonate with our collective mission.

In India, the World Health Organization has labelled our nation as one of  
the most depressed countries, with mental health issues ranking as the second 
leading cause of  death among children. The proliferation of  social media, societal 
pressures, and familial confl icts has exacerbated these challenges, impacting the 
learning and growth of  our youth.

As educators and stakeholders in the upbringing of  children, it is our responsibility 
to create an environment that not only promotes academic achievement but 
also supports the emotional and psychological growth of  our students. By 
integrating mental health education into our curriculum and providing resources 
for support, we can empower our students to navigate life's challenges with 
resilience and confi dence.

Just as we prioritize physical health with dedicated periods for exercise and 
wellness, we must also prioritize mental health in our educational institutions. By 
fostering environments that openly discuss and address mental health, schools 
can pave the way for brighter, happier, and more successful futures for our 
children, families, and communities.

Together, let us embark on this journey towards nurturing resilient minds and 
fostering a culture of  mental health and well-being in our schools and beyond.

I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all the teachers and fellow principals for their 
invaluable contributions to this compendium. May it serve as a guiding light for 
educators, parents, and policymakers alike in our shared endeavour to nurture 
the minds and foster the mental health and well-being of  our future generations.

Mrs. Asha Prabhakar
Chairperson, NPSC



“During my adolescence and college years, I was quite an 
introvert, did not have much confi dence to talk to people, had 
low confi dence, self-esteem, juggling with the changes inside 
related to emotional and physical aspects, initiating and 
handling relationships and many more. The only positive 
thing that gave me confi dence was the faith of  my classmates 
in me, they found me trustworthy with whom they could share 
feelings and were sure that I would listen to them. But I 
would always be looking for someone who could listen to me, 
give me proper guidance that would help me in understanding 
my problems and help me to develop coping skills to deal with 
the challenges of  life. Time kept on moving, during this phase 
of  turmoil, my mother always stood by me and somehow 
helped me in dealing with the problems but apart from that a 
guide or mentor was lacking.” 

“I keep moving ahead, as always, knowing deep 
down inside that I am a good person and that I am 
worthy of  a good life.” – Jonathan Harnisch 

Yes, this was me 25 years back. And what kept me going 
was the above quote of  Jonathan. Today, I am working 
as a Counselling Psychologist in a school, catering to 
the developmental needs of  different age groups and 
trust me, it gives me immense pleasure, when I am 
able to bring a smile to someone’s face, when I can 
help someone trust oneself, when I try and explain 
to the parents or teachers to understand the changes 
their children are going through, and help someone to 
be confi dent about self.  The understanding that my 
empathy has the power to mend broken hearts and 
restore hope in someone is great.

I am sure many of  us would have got the same story 
but still trying from my side to make you realize that 
though we adults have visited school often but we 
are unable to listen to the silence amidst constant 
conversations and chattering of  the present 
generation of  schoolgoers.  Have we recognized the 
silent battle going on amongst our students? Are we 
able to see through the eyes of  small kids, a battle 
inside them; sometimes related to the pressures 
of  the pursuit of  grades and involvement in 
extracurricular activities and sometimes their own 
peer pressure?

Are you able to refl ect that it’s all about the mental 
wellbeing of  our students? A topic that has long been 
a topic surrounded by stigma and misconceptions. 
Many view it as a sign of  weakness and simply 
dismiss it as teenage issues. Despite all that, we are 
all heading towards the future with the growing 
need to address this. 

Communication and co-relation are the basic needs 
in today’s world. Recent studies and surveys actually 
correlate and reinforce the need to talk about these 
issues. A signifi cant portion of  students face health 
challenges, whether its anxiety, depression, stress or 
severe conditions, the numbers are deeply concerning.
As per WHO, at any given time, about 1 person 
in every 10 worldwide is suffering from a mental 
disorder, and about 1 in 4 families has a member 
with a mental disorder. Over 800 000 people die 
due to suicide every year, and it is the second most 
common cause of  death among 15–29-year olds. 
About three quarters of  all suicides occur in low- 
and middle-income countries.

Mental and neurological disorders affect people of  
all ages. Around 20% of  the world’s children and 
adolescents have mental disorders or problems, and 
roughly half  of  all mental disorders begin before 
the age of  14. and if  we talk about India, according 
to a report by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) it is stated that 25% of  children aged 13- 
15 in India might be experiencing depression. This 
statistics is more than a mere number; it represents 
the wellbeing of  our children and our future. 

Let’s underline in our own books of  lives that it’s 
absolutely necessary to nurture resilience, positivity, 
and a strong mental well-being in our kids to lead 
happy and healthy lives. We also need to relearn that 
emotional well-being is not only integral to personal 
happiness but also infl uences the fabric of  society. 

Parents and families are the fi rst source of  
support for their children, often being the fi rst 
to help their children develop skills to recognize 
and manage emotions, establish and maintain 
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positive relationships, and make responsible 
decisions.  Parents have to understand that starting 
a conversation about mental health is an ongoing 
process. They really need to be patient, be open, 
and let their child know that they are always there 
to support and listen to them. Children learn what 
they see, thus, parents have to surely model positive 
coping skills to identify and manage stressful 
situations. 

Mental health and well-being includes working on 
varied skills that empower individuals to overcome 
life’s challenges, cultivate resilience, and nurture their 
overall emotional well-being. These essential skills 
provide the building blocks for managing emotions, 
fostering positive relationships, and promoting 
self-care. By developing and honing these skills, 
we can equip our children and ourselves with the 
tools necessary to thrive in an ever-changing world. 
WHO names these skills as Life skills.

School plays an integral role. Teachers here, have to 
relate to the thought of  understanding why students 
are suffering and how they can bring change and 
help their students. This is going to make them feel 
more satisfying and gratifying. As teachers are at the 
forefront and interact with students on a daily basis, 
thus they have unique insights into their well-being. 
By creating a supportive classroom environment, 
teachers can defi nitely foster a sense of  belonging, 
emotional safety, and trust among students. They 
can provide guidance, offer a listening ear, and help 
students brave the obstacles of  mind.

They can identify and address mental health 
concerns by being attentive to changes in students’ 
behaviour, mood, or academic performance. 
Educators can intervene early and provide the 
necessary support. Having engaging, open and non-
judgmental conversations, encourage students to 
express their concerns and seek help. Through their 
unbiased observations and interactions, teachers 
can help connect students to appropriate resources 
and mental health professionals when needed.

As a teacher, along with being a counsellor, I can say 
that teachers are often the ones who will determine 
whether students go to the counsellor’s offi ce. 
And, if  teachers misinterpret those signs, students 
may wind up in the School Principal’s offi ce—or 
getting no care at all. School has a signifi cant role in 
detecting the mental health problems of  children, in 
providing mental health services and in shaping an 
environment that will support emotional well-being.

When we talk of  shared responsibility, we need to bridge 
the gaps between home and school environments 
and support our children’s wellbeing. Prevention of  
mental health issues in our students is directly linked 
to the development of  psychological resilience, which 
is associated with children’s capacity to adapt to their 
environment despite the adverse conditions.

With reference to Friedmen and Chase Lansdale 
it is said that the development of  psychological 
resilience is a gradual process where individual 
factors, such as adaptation skills and external 
factors, such as the supportive environment, can be 
cultivated particularly during the fi rst years of  life, 
with the aim of  minimizing the impact of  negative 
events in life. 

The protective factors that are associated with the 
development of  psychological resilience are:
• Formation of  an emotionally safe and 

supportive relationship with family and peers
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• The development of  the sense of  belonging
• Good communication skills
• Problem-solving skills
• Social skills, and
• The ability of  self-regulation of  behavior and emotion.
• Positive school climate
• Warmth
• Security

By creating opportunities for participation, teachers can detect the children who are exposed to risk factors 
and enhance protective factors for all children with the aim of  cultivating psychological resilience and 
wellbeing. The empowerment of  skills associated with psychological resilience can reduce the risk of  
developing a mental disorder. One important dimension of  the resilience of  children is the implementation 
of  socio-emotional learning interventions in school context (Kay-Lambkin, Kemp, Stafford, & Hazell, 
2007). 
“I try my best to make a difference in someone’s life. I feel that everyone has the power and its possible for 
everyone to make a direct positive impact on someone’s life but it all depends on one’s perspective. In my 
opinion, the best I can give back to this world is by making someone happy, by helping other person to share 
his loneliness, by making them realize that they are important, to accept them unconditionally and lastly to 
help them in bringing positive changes in themselves to lead a happy life.

The girl whom I left ten years back, still comes to my dreams but this time with a smile! And I would like to 
conclude with the famous lines by Robert Frost –

“The wood are lovely, dark, and deep, 
But I have promises to keep, 
and miles to go before I sleep, 

and miles to go before I sleep..”
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Abstract :  Introduction: Students’ mental health and wellbeing serve as the cornerstone for imparting  
holistic development and nurturing in them the qualities and life skills that help them grow,  maintain 
themselves, and develop sustainably. This research paper explores practical strategies  that improve students’ 
mental health and well-being within a school’s educational framework and  gains insight into how students 
and teachers perceive these strategies. 

Methods: This mixed methods research study was conducted in Salwan Public School,  Gurugram. We 
studied the overall impact of  counselling sessions, stress management  techniques, peer education programs 
and educators’ Continuous Development Programs (CPDs)  for mental health related issues among students. 
Additionally, perceptions regarding initiatives  towards educators’ mental health, like weekly meditations 
and team building exercises, were also  assessed. For the quantitative assessment, 150 students from 8th 
to 12th grade and 35 teachers  were distributed pre-defi ned structured questionnaires. For the qualitative 
assessment, In Depth  Interviews (IDIs) were conducted on ten students and fi ve teachers. 

Results: Findings from the quantitative surveys revealed the responses of  both students and  teachers 
regarding the effectiveness of  mental health initiatives. According to the survey fi ndings,  most of  the 
students felt that they feel comfortable discussing their mental health with teachers  and counsellors and 
the school provides a supportive environment for addressing their emotional  wellbeing challenges. The 
students felt that the school communicates information about mental  health initiatives through different 
channels and they have attended many such sessions. Most of   the teachers found that the mental health 
initiatives were effective in promoting the well-being of   students and personally participated in the various 
programmes. The in-depth interviews  highlighted the programs which have been majorly successful in 
promoting mental health. The  interviews also helped in identifying the areas where the school initiatives 
for mental health could  be improved and signifi cant stressors affecting emotional wellbeing could be taken 
care of. 

Conclusion: Based on the fi ndings, it is recommended to implement a structured mental health  education 
program that is integrated within the school curriculum. It will be useful to expand and  promote peer 
support programs which foster a sense of  belongingness and provide students with  a confi dante. Conducting 
regular awareness campaigns on reducing stigma and seeking help,  promoting work life balance for teachers 
and students are other identifi ed areas of  focus.  

Key Words: Awareness, Mental Health initiatives and Professional Development

Introduction : According to the National Education Policy (NEP), 2020, the purpose of  education will not 
only be  cognitive development, but also building of  character and creating holistic and all rounded  individuals 
equipped with the 21st century skills, such as communication, cooperation, teamwork,  and resilience. Students’ 
mental health and wellbeing serve as the cornerstone for imparting  holistic development and nurturing in 
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them the qualities and life skills that help them grow,  maintain themselves, and develop sustainably. All facets 
of  health, including physical, social, and  emotional wellbeing, are interconnected, and any compromise in one 
inevitably affects the others.  Adolescence is a critical time for forming social and emotional habits that are 
necessary for mental  health. It is crucial to create safe and encouraging conditions at home, school, and in the 
larger  community. (Reference- Mental Health and Well-being of  School Students – A Survey, 2022 – https://
ncert.nic.in/pdf/Mental_Health_WSS_A_Survey_new.pdf) 

While teachers play a vital role in shaping the future of  the next generation, they often experience  high 
levels of  stress and burnout due to long working hours, large class sizes, and high  expectations from 
students, parents, and administrators. Therefore, it is essential that mental  health is given more importance 
and attention in the teaching profession as well. Continuous  Professional Development Programmes and 
importance of  regular activities such as weekly  meditations and practices such as celebrating birthdays and 
festivals for educators’ have shown promising  results in overall mental well-being.  

Within the educational landscape, Salwan Public School, Gurugram, stands as a notable  institution dedicated 
to providing a nurturing environment for its diverse student body. Recognizing  the profound infl uence of  
mental health on students’ academic achievements and personal  growth, the school has made substantial 
efforts to implement a range of  mental health initiatives  and support programs. While the school’s 
commitment to fostering mental well-being is evident,  there exists a critical need to assess the perceptions 
of  students and teachers for these initiatives.  This research endeavours to delve deep into the strategies 
employed by the School,  understanding how they are perceived by the students and teachers. For teachers 
particular  interest is the Continuous Development Program, as it equips educators with updated knowledge  
and skills necessary to support students effectively. This study seeks to achieve a multifaceted  understanding 
of  mental health initiatives within the School. The fi ndings of  this research hold the  promise of  not only 
informing Salwan Public School’s future strategies but also offering valuable  insights to educators and 
institutions worldwide. By evaluating the effectiveness of  these  initiatives, we aspire to contribute to the 
ongoing dialogue surrounding the pivotal role of  mental  health in education. Ultimately, it aims to shed 
light on the critical theme of  upholding mental  health and well-being in the school context, with Salwan 
Public School, Gurugram, serving as a  compelling case study.

Study Design : The research study employed a mixed methods research design to explore the theme of   
upholding mental health and well-being in schools at Salwan Public School, Gurugram. This  design helped 
us to gain a comprehensive understanding of  the topic. 

Study Participants : Research participants consisted of  150 students from classes VIII to XII and 35 
teachers for the  quantitative survey, coupled with 10 students and 5 teachers for qualitative interviews.  

Data Collection Methods : Quantitative data was collected through an online survey distributed to students 
and teachers.  The survey encompassed various aspects of  mental health in school, including awareness of   
mental health initiatives, details of  participation in the different programmes, and perceptions of   teacher 
accessibility. Qualitative interviews, conducted with 10 students and 5 teachers, aimed to provide in-depth  
insights into the subject. The interviews explored participant experiences, perspectives, and  narratives related 
to mental health initiatives in the school. These interviews were designed to  complement the quantitative 
survey and offer a deeper understanding. 

Data Analysis: Percentages (%) were calculated for categorical responses in the quantitative survey. Data 
from  qualitative interviews was recorded and transcribed. Codes and themes were generated to extract key 
themes and narratives. 

Ethical Considerations: The research adhered to strict ethical guidelines. Informed consent was obtained 
from all  participants, and their confi dentiality was maintained throughout the study.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Quantitative Data Analysis (Students): Key Findings 
1.  Comfort discussing mental health with teachers or Counsellors 

 The analysis reveals that when it comes to discussing their mental health with teachers or  counsellors, 
40.7% of  students are at ease. Specifi cally, 17% express being highly comfortable,  while 28% maintain 
a neutral stance on the matter.  

(Figure 1): Students comfort level discussing mental health with teachers or  counsellors 

2. Comfort discussing mental health with peers 

 The data illustrates that a considerable portion (40.7%) of  students hold a neutral stance  regarding 
their peers feeling comfortable discussing mental health issues among themselves. On  the other hand, 
30% are often comfortable discussing mental health with their peers, while 15%  express being very 
comfortable doing so. 

(Figure 2): Students comfort level discussing mental health with peers

3.  Perception of  Stigma associated with seeking help 
 The data highlights that a signifi cant portion (34.9%) of  students believe there is no stigma  associated 

with seeking help for mental health issues at school. Additionally, 24.2% perceive that  stigma rarely 
exists, while 29.5% maintain a neutral stance on this matter. 
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 Perception of  Stigma associated with seeking  

(Figure 3): Students perception of  stigma associated with seeking help 

4. Use of  effective channels in communicating information about mental health 

 The data reveals that 40.9% of  students believe the school effectively communicates mental  health 
initiatives through various platforms such as WhatsApp, school websites, and Facebook.  Additionally, 
34.9% often perceive effective communication in this regard, while 15.4% maintain  a neutral stance 
on the effectiveness of  communication. 

 Use of  effective channels in communicating information about mental health  

(Figure 4): Students perception of  using effective channels in communicating about mental health  

5.  Engagement in extracurricular activities for emotional wellbeing  

 The data highlights that a signifi cant majority, comprising 47.3% of  students, engage in  extracurricular 
activities or hobbies. Additionally, 37.3% often partake in extracurricular activities,  while 12.7% 
maintain a neutral stance on this engagement. 
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 Engagement in extracurricular activities for emotional wellbeing 

 (Figure 5): Students engagement in extracurricular activities for emotional  well-being 

6. Frequency of  feeling overwhelmed by academic pressure 

 The data highlights that a notable percentage of  students (36.7%) are uncertain about their  feelings 
regarding academic pressure. Additionally, 29.3% of  students believe they are not  overwhelmed by 
academic pressure, indicating a positive perception. 

 Frequency of  feeling overwhelmed by academic pressure 

(Figure 6): Students perception of  feeling overwhelmed by academic pressure 

7. Perception of  school’s support in managing academic pressure 
 The data indicates that 37.3% of  students generally perceive that the school often supports  students 

in managing the stress related to academic pressure. Moreover, 34.7% believe that the  school always 
offers this support, while 18% hold a neutral stance on the matter. 
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 Perception of  school’s support in managing academic pressure 

1(Figure 7): Students perception of  school’s support in managing academic  pressure 

8. Participation in various initiatives regarding mental health and wellbeing 
 The data reveals a positive trend with a majority of  students participating in mental health and  well-

being initiatives. Particularly, 77.2% engaging in peer education sessions, 60% in stress  management 
workshops, 41.1% in meditation sessions, and 34.5% in group counselling sessions.  

 Participation in various initiatives 

(Figure 8): Students participation in various initiatives
9.  Mechanism used to cope with negative emotions 
 The data underscores that a considerable portion of  students employ various coping mechanisms  for 

dealing with negative emotions. Specifi cally, 74.70% choose to confi de in friends, 56% opt for  physical 
activities, 53.30% engage in creative pursuits, 33.3% seek support from teachers and  counsellors, and 
29.30% practice relaxation techniques to manage their negative emotions. 
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 Mechanism to cope with negative emotions 

 Talking to friends or peers Seeking support from teachers or Counsellors  Engaging in physical activities  
Practicing relaxation techniques Pursuing creative activities Others 

(Figure 9): Students mechanism to cope with negative emotions

Quantitative Data Analysis (Educators)- Key fi ndings 
10. Awareness of  mental health programmes 
 51% of  the teachers reported being aware of  the various mental health initiatives and programs  offered 

by the school, with 36.4% stating they were fully informed about these initiatives. 
 Awareness of  mental health programmes

 (Figure 10): Teachers’ awareness level of  various mental health programmes 

11.  Effectiveness of  mental health initiatives in promoting wellbeing of  students 
 The data indicates that 47.1% of  teachers perceive the current mental health initiatives and  programs 

to be effective in promoting the well-being of  students, while 29.4% perceive them to  be very effective. 
Additionally, 20.6% hold a neutral stance regarding the effectiveness of  these  initiatives. 
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 Effectiveness of  mental health initiatives in promoting wellbeing of  students

 

   1(Not effective) 2(Little effective) 3(Not sure) 4(Effective) 5(Very effective) 
(Figure 11): Teachers’ perception of  effectiveness of  initiatives in wellbeing  of  students 

12.  Comfort discussing mental health with teachers 
 The data indicates that 52% of  teachers perceive that students at Salwan Public School feel  comfortable 

discussing their mental health concerns with them or other school staff. Additionally,  17.6% strongly 
agree with this perception, and 20.6% hold a neutral stance. 

 Comfort discussing mental health with teachers 

    1(Strongly disagree) 2(Disagree) 3(Not sure) 4(Agree) 5(Strongly agree) 

(Figure 12): Teachers’ perception of  students’ discussing comfortably with teachers 

13.  Improvement required while communicating about mental health I3. Improvement required 
while communicating about mental health 

 The data suggests that 41.1% of  teachers feel that very little improvement is required in the way  
mental health initiatives are communicated to students and teachers within the school.  Additionally, 
14.7% perceived that no improvement is required, and 32.4% hold a neutral stance  on this matter. 
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 Improvement required while communicating  about mental health 

 

(Figure 13): Teachers’ perception of  improvement required in  

14.  Participation in different mental health initiatives communication about mental health

14.  Teachers Participation in different initiatives 
 The data underscores a high level of  engagement by educators in various initiatives: 85.3% in continuous  

professional development sessions, 79.4% in meditation sessions, 76.5% in team building exercises, 
and  67.6% in stress management workshops. 

 Teachers’ participation 

 
(Figure 14): Teachers’ awareness level of  various mental health  programmes 

 Meditation sessions Stress management Workshops Team building exercises Continuous Professional 
Development Others 
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15.  Effi ciency of  Continuous Development programmes Effi ciency of  programmes 

(Figure 15): Teachers’ perception of  effi ciency of  programmes

Qualitative Data Analysis Insights From Interviews 
All In Depth Interviews (IDIs) were audio recorded (with prior consent) and fully transcribed and  translated. 
We fi rst familiarized ourselves with the data through reading and organizing, followed  by coding and 
creating categories. By analysing the categories, we divided the data into broader  thematic levels, developing 
additional matrices and conceptual models to describe key fi ndings. 

Improvements or additional initiatives related to mental health 
Respondents expressed a desire for more mental health workshops focusing on coping skills and  resilience-
building. Students also suggested increased bonding between teachers and students  and more group 
counselling /Life skills sessions to be initiated. Teachers highlighted shyness and  social stigma as major 
barriers which inhibit students discussing mental health. 

Nearly all teachers and students from Salwan School opined that schools should have a role  in addressing 
students’ mental health. Many teachers described their responsibility for the overall  wellbeing and 
development of  students beyond their academics. One teacher remarked, “Teachers play an important role 
in mental health of  children, as children  are not same. We need to cater to the different needs of  students 
(male teacher)

All research participants suggested teachers need to have a positive relationship and good  communication 
with their students.  

Enhancing Communication of  Mental Health Resources: 
Participants indicated that Tuesday school assemblies can be utilised to inform the stakeholders informing 
about available mental  health resources. Others felt that the school uses effective channels to communicate 
information  about mental health initiatives to students.  

“One student remarked that the peer educators start making announcements on the PA system  week before 
the events. We get timely information”. 

“The school should inform by putting information on the display boards” (student) Addressing Emotional 
Well-being Challenges: 

Respondents mentioned academic pressure, lack of  motivation, anger issues and peer pressure  as signifi cant 
stressors affecting emotional wellbeing.  

“Students feel shy to speak their problems with teachers. Openness is created by the good  teacher. The good teacher 
will always encourage the students to speak in ease they are going through stress and trauma”. (Male teacher) 

“So many times, we are unable to regulate our emotions, it becomes a stress and affects our  mental health” (student)

All In Depth Interviews (IDIs) were audio recorded (with prior consent) and fully transcribed and  translated. 
We fi rst familiarized ourselves with the data through reading and organizing, followed  by coding and 
creating categories. By analysing the categories, we divided the data into broader  thematic levels, developing 

Respondents expressed a desire for more mental health workshops focusing on coping skills and  resilience-
building. Students also suggested increased bonding between teachers and students  and more group 
counselling /Life skills sessions to be initiated. Teachers highlighted shyness and  social stigma as major 

Nearly all teachers and students from Salwan School opined that schools should have a role  in addressing 
students’ mental health. Many teachers described their responsibility for the overall  wellbeing and 
development of  students beyond their academics. One teacher remarked, “Teachers play an important role 
in mental health of  children, as children  are not same. We need to cater to the different needs of  students 

All research participants suggested teachers need to have a positive relationship and good  communication 

Participants indicated that Tuesday school assemblies can be utilised to inform the stakeholders informing 
about available mental  health resources. Others felt that the school uses effective channels to communicate 

“One student remarked that the peer educators start making announcements on the PA system  week before 

Addressing Emotional 

Respondents mentioned academic pressure, lack of  motivation, anger issues and peer pressure  as signifi cant 

“Students feel shy to speak their problems with teachers. Openness is created by the good  teacher. The good teacher 

“So many times, we are unable to regulate our emotions, it becomes a stress and affects our  mental health” (student)
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Successful Mental Health Initiatives 
Peer Education workshops emerged as the most effective initiative, establishing a safe platform  for open 
communication about mental health. Concurrently, teachers highlighted meditation and  stress management 
sessions as highly benefi cial initiatives. Given the observed success,  expanding and promoting Peer 
Education programs, as well as enhancing the accessibility of   meditation and stress management sessions, 
stands out as a highly impactful strategy.  

“I feel that if  a child gets learning from a peer student, without pushing, the child feels no body is  forcing 
him. When students are guided by peers, they understand faster and puts things into practice.” (teacher) 

“I benefi t a lot from the weekly meditations, it relaxes me and I am able concentrate on the things.  I look 
forward for the meditation sessions” (Female teacher). 

Discussion: The study emphasises on the effectiveness of  mental health initiatives within Salwan Public  
School. Initiatives like peer education programs, stress management workshops, and continuous  professional 
development for educators have demonstrated positive outcomes. Students and  teachers reported improved 
well-being and better stress management, emphasizing the  importance of  such initiatives. Understanding the 
perceptions of  students and teachers is crucial.  The study reveals a generally positive perception regarding 
mental health initiatives. This  alignment in perception can contribute to a conducive environment where 
both students and  educators are on the same page regarding the signifi cance of  mental health support. 
Addressing  barriers like stigma associated with seeking help is pivotal. While a signifi cant portion of  students  
felt there was no stigma, it’s essential to address the rest to ensure all students can comfortably  access mental 
health support. The study identifi es these barriers, highlighting the need for  targeted interventions. Prior 
studies suggest that a prevalent obstacle to the successful  implementation of  evidence-based mental health 
interventions is the presence of  “competing  priorities within schools,” such as academic instruction or 
testing (Eiraldi et al., 2015). A school based mental health intervention study in Kenya found, for example, 
that teachers prioritised  exam preparation over other non-academic activities. This prioritisation acted as a 
barrier to  intervention attendance (Meza et al., 2020).  

Active engagement in extracurricular activities for emotional well-being signifi es a holistic  approach. The 
study reveals a substantial majority, of  students, engage in extracurricular activities  or hobbies for emotional 
well-being. This is a positive indication, suggesting that a signifi cant  portion of  students recognize the 
importance of  such activities in managing their emotions and  maintaining mental well-being. Prior studies 
found out that academic grades were highest in  adolescents involved in structured extra-curricular activities. 
(Pol, S. D., & Prakash, A. (2023), Engagement of  structured extra-curricular activities: A preventive measure 
for technology  addiction in adolescents) 

Educators play a vital role in promoting mental health. The study shows that continuous  development 
programs and team building activities signifi cantly equip educators to provide  effective support. Investing 
in these programs can have a lasting impact on students’ well-being  and academic success. Continuing 
teacher education programmes to promote a broader vision  of  education and underline the value, benefi ts 
and meaningfulness of  mental health and wellbeing  for young people, underlining both academic, and 
social and emotional benefi ts (Cefai & Cavioni,  2014; Diamond, 2010).

The study provides valuable suggestions for improvement, such as enhancing communication  about mental 
health initiatives. Implementing these suggestions can bridge any existing gaps and  create a more inclusive 
and accessible support system. Integrating mental health programs into  the school curriculum can ensure 
a consistent and structured approach. It offers a proactive way  to instil awareness and understanding of  
mental health from an early age, promoting a long-term  positive impact. Tailoring support mechanisms 
to address academic stress and fostering a culture  of  open dialogue about social emotional learning may 
mitigate emotional challenges. Social and  emotional learning promotion provides a foundation for effective 
learning and academic success  (Adelman & Taylor, 2009). It facilitates the acquisition of  valuable skills 
such as regulating  emotions, managing emotional distress, coping with classroom demands and frustration,  
improving problem-solving abilities, developing healthy relationships, and promoting collaborative  
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teamwork. In a meta-analysis encompassing over 200 studies, Durlak et al. (2011) reported that  students 
participating in universal social and emotional learning programs scored signifi cantly  higher on standardized 
achievement tests compared to peers who did not participate in such  programs. Comparing the fi ndings 
with existing research showcases the uniqueness and  effectiveness of  the initiatives at Salwan Public School. 
It’s essential to understand how these  initiatives stand out and what lessons can be shared with the broader 
academic community. The study’s fi ndings highlight the transformative impact mental health initiatives have 
within  Salwan Public School. By fostering a culture of  well-being and support, the school sets an  example 
for others to follow, ultimately contributing to a healthier and more productive educational  environment. 
Continued dedication to mental health initiatives is essential for the holistic growth  of  students and 
educators alike. 

Conclusion : The research highlights the signifi cance of  mental health initiatives with the school. The 
positive  impact observed emphasises the need for sustained efforts, fostering a culture of  well-being and  
support in educational institutions. The study advocates for ongoing evaluation, integration of   initiatives 
into the curriculum, and targeted improvements to create an inclusive and nurturing  environment, ultimately 
ensuring the holistic growth and success of  students. Based on the  fi ndings, it is recommended to implement 
a structured mental health education program that is  integrated within the school curriculum. It will be 
useful to expand and promote peer support  programs which foster a sense of  belongingness and provide 
students with a confi dante.  Conducting regular awareness campaigns on reducing stigma and seeking help, 
promoting work  life balance for teachers and students are other identifi ed areas of  focus.
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Nullifying the Negatives  
A Proven Coping Mechanism

Mrs Sampa makes it a point to sit down with her 
daughter every evening for some time and play 
the game of  "Nullifying the Negatives…" a game 
which she has curated over time to use as a tool 
for grooming her daughter’s mental and emotional 
health. This has been working wonderfully well in 
the family for quite some time now. As part of  the 
game, both of  them would share some incident 
from the happening of  the day that brought some 
kind of  negative vibe to them. The incident might 
have happened with either of  them or with someone 
whom they know. It could even be a piece of  news 
that affected them negatively. The discussion would 
start with the characters involved- would move on 
to the story or the gist of  the incident and would 
end with the impact left on them. Thereafter, Mrs 
Sampa, a professional counsellor working in a 
school, would disscuss the incident with different 
perspectives and would fi nally teach her daughter 
how to handle the stress coming out from the 
situation. She would fi nally give her some life lessons 
about ‘nullifying such negatives’ in every possible 
walk of  her life. 

One such exmple was of  a girl called Sohini, in Kota  
who is preparing for her IIT JEE Entrance and lives 
with her parents there. Being in the web of  coaching 
crusaders, she often hears about unfortunate ‘ends’ 

that some desperate and students, in despair choose, 
which of  course touched her mind and heart but 
she knows that she has a 'venting point' at the day 
end when she would sit down with her mother to 
play the miracle game of  'nullifying the negatives' 
when she would discuss this piece of  disturbing 
news with her mother and would fi nally go to sleep 
stress-free as always. 

This is not just a mere example. It is happening even 
today somewhere in an apartment in Kota when I 
write these lines. When I met the family recently and 
came to know about the tremendous positivity the 
family lives with, I was extremely impressed. Coping 
with the stress of  competition and the unknown 
outcome thereafter is a major challenge before our 
youngsters these days. To understand this in slightly 
more detail, we need to dig deeper into the root of  
this ‘stress’.

Paradoxically, whether a student is of  so-called 
A-Grade or of  B-Grade, the amount of  stress or 
its exterminating nature doesn’t change.  If  one 
is ambitious and capable of  faring well in exams, 
studies, competitions and similar other academic 
initiatives, one subtly gets into the pang of  the 
stress of  ‘anticipated loss of  position’. Once there, 
one doesn’t want to come down and this keeps 
one forever under duress resulting in a surly stress. 
Contrary to this, if  one is ambitious but is not 
capable of  doing what he aspires to, certainly, one is 
in an immediately notice-worthy state. Then there is 
this ever-mounting impact of  social media infl uence 
and digital media blizzard on the forever-occupied 
brains of  the youngsters – none is left out from its 
vile virus.

Well, the question is, what can we do to make the 
‘educational tutorials’ of  our education system 
‘hang-free’? 

How can we make our student-force capable enough 
to cope with the dreadful stress they are always in? 

I would like to discuss here some of  the possible 
solutions that I keep sharing with parents and 
students during my sessions on ‘Stress-free Student-
life’ and ‘Championing Parenting’ -

Instead of  focussing too much on ‘what I am not 
able to’, shift to ‘what I have been, so far, able 
to’. This immediately brings in a positive wave 
and a fabulous energy to the mind which acts as 
the launch-pad for your next leap. As teachers, we 
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must always mentor our students with this kind of  a 
perspective. It’s better always to realise ‘what I have’ 
than ‘what I might lose’. 

Celebrating the microcosms of  success one should 
give a fair dose of  flirt at every small success, victory, 
completion -howsoever tiny or insignificant it might 
appear to be. Life itself  is a celebration. Every small 
completion must get due recognition in your life. 
So, the next completion of  the assignment on time,  
understand a gnawing concept of  calculus well, you 
get a consolation prize in a debate … Celebrate! 
Celebrate! Celebrate! These small pebbles are 
bridging the pool to  success- do not ignore them.

The Ledgers of  Emotions make people feel 
worried, afraid, happy, confused, confident, strong, 
weak, included, abandoned, defeated, victorious, 
laid back, hyper-kinetic – all these are precious sets 
of  your mind. These are the small cells of   mind 
that make one ‘human’. These ledger accounts 
certainly provide for excellent fodder for the brain’s 
reflective introspection at a later stage somewhere 
sometime when one feels low and needs to cope 
with this emotional ebb. To fight this ebb one 
needs to embrace ‘Love Laughter & Music’ as it is 
an effortful exercise but humour is a way of  life. 
By asking - “Why can’t I be a little not-so-serious 
about things that bring worries to me”? Worrying 
too much doesn’t take us anywhere. We simply sink 
into the quicksand of  fallacy. We must preach to our 
students to find a reason to laugh. We must teach 
them the power of  humour and ease of  life. We 
must put them in the habit of  listening to music if  
not actively taking up one as a hobby. This certainly 
removes our students’ stickiness to books, coaching, 
tests, assessments, comparisons, charts going up 
and ranks falling down etc. They tend to realise that 
life is not worth losing on the trifles of  some boring 
ranks and marks. 

Adopting Realistic goals & problem-solving attitude, 
one should take up ‘IDEAL’ is a proven and 
popular practice which means Identify – Define – 
Explore – Act – Look back. This invariably teaches 
us to identify the problems first in smaller parts 
and connect them with our potential and resources 
available. 

Ascribing aspirations or antithesis to children by 
over-apprehensive parents is a bigger issue than 

students not being able to cope with falls and 
failures. It is the stigma that is attached to a growing 
child in a family, a student in the class, a youth of  
this progressive nation that hinders his/her pace 
to thrive. We must very effectively discontinue this 
practice of  attaching quality to our children’s free-
fly or free-fall. They must be given ample space and 
opportunity to flourish the way they desire to.

The process of  evaluation should not be limited 
only to adding up marks and ascertaining ranks 
and positions. The New Education Policy very 
aggressively advocates holistic growth of  children 
at schools. The schools, since the early childhood 
care level, should very carefully curate such an 
evaluation system that maps the child’s growth not 
only on academic parameters but also on his/her 
overall personality development. The education 
systems of  developed countries focus not only on 
producing scholars but better and able individuals. 

Curriculum of  schools should be so developed as not 
to measure but to major. Meaning, equal emphasis 
needs to be given to all facets of  development, 
viz., cognitive, sensorial, operational, reasoning and 
behavioural. A perfect balance among these acts like 
a balanced diet for the child’s mental and physical 
growth to become resilient, confident, strong, vivid 
and sensible. The mindset of  the youth needs to 
go out from the barriers of  ‘comparatives’, every 
comparison will bring one party below the other. 
Is that the goal of  our education system? This, 
certainly, is one of  the biggest reasons for hundreds 
of  young aspirants embracing untimely and fateful 
destiny for themselves!

If, from the very beginning of  a student's journey, 
a family – a school – a society is thoughtful about 
building up such a societal eco-system that no one 
is put to judgements or labels of  highs or lows, 
probably a much healthier education system and 
knowledge bonhomie will prevail. There will be 
no rat run for even more holes reaching nowhere. 
Much of  this envisioned practice has to begin from 
our homes. A creed of  mindset and community 
influence do influence a system’s policy making 
postulates. Good times will prevail. The plethora 
of  tutorials will certainly come out of  its vices and 
for that sake, the ‘Kotas’ in our minds and in our 
children’s dreams will soon get demolished by the 
21st century civilisation by its determined efforts. 

Mr. Sandeep Mukherjee
COO 
Sunbeam Group of  Educational Institutions 
Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh, India.
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Aristotle’s ageless wisdom, “Educating the mind 
without educating the heart is no education at 
all,” exemplifies the perennial relevance of  socio-
emotional learning (SEL) in schools. Undoubtedly, 
SEL has been a fundamental and elemental aspect 
of  education and human development for centuries, 
and almost all would agree that the post-COVID 
era and the increasing use of  digital devices have 
amplified the need and importance of  SEL in schools. 
Educators all over feel the relevance of  SEL in 
educational institutions is more than ever before.  In 
this age of  information technology, teacher training 
in socio-emotional learning has become pivotal 
for fostering the holistic development of  students. 
While students can get all the information at the 
click of  a mouse, the school ecosystem provides 
the right setting and requisite circumstances for 
SEL among students. The co-scholastic domains 
of  education and the active learning strategies in 
scholastic domains facilitate SEL among students 
to a large extent.

According to NEP (5.14), “Teachers will be given 
more autonomy in choosing aspects of  pedagogy, 
so that they may teach in the manner they find 
most effective for the students in their classrooms. 
Teachers will also focus on socio-emotional 
learning - a critical aspect of  any student’s holistic 
development. Teachers will be recognized for novel 
approaches to teaching that will improve learning 
outcomes in their classrooms.”

Socio-emotional learning includes the intricate and 
synergistic relationship between the intrapersonal 
and interpersonal skills of  students and their 
coupled impact on student’s social interactions, 
emotional intelligence, and overall well-being. 
Schools should take up SEL as a comprehensive 
approach that involves the integration of  cognitive, 
affective, and psychomotor domains in pedagogy, 
aiming to help students achieve enhanced learning 
outcomes. Intrapersonal skills are vital as they are 
the building blocks of  self-awareness and personal 
growth of  the student. Students with strong 
intrapersonal skills exhibit greater self-confidence, 
unrelenting persistence, and forthrightness to be 
rational thinkers who adapt well to changes and 
new ideas. Students with good interpersonal skills 
possess the ability to overcome distractions and 
possess greater resilience and self-discipline. They 
succeed because of  the inherent ability of  effective 
time management. These skills empower students 

to navigate their own emotions and make informed 
decisions, ultimately leading to personal growth and 
self-actualization.

Interpersonal skills are a keynote of  socio-emotional 
learning, as they dictate how students interact with 
others and navigate the complexities of  human 
relationships with ease. Participation in projects 
that involve teamwork, responsibility, flexibility, 
and dependability foster interpersonal skills among 
students. STEAM projects with a diverse group of  
students enable them to develop healthy, supportive 
connections with their peers and facilitate an 
inclusive and collaborative learning environment.

It is for 21st-century educators to know that 
the unique interplay between intrapersonal and 
interpersonal skills forms the core of  socio-
emotional learning in schools. When students attain 
maturity in both sets of  skills, they become adept at 
understanding their own emotions, empathizing with 
others, and effectively managing their interactions 
in the community. This equips them with the 
emotions necessary to thrive in school, college and 
in life beyond the walls of  the classroom. The soft 
skills that students develop in school metamorphose 
them into successful individuals in the workplace 
and life in the future.

As educators, we must realize the influence of  
emotions on the learning process. Positive emotions 
in the classroom play a pivotal role in enhancing 
students’ learning experiences. They not only 
motivate students but also improve collaboration 
among peers. Furthermore, they are vital for helping 
students tackle complex and challenging concepts, 
as some level of  stress can be considered necessary 
for meaningful learning experiences.

Socio-Emotional Learning in Schools: 
A Practitioner’s Perspective
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The young generation needs to understand the key 
components of  the SEL which lays emphasis on 
'self  refl ection' to develop interpersonal skills. This 
will help the children handle emotions in harmony 
with others. There are times when one looks at 
unexpected behviour as the tip of  an iceberg.  
Understanding that unexpected or challenging 
behaviour may be a manifestation of  deeper 
emotional or personal issues. This evaluation can 
help educators address the root causes of  any 
problem and provide appropriate support.

Faster responding rather than reacting: Teaching 
students the importance of  responding thoughtfully 
to situations rather than reacting impulsively can 
enhance their emotional intelligence and decision-
making skills.

Resilience is a crucial intrapersonal skill that enables 
students to bounce back from adversity. Schools 
should incorporate activities and strategies that help 
students build resilience and cope with challenges 
effectively. This can be done by designing impactful 
learning experiences. Creating engaging and 

Dr Pratibha Kohli 
Principal 
Maharaja Agrasen Model School
CD - Block, Pitampura, Delhi

meaningful learning experiences tailored to the 
emotional needs and developmental stages of  
students can thus enhance emotional intelligence.

Collaborative projects involving diverse groups of  
students to work on real-world scenarios foster a 
sense of  inclusivity and compassion among students.

Another important fact is recognizing students’ 
behaviour as a form of  communication allows 
educators to better understand their needs and 
emotions, leading to more effective support and 
guidance.

Making students empathetic can help each other 
connect on a deeper level, resolve confl icts more 
effectively, and contribute positively to their 
communities.

In conclusion it may be said that presenting the 
acronym COMPASS as a memorable guide for 
educators must be followed in school. The acronym 
COMPASS stands for emphasizing the importance 
of  Collaboration, Optimism,  Mindfulness, Positive 
Mindset, Adaptability, Strength, and Satisfaction 
and hopes that educators will keep this in mind 
while imparting SEL to students.

The interplay between intrapersonal and 
interpersonal skills serves as the foundation upon 
which socio-emotional learning is built. The 
overarching goal of  socio-emotional learning is 
to ensure high-quality and equitable education for 
all students. The readers would agree that socio-
emotional learning is a dynamic and vital aspect of  
education and holds the potential to shape students 
into well-rounded individuals who are emotionally 
intelligent, socially adept, and empathetic global 
citizens. An honest commitment to fostering 
SEL skills can create an environment where the 
heart and mind is equally nourished, ensuring that 
students are not only academically successful but 
also emotionally and socially empowered to face the 
challenges of  the modern world.
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Transformative Self-Care: 
Dive into Learning Experience 

Navigating the labyrinth of  academic demands, 
assignments, and social pressures can turn a 
student’s journey through the educational system 
into a whirlwind. In this fast-paced environment, 
the importance of  self-care cannot be overstated. 
Recognizing this, consistently embracing of  
self-care as a crucial aspect, actively fosters an 
environment that encourages holistic well-being 
among students. Self-care, encompassing physical, 
mental and emotional well-being, goes beyond 
occasional breaks or weekend getaways. 

Meditation serves as a holistic process, not only 
amplifying focus and concentration but, more 
signifi cantly, enhancing self-awareness regarding 
one’s physiological activity. This facilitates the 
regulation of  one’s body and emotions, especially 
during emotional states like aggression and  
frustration. Meditation practices make it effortless 
for individuals to maintain calmness during 
heightened emotional states. 

The educators have wholeheartedly adopted these 
practices, extending them beyond students to 
include teachers. Incorporating meditation into the 
routine not merely as a practice but as an integral 
part of  a regular lifestyle for both students and 
educators alike is the need of  the hour. 

Yoga is also yet another repose through which 
mental health can be nurtured. Fostering a 
harmonious balance between mind and body often 
benefi ts beyond physical fi tness. This practice 
enhances fl exibility, strength and balance.  Crucially, 
yoga serves as a powerful tool to manage stress 
and anxiety, prevalent challenges in the academic 
environment. Expanding the scope of  yoga as a 
subject in higher senior secondary classes, empower 
students with the autonomy to progress in their 
careers while embracing mental health fi tness as an 
integral part of  their lifestyles. 

This academic approach to yoga not only 
acknowledges its importance but also cultivates 
qualities like discipline, self-control, and 
concentration, contributing not only to academic 
success but also to lifelong skills for personal growth 
and resilience. 

To furnish teachers with the tools and skills 
required to evolve into 'Heartful educators', 
integrating empathetic practices that facilitate 
personal connections with students and make a 
positive impact on their lives is created. The practice 
to involve heartful educators equips meaningful 
impacts in the lives of  the students. Students benefi t 
from having well-adjusted role models to look up 
to, fostering a smoother fl ow of  conversation and 
problem-solving among them. 
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Life skills classes are a dedicated effort to 
authentically instill essential skills in students. Within 
these sessions, student emotions are explored, and 
open discussions unfold regarding the potential 
causes behind these emotions. The inclusion of  
activities and role-playing serves as an experiential 
refl ection, allowing them to gain empathy and 
a greater understanding of  their emotions and 
those of  others by stepping into various roles and 
scenarios. Through these discussions, students gain 
insight into the range of  human emotions and 
learn how to regulate and express their feelings 
constructively. 

The life skills curriculum covers various crucial areas, 
including personal boundaries, bullying awareness, 
digital literacy, and understanding one’s body. The 
incorporation of  experiential elements such as role 
play fosters empathy and understanding, reinforcing 
interpersonal relationships among students. 
Additionally, students develop a deeper connection 
with themselves, as these sessions encourage self-
refl ection and self-awareness. This holistic approach 
ensures that students not only excel academically 
but also develop resilience, empathy, and the ability 
to make informed choices in various aspects of  
their lives.

The creation of  a supportive space for open 
communication ensures that students feel heard and 
understood, promoting a sense of  belonging within 
the school community. This educational component 
equips students with the tools to build resilience, 
develop coping strategies, and gain profound insights 
into their own behavioral patterns. Complementing 
individual sessions, group counseling fosters a sense 

of  community, providing students with shared 
experiences and collective support. 

In parallel,  special educators play a vital role in 
ensuring that every student receives personalized 
attention and tailored learning strategies to navigate 
academic diffi culties effectively. The special educator 
works closely with students facing challenges, 
providing targeted interventions that cater to their 
unique learning needs. Through individualized 
support, these professionals create a supportive 
and inclusive learning environment. They employ 
diverse teaching methods, adapting to different 
learning styles and pace, fostering an atmosphere 
where every student can thrive academically and 
holistically. 

Instilling suitable life skills such as teamwork 
and leadership, fosters resilience and a sense of  
camaraderie. Through these initiatives, one aims to 
cultivate academic excellence and empower students 
with lifelong habits that contribute to their overall 
health and success. 

The commitment to self-care initiatives demonstrates 
a holistic approach to education that goes beyond 
academic excellence. By prioritizing the well-being 
of  students and educators across various dimensions, 
the trust contributes to the development of  resilient, 
emotionally intelligent, and well-rounded individuals 
prepared for the challenges and opportunities that 
life may present. This proactive stance on self-
care sets a commendable standard for educational 
institutions striving to create environments that 
prioritize the mental, emotional, and physical health 
of  their stakeholders.

Sunita Madan 
Principal 
Salwan Public School 
Trans Delhi Signature City

to make informed choices in various aspects of  

The creation of  a supportive space for open 
communication ensures that students feel heard and 
understood, promoting a sense of  belonging within 
the school community. This educational component 
equips students with the tools to build resilience, 
develop coping strategies, and gain profound insights 
into their own behavioral patterns. Complementing 
individual sessions, group counseling fosters a sense 

academic excellence. By prioritizing the well-being 
of  students and educators across various dimensions, 
the trust contributes to the development of  resilient, 
emotionally intelligent, and well-rounded individuals 
prepared for the challenges and opportunities that 
life may present. This proactive stance on self-
care sets a commendable standard for educational 
institutions striving to create environments that 
prioritize the mental, emotional, and physical health 
of  their stakeholders.

Sunita Madan 

Salwan Public School 
Trans Delhi Signature City
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It’s True that Physical Health 
Impacts the Mental Health

In the fast-paced world of  academia and ambiguity, 
the symbiotic relationship between physical and 
mental health is undeniable. For both students and 
teachers, maintaining a sound physical well-being is 
not just about physical fi tness—it a key player in the 
realm of  mental wellness.

When students engage in regular physical activities 
and sports/meditation, they are not just sculpting 
their bodies but they are also crafting resilient minds. 
Exercise stimulates the release of  endorphins, those 
delightful neurotransmitters that act as natural 
mood lifters. In the midst of  demanding exams and 
deadlines, a brisk walk or a quick workout session can 
be a game-changer. Enhancing focus and reducing 
stress ultimately leads them to mindfulness.

Teachers, often carrying the weight of  multiple 
responsibilities, are no strangers to stress. Regular 
exercise becomes a lifeline schedule, helping them 
manage the pressures of  lesson planning, grading, 
and classroom dynamics. The physiological benefi ts 
of  exercise can contribute to increased energy 
levels, making it easier for educators to navigate the 
demanding academic landscape. Sedentary lifestyles, 
prevalent in the academic setting, are main culprits 
for conditions like anxiety and depression. Students 
glued to desks for prolonged periods and teachers 
spending extended hours in classrooms without 
movement may unknowingly be compromising 
their mental well-being.

The importance of  nutrition in this equation cannot 
be overlooked. For students, the link between a 
balanced diet and cognitive function is profound. 
Essential nutrients fuel the brain, infl uencing 
memory, concentration, and overall cognitive 
abilities. Similarly, teachers benefi t from maintaining 
a nutritious diet to sustain their mental acuity 
throughout the school day.

Moreover quality sleep is a linchpin for memory 
consolidation, emotional regulation, and stress 
management. In the interconnected ecosystem 
of  a school, fostering physical health is solitary 
endeavour. School policies, infrastructure, and 

support systems must align to create an environment 
conducive to well-being. Physical education 
programs, recreational spaces, and initiatives 
promoting healthy habits can make a substantial 
difference in the lives of  students and teachers 
alike. It is important to understand the signifi cance 
of  the formative years in a child & life and the 
essential nutritional requirements during this crucial 
period. Prioritizing a holistic approach to education, 
incorporating dedicated time for focussed activities. 
such as open and indoor games, aerobics, zumba, 
karate, yoga and various other activities need to be 
imbibed in the curriculum today.

To emphasize the emotional health of  students, a 
well curated syllabus known as 'Chetna' will defi ne 
a better understanding. This program addresses the 
various changes, both physical and emotional, that 
young learners must know about the concept of  
safe and unsafe touch, creating a safe environment 
for their development.

To address the challenges, personalized one-to-
one interaction and group sessions facilitated by 
trained counsellors and pastoral guides is a step 
that nurtures mental well being and thus aims in 
supporting students to overcome diffi culties. The 
Parent Orientation Program at the begining of  each 
session and scheduling regular meetings throughout 
the year, with parents to freely discuss any concern 
regarding their children is a helping tool in enhancing 
mental well-being.

Emotionally, a secure and safe environment fosters 
a sense of  trust and confi dence, allowing the child 
to explore and develop a positive self-image.

In conclusion, the nexus between physical and 
mental health is a dynamic force shaping the 
educational landscape. Recognizing the profound 
impact of  physical well-being on mental resilience is 
essential for creating a thriving academic community. 
From the classroom to the staff  room, prioritizing 
health lays the foundation for a vibrant, resilient, 
and harmonious educational environment.

Dr. Anupama Mishra 
Principal 
Sunbeam School Varuna, Varanasi 
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Sculpting the Mind Through Stillness: 
Mastering Meditation 

Mindfulness, beyond being a therapeutic practice, 
can be viewed as an art form in itself. Just  as an 
artist meticulously crafts a masterpiece, individuals 
engaging in mindfulness sculpt the  canvas of  their 
mind with intention and attention. The artistry lies 
in the deliberate  cognizance, where each breath, 
thought and sensation becomes a brushstroke on the 
canvas  of  consciousness. The mindful practitioner 
learns to observe without judgment,  embracing 
the transience of  thoughts and emotions. This 
unique artistry involves creating a  balance, where 
the cacophony of  anxieties metamorphoses into an 
aesthetic creation of  peace  and harmony. It is the 
delicate interplay of  focus, patience and self-love 
that elevates  mindfulness to the highest art form, 
inviting individuals to paint the landscape of  their 
inner  self  with self-actualization. 

Mindfulness, a cognitive mettle, involves the art 
of  maintaining a meta-awareness of  the  present 
existence within one’s mind. This skill is harvested 
through practices such as  meditation, focused 
breathing, and yoga. Positioned as a nuanced 
strategy, mindfulness  emerges as a counterpoint to 

both avoidance of  emotions and the perilous path 
of   emotional over-engagement. 

In essence, it serves as a transformative tool, 
providing a means to foster self-awareness  
regarding our thoughts and emotions. Rather than 
succumbing to overwhelming emotions  arising out 
of  our existing conditions, mindfulness empowers 
individuals with the capacity to  effectively manage 
and manoeuvre the intricacies of  their mental 
domain. 

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) 
emerges as a refi ned and standardized conduct,  
reconciling the art of  meditation to alleviate burdens 
of  stress in the lives of  otherwise  physically healthy 
individuals. Beyond its initial purpose, the merit of  
MBSR has been  discovered to encompass various 
depressive disorders, particularly in the student  
demographic. Its utility extends to mitigating specifi c 
sleep disturbances, especially during  the demanding 
days of  exams. In the expanse of  drug addiction 
treatment among adolescents,  mindfulness proves 
to be a complimentary tool. This practice has the 
potential to redefi ne  one’s encounter with desirable 
or undesirable experiences. Being mindful of  one’s 
reality serves as a preventive strategy to interrupt 
the progression of  mental health issues.

Mindfulness, seamlessly stitched into the mantle 
of  psychological therapies and stress  reduction 
programs, is an exquisite fusion of  meditative 
practices, rhythmic breathing  exercises and gentle 
stretches. Enriched further by the incorporation of  
elements from 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, this potent alchemy 
serves as a zephyr, gently unraveling  the intricate 
overlay of  negative thought patterns inherent in 
recurrent depression.  

Within the edifi ce of  school education, the 
attainment of  mindfulness is accomplished as  a 
gradual journey, coherently interwoven into the 
curriculum. Techniques like  Vipassana, conscious 
breathing, imagery exercises and meditation should 
become a part  of  pedagogy. 

The beauty of  this integration lies in its versatility, 
allowing mindfulness to  be practiced effortlessly, 
anytime and anywhere, often without the awareness 
of  the  external stimuli. Empowering indeed is the 
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realization that one can assert control over  reactions 
and emotions in any given situation, all the while 
maintaining an enigmatic  appearance. Beyond 
breath awareness, practices such as body scanning, 
mindful  walking, conscious eating and attentive 
listening offer additional avenues for embracing  
mindfulness. Establishing a consistent routine of  
mindfulness meditation can yield more profound 
effects.  Neuroimaging studies reveal that engaging 
in regular meditation over an eight-week period  
brings about discernible alterations in the brain. 

Schools have the opportunity to embrace 
mindfulness-based programs to tackle a spectrum 
of   challenges, encompassing lifestyle diseases, 
obesity, diabetes, hypertension, academic and  
athletic performance, examination and assessment 
pressures, peer dynamics, adolescent  issues, 
substance abuse, children with special needs and the 
ubiquitous overuse of   technology. 

Extending the scope of  mindfulness programs, 
there’s a valuable opportunity to implement  them for 
the mental well-being of  teachers, vital stakeholders 
in the education system. These  can serve as a potent 
intervention in navigating challenges.  

Delving deeper into mindfulness, its therapeutic 
benefi ts extend palpably to psychiatric  disorders, 
offering a measured alleviation for individuals 
contending with psychosis.  Acknowledging 
the pivotal role of  rumination and worry in 

contributing to various mental  health challenges, 
the impact of  mindfulness-based interventions 
must be acknowledged in  fostering mental well-
being among both students and teachers. 

Moreover, the infl uence of  mindfulness 
meditation on physical health becomes evident. 
The  psychological inclination to repetitively dwell 
on stressful thoughts intensifi es the  physiological 
effects of  stressors, perpetuating the activation 
of  the sympathetic nervous  system and the 
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis. 

This chronic activation holds the  potential to 
manifest in physical health-related clinical conditions. 
Meditation has the  potential to alter these biological 
pathways, offering improved physical health. 

The implications suggest that mindfulness practices 
may offer a promising  gateway to enhanced physical 
well-being. In conclusion, the wisdom distilled from 
the journey of  mindful living echoes the ultimate  
truth: to live life well. In the mastery of  meditation, 
individuals discover the joy of  living  their lives 
with intention, awareness and resilience. It serves 
as a compass guiding through  the ebb and fl ow of  
experiences, nurturing an understanding of  self  and 
the world.  

The chorus of  testimonials attests to the positive 
infl uence of  mindfulness. It not only  elevates 
emotional insight but also hones a tangible 
enhancement in cognitive functions. 
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Mental health is not just a buzzword; it is a 
fundamental aspect of  who we are. It influences our 
thoughts, feelings, and how we navigate the world. 
Unfortunately, there is still a lot of  confusion and 
stigma surrounding mental health that makes open 
conversations challenging. In this article, let’s break 
down some myths, emphasize why mental health 
is crucial, and dive into the strategies that schools 
are using to create a positive and supportive mental 
health vibe.

Let’s get real about mental health. It is not just 
about what is going on in our heads; it is about 
our emotions, thoughts, and how we connect with 
others. Addressing mental health is like tearing 
down walls of  stereotypes and building a more 
inclusive and understanding community. After all, 
mental health is the key to leading fulfilling lives.

School is the place where minds are moulded. 
Educational institutions play a massive role in 
shaping the mental health landscape for students 
and staff  alike. Imagine workshops, seminars, and 
campaigns spreading mental health awareness like 
wildfire. These initiatives provide information, 
resources, and a support network for everyone 
involved.

One thing we can’t ignore is the need for safe 
spaces. Imagine the places where everyone feels 
comfortable discussing mental health without 
judgment. These spots encourage open dialogue, 
acceptance, and understanding. It is about breaking 
down barriers and making sure students and staff  
feel supported and heard.

Schools can be stressful sometimes. From exams 
to homework, it is undoubtedly a lot. So, we need 
to equip students, teachers, and parents with stress-
busting skills. Deep breathing exercises, time 
management, and setting realistic goals are like 
mental health superheroes. By incorporating these 
strategies into the school curriculum, we can build 
resilience and coping mechanisms from day one. 
In addition to these, mindfulness and meditation 
serve as the superheroes of  mental well-being. They 
help reduce stress, boost focus, and bring emotions 
under control. Simple mindfulness tricks, like quick 
meditation exercises and mindfulness breaks can be 
woven into our busy schedules, making it a part of  
our everyday lives.

Who knew that hitting the gym or grabbing a 
healthy snack could do wonders for our mental 
health? Exercise, good nutrition, and enough sleep 
are the unsung heroes of  mental well-being. Schools 
can champion physical activity through sports 
programs, toss in some nutritional education, and 
remind everyone about the importance of  a solid 
sleep routine.

We all love our screens, but let’s admit it – too 
much screen time, especially on social media can 
get overwhelming. Schools can be the guides here- 
teaching students the importance of  balance and 
providing guidelines for a healthy relationship with 
digital pals.

There is no denying the fact that life is full of  
challenges; Resilience is the superforce to face them 
head-on. Schools can weave resilience building 
strategies into the curriculum, empowering students 
and educators alike embrace a growth mindset, hone 
problem-solving skills, and learn from every stumble 
– that is the recipe for resilience.

Understanding and managing emotions is a big deal. 
Schools can integrate in the curriculum emotional 
intelligence education, helping everyone recognize 
and regulate their emotions. This little skill upgrade 
can enhance interpersonal relationships, making 
social situations a breeze.

Stress will always be a part of  life, but we all 
have tricks up our sleeves to manage it. Think of  
journaling, diving into hobbies, and leaning on 
friends, family, or mental health professionals.

Who doesn’t love a good self-care routine? Schools 
can shout from the rooftops about the importance 
of  self-care. Whether it’s catching enough Z’s, 
munching on healthy treats, or sweating it out at the 
gym, self-care is the secret sauce to a happier school 
community.

When times get tough, it is relieving to know there 
is a helping hand. Schools can offer counselling 
services and mental health support systems, 
creating a heaven for those dealing with mental 
health challenges. Teaming up with external pros 
only makes the support system stronger.

Expressing ourselves creatively is like therapy for 
the soul. Schools can sprinkle creative activities 

Embracing Mental Well-being in 
Educational Settings
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into the curriculum, letting students explore and 
communicate their emotions in non-verbal ways. 
Art, music, and writing become tools for a holistic 
mental health approach.

Parents are stake holders in their own right. Schools 
can loop them into the mental health mission, sharing 
information on recognizing signs of  mental health 
issues and offering strategies to support their kids at 
home. It is a family affair for mental well-being!

Let’s celebrate our differences! Schools can create 
an inclusive environment that respects diverse 
backgrounds. Understanding and respecting various 
cultures in mental health education ensures that 
everyone feels understood and supported.

Some students have unique challenges, and schools 
can be their champions. By tailoring strategies to 

Dr. Anjana Gupta
Principal
DAV International School, Amritsar

their needs, providing extra resources, and fostering 
a supportive environment, schools can address both 
learning and mental health concerns.

Imagine having a mentor or role model who 
embodies resilience, empathy, and healthy coping 
mechanisms. Schools can shine the spotlight on 
these positive role models, showing everyone that 
they are not alone on their mental health journey.

To conclude, nurturing mental health in schools is 
like tending to a beautiful garden. It takes a mix of  
strategies, a community effort, and a lot of  heart. 
Let’s keep the conversation going and make mental 
well-being a priority in our schools. After all, it is not 
just about grades and exams – it is about creating a 
community that values and prioritizes mental health 
for everyone.
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“Everything negative – pressure, challenges - is all 
an opportunity for me to rise" Kobe Bryant 

Mental well being of  children is the need of  the hour. 
The world is changing at a fast pace and  one needs 
to cope up with the changes and the challenges that 
come hand in hand with the advancement in society. 
It would not be wrong if  we say that mental health 
of  children is a newly  developed concept which was 
perhaps overlooked a few decades back or maybe it 
was not  really required. While many of  you may 
disagree with me that mental well being of  students 
was  not really a major issue of  concern as much as 
it is now, in this era of  advancement of   science and 
technology with a seasoning of  AI in our day to day 
action. Childhood, a synonym  for innocence and 
carefree life is no longer the same. Compared our 
childhood to the present day's child, actually, we were 
connected to the world in a different way sans social  
networking and media. The awareness quotient of  
the modern child vs the children of  60’s,  70’s… is 
miles apart. It may not sound appropriate but the 
over exposure due to advancement in  technology 
has triggered the concern about mental well being 
of  students ,which is actually a  harsh truth. 

Earlier the social connections were limited to his 
relatives, school and colony friends or maybe some 
pen friends abroad compare this with today’s child 
who is connected digitally to the world through 
social networking and overexposure. It would not 
be an overstatement that we are dealing with Gen 
Z or Netfl ix products, who have reached the levels 
of  addiction to uncontrollable screen time, it is an 
alarming reality. The striking effects of   technology 
on the minds of  children that take their knowledge 
and intelligence to a much higher  level can’t be 
underestimated. But the other side of  the picture 
is that it unknowingly leads to a  matter of  serious 
concern that puts a question mark on the Mental 
Health of  the students. This  eventually leads to 
uninvited stress where the child is unable to cope 
up with the unlimited commitments related to 
studies, games while taking out time to remain 
updated in peer family and online developed social 
connections. This matter can certainly not be 
ignored or undermined. 

Here is where the ROLE OF SCHOOL becomes 
signifi cantly important, as it initiates understanding 
and remediation through school based initiatives. 

The foremost and most important role of  school 
begins here, where the teacher plays a pivotal role. 
For resolving any issue a deep understanding of  
the root cause of  any issue plays a major  role. The 
teacher needs to be equipped with the necessary 
details of  his/her students, their background, their 
strengths and weaknesses to actually enter the  
personal space of  students and adopt an  approach 
with keen empathy in order to reach out to them. 
Here, it becomes imperative to point out the 
strength/ number of  students to be handled by a 
teacher should be small. The smaller the number, 
personalized will be the approach. 

However, we cannot overlook the fact that this is a 
very far fetched statement that is not possible  at a 
practical level. So what is the solution ? One needs 
to emerge out of  the constraints and  limitations 
of  curriculum and syllabus completion. Infact, the 
curriculum needs to be redefi ned  so as to fi t in 
activities that cover both syllabus completion and 
focusing on individual's growth and mental fi tness. 

The day to day activities should be designed in a 
manner that promote leadership and team building 
qualities. The inclusion of  interdisciplinary tasks 
while integrating art and culture into the day to day 
activities not just keep the students involved but 
also enhance their awareness about their own self  
and the world around. 

This, of  course, requires constant in service 
training of  teachers to update them with the  latest 
techniques and strategies to deal with the modern 
day students. 

One very convenient set up in the school where the 
teacher can establish a long lasting  relationship with 
a personal touch is - the conventional procedure 
of  creating Tutorial groups where small groups of  
students are assigned to teachers, where they adopt 
those students, meet them on a regular basis, and 
establish a real life connection. Here the students 
share their problems , open their heart to the teacher 
and vent out their hidden anxieties that remain 
within them which  can be suffocating at times. 
What remains within and cannot fi nd expression 
disturbs the mental health of  students at later stages.   

“There’s nothing in a caterpillar that tells you 
it’s going to be a butterfl y.”– Buckminster Fuller 

Healing Hearts, Healing Minds:
The Interconnectedness of Emotional Well-being
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It is an unsaid fact that parents are the closest to 
our students but unfortunately they live in denial  
most of  the time and are not ready to accept the 
weaknesses of  their wards. The school counsellor 
can  promote the involvement of  parents in fostering 
mental health awareness and techniques to support 
their child’s mental well being with the acceptance 
of  facts related to their wards. 

The role of  school counsellor is very important in 
this present scenario. Both the parents and  students 
need that aid from a well qualifi ed counsellor. A 
caring, fl exible, adaptable & patient  counsellor 
plays a vital role in supporting students’ academic 
career and personal development. 

An individualized guidance to help navigate suitable 
career options & address their personal challenges 
becomes the effective role of  a school counsellor. 

However, it is easier to pen down strategies that 
focus on nurturing minds and fostering mental 
health awareness in school but when it comes to 
applying the same, we need to look into many 
other aspects owing to the various backgrounds 
from where the students hail from and our own 
limitations and restrictions. 

Summing up the strategies of  fostering mental 
health in school in a limited number of  words is 
of  course not possible but a collective approach 
where school authorities, teachers ,counsellors and  
parents work hand in hand will defi nitely lead to a 
healthy society with a bright future ahead and thus 
believe in the famous quote 

"Only in the darkness can you see the stars "
– Martin Luther king. 
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Striking the Digital Balance

Ruchira Bhatnagar
Principal 
Indraprastha World School

Technology, once a novelty, has become an 
omnipresent force in our lives, especially for 
children. It has woven itself  into the fabric of  our 
lives, offering convenience, connection, and a wealth 
of  information at our fi ngertips. For children, the 
allure of  the digital world is undeniable, with its 
interactive games, educational apps, and endless 
social media streams. However, as with most things, 
excessive technology use can have detrimental effects 
on their mental health and well-being. Finding the 
right balance, where technology empowers rather 
than consumes, becomes crucial for their well-
being. We need to make them realise that excessive 
screen time can contribute to obesity, eye strain, 
and sedentary lifestyles. Social media platforms 
can be breeding grounds for cyberbullying and 
negative self-comparison, impacting self-esteem 
and mental health. The constant dopamine rush 
from notifi cations and games can trigger addictive 
behaviours, leading to anxiety and withdrawal 
symptoms when disconnected with the use of  the 
Mobiles and their laptops. 

As a School, and parents we all have to make a 
joint effort to build a healthy digital diet to nurture 
their mental well-being so that we can help children 
navigate the digital world responsibly, some of  the 
strategies which can be adopted by the children are:

• Set screen time limits: Establish clear 
boundaries around screen time, including 
designated technology-free zones and times. 

• Prioritize real-world interactions: Encourage 
outdoor activities, face-to-face playdates, and 
family time to foster social skills and emotional 
connection. 

• Promote mindful technology use: Guide 
children to be selective about the content they 
consume and encourage critical thinking about 
online information. 

• Be mindful of  your own technology use and 
create a tech-free space during meals & family 
time. Parents need to interact more and there 
should be healthy conversation with the student. 

• Encourage hobbies and interests that don't 
involve screens, like reading, music, sports, or 
creative pursuits. 

• Maintain open communication with your child 
about their online experiences and address any 
concerns they might have. 

• Several apps and tools can help manage screen 
time and promote healthy technology use like-
Screen time tracking apps, Content fi ltering 
software and many more available on line. 

• Encourage the use of  educational apps and 
games that promote learning and creativity 
while limiting screen time 

Remember, technology is a tool, not a master and a 
balanced approach is the key. By fostering mindful and 
balanced use, we can empower children to harness its 
benefi ts while safeguarding their mental health and 
well-being. Let's turn the tech tide from a potential 
threat to a force for good, nurturing a generation that 
thrives both online and offl ine. By setting boundaries, 
promoting healthy habits, and fostering open 
communication, we can help children navigate the 
digital world safely and responsibly, protecting their 
mental health and well-being in the process.

The internet, for all its wonders, can also be a place 
of  danger and misinformation. With the increase 
use of  mobile and internet, Cyber bullying is 
very common amongst the children now a days. . 
Equipping children with the knowledge to protect 
themselves empowers them to explore, learn, and 
connect responsibly. Just like learning how to cross 
the street safely, understanding cyber safety is an 
essential skill for kids navigating the digital world. 
A cyberbully targets a child online, leaving them 
feeling isolated and distressed. 

A child falls victim to an online scam, compromising 
their personal information, Lacking awareness of  
online threats leaves them vulnerable. We need to 
guide our children how to navigate the web safely, 
identify suspicious websites, protect their personal 
information, to avoid online scams. They should be 
made aware whom to trust and where to turn for 
help if  they encounter cyberbullying, inappropriate 
content, or other online threats.

Let's work together to create a healthy digital 
environment for our children, where technology 
empowers, rather than consumes, their precious 
minds. We can empower children to become 
responsible digital citizens, reaping the benefi ts of  
technology while safeguarding their mental and 
emotional well-being. Let's strive for a world where 
technology enhances our lives, not dominates them, 
and where children can thrive both online and 
offl ine.
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Art : A Universal Language for Well-Being

In the canvas of  childhood, where imagination 
knows no bounds, there exists a world of  vibrant 
hues and unspoken emotions—a realm where every 
brushstroke is a whispered secret, and every splash 
of  colour is a step on the path of  self-discovery. 
Art is the magical key that opens the gateway to the 
labyrinth of  a child’s mind in addition to offering 
amazing therapeutic effects in nurturing the mental 
well-being of  children.

Art serves as a profound channel for emotional 
expression. By engaging in artistic activities, children 
can visually articulate complex emotions, offering 
a non-verbal outlet for feelings that they may fi nd 
challenging to express verbally. Through painting, 
drawing, or sculpting, they externalise thoughts and 
emotions, fostering self-awareness and emotional 
intelligence. Not only this, but art also serves as a 
release for pent-up emotions. Through creative 
expression, one can process and regulate one’s 
emotions, fi nding solace in the act of  creation. 

The tactile engagement in different forms of  
art-making such as painting and clay modelling 
provide a therapeutic outlet for emotional release. 
Furthermore, artistic endeavours have the power to 
create a calming and meditative atmosphere. The 
rhythmic and repetitive motions involved in making 
a piece of  art can reduce stress levels, providing 
one with a calming escape from the pressures of  
everyday life. Studies show that engaging in artistic 
activities hone skills such as problem-solving, critical 
thinking, and spatial awareness. Art is a workout for 
the brain; the skills developed through art contribute 
to an overall enhancement of  cognitive abilities.

In addition to this, artistic expression provides 
a sense of  accomplishment. The act of  creating 
something unique, fosters a positive self-image 
and boosts self-esteem, thus, enhancing a child’s 
confi dence.  Also, art often involves a process that 
requires time and dedication. Whether mastering 
a new technique or bringing a complex project to 
fruition, children learn the values of  patience and 
persistence through artistic endeavours. These 
qualities not only contribute to artistic growth but 

also become life skills applicable in various aspects 
of  their development.

Art can also be used as a platform for collaborative 
endeavours, fostering teamwork and communication. 
Group art projects encourage children to share 
ideas, negotiate creative choices, and appreciate the 
diverse perspectives of  their peers, thus, enhancing 
their social skills.

In the cinematic masterpiece “Taare Zameen 
Par,” the transformative power of  art is vividly 
portrayed through the character of  Ishaan, a young 
boy grappling with dyslexia. The art classes become 
a sanctuary for Ishaan, allowing him to transcend 
the limitations imposed by his learning diffi culties; 
a space where he can unleash his imagination 
without the constraints of  conventional academic 
expectations. Art becomes a powerful tool for 
emotional release, discovering his identity, building 
self-esteem, and fi nding joy.

The last scene of  the movie, set in the art exhibition 
organized by the art teacher, is a poignant testament 
to the inclusive nature of  art. Regardless of  
artistic profi ciency, every participant, from the 
seasoned art teacher to the students grappling with 
rudimentary sketches, revels in the joy of  creative 
expression. The teachers, often portrayed as fi gures 
of  authority, shed their inhibitions, and join their 
students in exploring the world of  art. In this shared 
space, the hierarchical barriers dissolve, giving way 
to a collective celebration of  creativity. The scene 
echoes the sentiment that art is a medium through 
which individuals can communicate, connect, and 
celebrate the richness of  their unique perspectives.

By integrating art and creative expression into 
school curriculums, may enable the unlocking of  
the artistic prowess of  students but also promote a 
holistic approach to mental well-being. The benefi ts 
of  art for children’s mental well-being are manifold, 
extending to the very core of  their identity, shaping 
individuals who are emotionally intelligent, socially 
adept, and creatively confi dent. So, let’s persist in 
cultivating environments where children can freely 
explore, experiment, and articulate themselves 
through the universal language of  art.

Ms. Jyotsna Grover
Vice Principal, Salwan Public School 
Rajendra Nagar, New Delhi
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In the realm of  education, the focus is on expanding 
beyond academic achievements to encompass the 
holistic well-being of  students. Recognizing the 
crucial link between mental health and academic 
success, schools are increasingly adopting initiatives 
to nurture young minds and promote mental 
health awareness. This shift signifi es a growing 
understanding that a healthy mind is the foundation 
for effective learning and personal development.

Modern educational environments face numerous 
challenges that can impact students’ mental health. 
Academic pressures, social dynamics, and the overall 
transition to adulthood can contribute to stress and 
anxiety. Acknowledging these challenges is the fi rst 
step towards creating an environment where mental 
health is prioritized.

Schools play a pivotal role in shaping a supportive 
culture that fosters mental health awareness. 
Open conversations about mental health should 
be encouraged, reducing stigma and creating an 
atmosphere where students feel comfortable 
seeking help. Implementing anti-bullying programs, 
organizing stress management workshops, and 
providing counselling services are proactive 
measures that schools can adopt.

A holistic educational approach transcends 
conventional subjects, emphasizing the integration 
of  mental health into the curriculum. Beyond 
traditional academics, students benefi t from lessons 
on emotional intelligence, coping mechanisms, and 
resilience. This comprehensive education equips 
them with essential life skills, fostering a robust 
mental foundation. By addressing the intricacies 
of  emotional well-being alongside conventional 
learning, schools empower students to navigate life’s 
challenges with confi dence and adaptability. This 
commitment to nurturing mental health not only 
enhances academic performance but also cultivates 
resilient individuals capable of  thriving in an ever-
evolving world.

Educators are key players in nurturing students’ 
minds and fostering mental health. Providing 
teachers with adequate training in recognizing signs 
of  distress and offering support is crucial. Schools 
should encourage teachers to be approachable 
mentors who understand the diverse needs of  their 
students. In this mentorship role, educators not only 
impart academic knowledge but also offer crucial 
emotional support. By fostering a connection 
that goes beyond the classroom, teachers become 
instrumental in creating a nurturing environment 

Bolstering Mental Health, Breaking Barriers 

Schools play a pivotal role in shaping a supportive 
culture that fosters mental health awareness. 
Open conversations about mental health should 
be encouraged, reducing stigma and creating an 
atmosphere where students feel comfortable 
seeking help. Implementing anti-bullying programs, 
organizing stress management workshops, and 
providing counselling services are proactive 
measures that schools can adopt.
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where students feel understood, valued, and 
supported, thereby contributing signifi cantly to 
their overall mental health and academic success.

Incorporating mindfulness practices into the daily 
routine can signifi cantly contribute to mental 
well-being. Simple activities like meditation, deep 
breathing exercises, or short breaks for refl ection can 
help students manage stress. These practices extend 
beyond stress management; they become pathways 
to heightened focus and concentration, fostering an 
environment conducive to learning. Importantly, 
regular engagement with mindfulness cultivates self-
awareness, enabling students to better understand 
and regulate their emotions. By incorporating 
these simple yet profound techniques, schools not 
only equip students with coping mechanisms for 
immediate challenges but instil lifelong skills that 
promote resilience, emotional intelligence, and an 
enduring sense of  well-being in the face of  life’s 
complexities.

Creating a comprehensive support system involves 
engaging parents and the wider community. Schools 
can organize awareness programs, workshops, and 
seminars for parents to understand the challenges 
their children may face. This bridge of  communication 
ensures that parents are well-equipped to 
support their children’s mental health effectively. 
Collaborations with mental health professionals 
and community organizations add depth to this 
support network. By forging partnerships, schools 
gain access to valuable expertise, resources, and 
services that enhance their ability to address mental 
health concerns. This collective effort creates a 
holistic environment where the community at large 
is informed, engaged, and committed to fostering 
the well-being of  students. Such collaboration not 
only strengthens the support system within schools 
but also reinforces the notion that nurturing mental 
health is a shared responsibility, benefi ting the entire 
community.

In the digital era, technology becomes a potent 
tool for bolstering mental health support in 
schools. Online platforms offer a dynamic avenue 
to disseminate crucial mental health resources, 
including informative content, virtual counselling 
sessions, and self-help materials. Responsibly 
leveraging technology enhances mental health 

awareness and accessibility, breaking down barriers 
to support. 

Virtual counselling sessions, facilitated through 
video conferencing or chat platforms, break down 
geographical barriers, ensuring that the students 
have immediate access to professional support. 
Additionally, online resources provide a repository 
of  information, empowering students to engage in 
self-help practices. However, responsible utilization 
is paramount, with schools emphasizing digital 
well-being and privacy. By leveraging technology 
judiciously, schools not only enhance mental health 
awareness but also cultivate a tech-savvy generation 
equipped with valuable resources to navigate the 
complexities of  their emotional well-being in the 
modern, digitalized educational landscape.

Ensuring the success of  mental health initiatives 
in schools requires a strategic approach involving 
measurable metrics and continuous evaluation. 
Schools must establish clear metrics to assess the 
impact of  mental health programs, ensuring they 
align with predefi ned goals. Regular assessments, 
both quantitative and qualitative, provide valuable 
insights into the effectiveness of  interventions. 
Feedback sessions, involving students, educators, 
and parents, contribute to a holistic understanding 
of  the initiative’s impact and identify areas for 
improvement. Collaborating with mental health 
experts enhances the assessment process, bringing 
specialized insights and best practices. This 
collaborative approach ensures that mental health 
initiatives evolve dynamically, adapting to the 
changing needs of  the school community. Through a 
systematic feedback loop and collaboration, schools 
create an environment of  continuous improvement, 
fostering not only academic success but also the 
sustained well-being of  students in a mentally 
healthy and supportive educational ecosystem.

Nurturing minds and fostering mental health 
awareness in schools is not just an educational trend 
but a fundamental necessity. Schools that prioritize 
mental health contribute not only to academic success 
but also to the development of  resilient, empathetic 
individuals equipped to face the challenges of  the 
modern world. By embracing a holistic approach, 
education becomes a transformative force that 
shapes not only what students know but also who 
they are.

Reetu Dawar 
Headmistress (Primary Department)
Bal Bharati Public School 
Ganga Ram Hospital Marg
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In a country like India where the entire upbringing 
of  a child is centered around academic achievements, 
what we fail to realize is that one needs to give 
chances to the children to nurture their passion 
and give wings to their dreams. Such thwarting of  
dreams leads to stress and thus failure.

A few case studies reveal the validity of  the above 
concept. So, here we state that,  Aniket was a good 
sports person. He could not balance academics and 
sports. He was a low achiever and had to endure his 
teachers and classmates scoffi ng at him. He went 
into depression and thereafter could never live the 
life of  his dreams.

When one analyses the story of  Rajan of   class VIII, 
Mathematics was an impossible subject for him. He 
could not learn the subject and also could not bear 
the parental and peer pressure. He quits life.

In yet another instance Shruti, a theatre enthusiast, 
could not pursue her passion as her parents wanted 
her to be inclined towards academics. There was 
constant pressure from her parents. She could 
not take it any longer and she ended her life. Such 
examples prove that the younger generation is very 
impulsive and quick to react to circumstances.

(The names are fi ctitious, and have no relevance to reality)

What went wrong?

Case Study 1 – The child experienced a sense of  
defeat. The teacher was unable to appreciate his 
talent and fl air for sports. 

Case Study 2 – The parents/teachers were unable to 
accept the child for what he is. 

Case Study 3 – This is a case of  a lack of  support 
and acceptance to think out of  the box. 

Well, there can be many more such cases. What do 
schools need to do now?

In the light of  the cases mentioned above, the 
foremost objective of  the education system should 
be to empower learners to face challenges with 
poise. Education should enable the learner to 
become holistic individuals. It calls for innovative 
teaching paradigms and fl exible systems.

Education is primarily perceived by a majority of  
people in our country as a means to prepare children 
for jobs. There is mostly an economic motive that 

most parents have towards education. Education 
is hardly seen as a holistic process of  man making. 
The FOMO effect, anxiety of  intense competitions, 
uncertain future, expectations of  parents and society 
have all added to the stress profi le of  the students. 

It is imperative for us to provide stress free education 
today. The best way is to increase the competency and 
skills of  students to manage stress. Managing stress 
in a school environment requires a comprehensive 
strategy that involves students, teachers and the 
broader educational community. Schools can foster 
a supportive atmosphere by encouraging open 
communication and empathy by implementing 
programmes that teach stress management skills 
like mindfulness and relaxation techniques that can 
be highly benefi cial. Schools should facilitate quiet, 
comfortable spaces for students to unwind. Regular 
physical activities and sports can signifi cantly aid in 
managing stress. 

Physical exercises stimulate the production of  
feel good neurotransmitters called endorphins. 
Additionally, schools can offer professional 
counselling services and provide students and 
staff  with a confi dential platform to discuss their 
concerns. This helps in better self-understanding 
and enhances self-esteem. Ensuring a balanced 
academic workload and avoiding excessive pressure 
on students is critical. Schools should also host 
workshops for teachers and help them learn new 
skills and adopt new teaching paradigms. Celebrating 
achievements, fostering a sense of  community and 
encouraging creative expression through arts and 
clubs can also contribute to a stress free school 
environment. This holistic approach can create a 
nurturing and productive conducive environment 
to learning, physical and emotional wellbeing.

Students should be guided to manage stress by 
developing organizational skills and adopting 
healthy habits.  Time Management is crucial in 
creating a study schedule that includes breaks and 
leisure time that can prevent burnout.   Breaking 
tasks into smaller achievable goals can make 
workloads more manageable.   It’s important for 
students to maintain a balance between academic 
responsibilities and personal interests.  Regular 
physical activity, such as sports or exercise routines 
can contribute signifi cantly to reducing stress. 
Adequate sleep is also vital for cognitive function 
and emotional regulation. A nutritious diet fuels the 

Stress Management in Schools
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body and mind which aids concentration and stamina. 
Students should also explore relaxation techniques 
like deep breathing, meditation or yoga which can 
be easily integrated into daily routines. Cultivating 
hobbies and spending time with friends can provide 
necessary breaks from academic pressures. It’s 
important for students to communicate openly 
with teachers, counsellors or family members when 
they feel overwhelmed. Establishing a support 
network among peers can also provide emotional 
comfort and practical advice. Learning to recognize 
signs of  excessive stress and seeking help early is 
crucial. Students should be encouraged to maintain 
a healthy perspective on academic achievements, 
understanding that it’s just one aspect of  their 
overall growth and development. 

Teachers can manage stress by maintaining a 
healthy balance between their professional and 
personal lives. Effective time management is a key 
to prioritizing tasks and setting realistic goals for 
each day which can help reduce feelings of  being 
overwhelmed. It’s important for teachers to delegate 
responsibilities when possible and collaborate with 
colleagues to share best practices and resources, 
thereby creating a positive democratic classroom 

environment that encourages student participation. 
Teachers should strive to establish clear boundaries 
between work and home life so that they have time 
to relax and engage in personal interest. Participating 
in professional development workshops focus 
on stress management that can provide valuable 
strategies and support. Teachers should fi nd joy in 
encouraging students to celebrate small victories 
and focus on the positive impact that they have on 
their students. This can provide a strong sense of  
fulfi llment and reduce stress.

Parents can effectively manage stress by creating 
a stable and supportive home environment. Open 
communication is vital - parents should encourage 
their children to share experiences and feelings 
about school and other activities. Engaging in 
family activities and spending quality time together 
helps to strengthen relationships and reduces stress. 
Parents should also be mindful of  their wellbeing, 
taking time for self-care and relaxation. 

Thus, an overall wellbeing can only be nurtured 
when we practice and truly believe an age old 
saying ‘A healthy mind rests in a healthy body.’ With 
conscious efforts and an awakened self, we will 
surely tide over such troubled times.

Shalini Arora
Principal
Veda Vyasa D.A.V. Public School, Vikaspuri
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Art and Creative Expressions: a therapy 

Ms. Priti Jaiswal 
Academic Head (classes 1 & 2) 
Sunbeam School Varuna

Ms. Priti Jaiswal 
Academic Head (classes 1 & 2) 
Sunbeam School Varuna

In recent years, the importance of  mental well-being 
has gained prominence in  discussions surrounding 
education. Recognizing the crucial role of  schools in 
shaping not  just academic but holistic development, 
we educators are exploring innovative ways to  foster 
mental well-being among students. Delving into the 
integration of  art  and creative expressions into the 
school curriculum helps us in developing powerful 
tool to promote mental well being. 

The link between Art and Mental Well-being fosters 
understanding the  need of  happy living.  Art 
has been recognized as a therapeutic medium for 
centuries. Whether through painting, drawing or 
other forms of  creative expression, individuals can 
fi nd solace, self-refl ection  and emotional release. 
Schools can harness the therapeutic value of  art to 
provide  students with a creative outlet for navigating 
the complexities of  adolescence. By integrating art 
in the school curriculum students can express and 
regulate emotionally. Through various art forms, 
students can explore and regulate their emotions, 
fostering emotional intelligence and resilience. For 
example: Project work, Gallery walk etc. 

Engaging in creative activities has been linked to 
reduced stress levels. Integrating art into  the curriculum 
provides students with a break from traditional 
academic pressures, promoting relaxation & overall 
well-being. For example: energizers, clapping games, 
outdoor games, one minute games, statue games etc 
are other ways to fi ght mental issues. 

Artistic endeavours encourage students to think 
outside the box, fostering creativity and  critical 
thinking skills. These attributes are not only valuable 
in artistic pursuits but also in problem-solving across 
various disciplines. For example: Entrepreneurship, 
Puzzles, Monopoly etc. Through dedicated art 
classes with specifi c time, students explore various 
mediums and techniques under the guidance of  
trained art educators. For example: Gond painting, 
fi nger painting, bubble painting, thread painting, 
cutlery painting etc. 

Cross-disciplinary integration incorporates Art into 
other subjects. For example,  History and Science 
lessons could involve art projects that depict 
historical events,  fostering a deeper understanding 
of  the subject. Students need to be encouraged into 
collaborative art projects that promote teamwork 
and communication. This not only enhances 

artistic skills but also social skills that are crucial for 
overall well being. But, challenges loom large due to 
limited resources. Some schools may face resource 
constraints for implementing comprehensive art  
programs. Solutions may include seeking community 
partnerships, utilizing online  resources, or integrating 
low-cost art supplies into the curriculum.

It may be said that traditional assessment methods 
may not effectively capture the diverse skills 
developed through artistic expression. Implementing 
alternative assessment approaches, such as Holistic 
Progress Card, Portfolios or presentations, can 
better refl ect students' artistic growth and thus 
enhance mental well being. It is time we harness 
art and creativity and develop sound mental well 
being. It may be suggested that, in language classes, 
literature came alive as students engaged in dramatic 
readings and theatrical interpretations of  classic 
texts. Analyzing characters through the lens of  
performance not only improved comprehension but 
also ignited a passion for storytelling.  Mathematics 
and Rhythm is synonymous.The typically abstract 
world of  mathematics found a new ally in music. 
Students explored mathematical concepts through 
rhythm and beats, creating musical compositions 
that translated algebraic equations into harmonious 
melodies. This innovative approach not only 
enhanced mathematical understanding but also 
elevated the appreciation for the interconnectedness 
of  disciplines. This approach helped students to 
gain confi dence and thus be happy. 

Science classes embraced the symphony of  
experimentation and musical exploration. Students 
composed songs to explain scientifi c principles, 
turning complex concepts into catchy tunes. This 
approach not only improved retention but also 
encouraged students to view science as a creative 
endeavour and develop a scientifi c symphony that 
enriches mental happiness. Evolving educational 
practices, the harmonious integration of  arts and 
music stands as a beacon, inspiring both educators 
and students to explore the boundless possibilities 
of  interdisciplinary learning. 

In conclusion, the integration of  art and creative 
expressions into school curriculum is a transformative 
approach to enhance students' mental well-being. 
By providing a platform for emotional expression, 
stress reduction, and the development of  crucial 
skills, schools can play a pivotal role in shaping 
well-rounded individuals equipped to navigate 
the complexities of  life. As educators continue to 
prioritize holistic development, the integration of  
art stands as a beacon of  creativity and mental well-
being within the realm of  education.
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Creating Safe Spaces 

A child’s mental health is the cornerstone of  their 
future. Young minds that are mentally robust  and 
resilient are better able to manage stress, form 
wholesome relationships, and confi dently  take on 
life’s obstacles. Academic diffi culties, social isolation, 
and even the emergence of   mental diseases might 
result from neglecting one’s mental health. Academic 
achievement is  directly impacted by mental health. 
By giving mental health care fi rst priority, we not only  
solve current issues but also support a productive 
learning atmosphere that encourages  originality and 
critical thinking in students. 

Promoting mental health awareness in schools is 
crucial in the ever-changing fi eld of  education.  A 
culture of  comprehension, acceptance, and support 
permeates safe spaces in educational  institutions, 
which go far beyond their physical limits. Emotional 
intelligence, self-acceptance, and resilience are 
the seeds that are sown in this environment. Safe 
places must be established in order to lay the 
groundwork for students’ mental health in an 
age when they must  negotiate challenging social 
and academic environments. These settings are 
characterised by  open communication, acceptance, 
and understanding. The ability to express oneself  
honestly  without worrying about criticism is given 
to kids in a safe environment, which promotes a  
feeling of  belongingness and emotional resilience. 

Promoting open communication between parents 
and children as well as teachers and students  is 
essential to building safe and secure environments 
in schools. Students require forums where  they may 
freely express their ideas, feelings, and worries without 
worrying about being judged.  By cultivating an 
atmosphere that prioritises candid communication, 
we, as a school, enable  students to express their 
emotions, look for assistance, and develop essential 
coping skills. Safe  environments are built on the 
foundation of  open communication. Educators 
are detrimental in creating an environment where 
students are at ease sharing their ideas and feelings, 
which  opens the door to deep relationships and a 
caring community.  

Acceptance of  oneself  and others is fostered in safe 
settings. Schools should be safe havens  where kids 
learn to value their individuality in a culture that 
frequently places unattainable  norms on them. By 
developing a good self-image and mental resilience, 
we provide students  with a strong defence against 

the detrimental effects of  society expectations by 
instilling in  them a sense of  self-acceptance.

Cultivating a knowledge of  mental health is crucial 
to genuinely nurturing young minds.  Programmes 
have been put in place at our school to inform 
teachers, parents, and students  about the different 
aspects of  mental health. By busting stereotypes 
and lowering the stigma  typically attached to asking 
for help, workshops and seminars help to establish 
a common vocabulary around mental health. 
Students who strive for academic success frequently  
experience stress, especially during exam periods. 
Stress management classes designed to  address these 
issues demonstrate our dedication to mental health. 
Pupils are prepared to handle  academic challenges 
with fortitude and poise by learning useful skills like 
time management  and mindfulness. 

The creation of  safe spaces goes beyond school 
boundaries. By holding workshops and  seminars 
that equip parents to assist the mental health of  
their children, parents can actively participate in 
the programs. In a child’s journey toward mental 
wellness,  parents are crucial. In order to offer advice 
and direction on establishing a nurturing home  
environment, the schools can host parenting classes. 
These sessions focus on the value of   understanding, 
communication, and emotional support in building a 
solid foundation for a  child’s mental health. 

Encouraging a culture of  compassion is essential 
to stop bullying, which has detrimental  effects 
on mental health. Schools should actively engage 
in anti-bullying sessions which inspire  students 
to develop empathy and oppose bullying in order 
to provide a welcoming and secure  learning 
environment for all. Since bullying has a negative 
impact on mental health, we have  started anti-
bullying efforts that encourages respect, kindness, 
and understanding. Eradicating bullying practices 
and establish a safe environment for everyone 
through awareness campaigns, workshops, and 
continuing conversations is the need of  the hour. 

The curriculum in schools should be inclusive and 
represents a range of  experiences and viewpoints.  
Furthermore, extracurricular activities are 
thoughtfully chosen to give students the chance 
to  pursue their hobbies and interests, developing a 
feeling of  purpose and community. Identifying and 
assisting pupils with special needs is a critical role 
played by our educators. To  improve their capacity, 
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to identify indicators of  mental health issues or 
learning disabilities, teachers receive specialized 
training. Every student will receive the assistance 
they need to  succeed academically and emotionally, 
thanks to our proactive approach. 

The foundation of  mental health is self-care. Using 
a variety of  programs to highlight  the value of  self-
love and self-awareness is of  prime importance. 
In order to promote resilience, mental health, and  
overall well being, students are urged to prioritize 
self-care activities. 

In order to augment the life skills of  our students, 
our school has incorporated a personalized  fi lm 

pedagogy into the curriculum. This creative method 
improves students’ critical thinking, empathy, and 
decision-making abilities by using movies to teach 
real-life events. By doing this,  we hope to give pupils 
useful skills that will enable them to face obstacles 
in life, head-on. 

In conclusion, cultivating mental health awareness 
and developing healthy minds in schools is a 
continuous effort that calls for a multifaceted 
strategy. Schools must be committed to rendering  
children the skills they need to negotiate the 
complexities of  life while cultivating a culture of   
understanding, resilience, and well-being.

Shalini Chaturvedi  
Dean Student Counselling 
Delhi Public School, Jaipur 
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A commonly held misconception of  many students 
and the adults in their lives is that good mental 
health just means being happy. If  you think about 
it, this is quite a debilitating idea. A child going 
through the regular storm and stress of  life may 
feel quite troubled by their very natural sadness at 
the loss of  a friendship or their frustration at being 
misunderstood by a teacher. 

We cannot constantly be happy. In fact, pursuing or 
valuing happiness over all else only seems to make 
us more unhappy. A more realistic way of  looking 
at good mental health can be ‘Fusar-Poli’ and his 
colleagues’ definition as a “a state of  well-being that 
allows individuals to cope with the normal stresses 
of  life and function productively.” 

In our school, for World Mental Health Day on 
October 10th, we decided to build awareness 
around a psychological concept called Window 
of  Tolerance that supports this perspective. First 
proposed by Daniel Siegel, a psychiatrist, the 
Window of  Tolerance is that mental range or 
psychological space wherein a person is functioning 
with ease – they can feel, process and cope with 
their emotions comfortably. The ability to stay in or 
keep returning quickly to our Window of  Tolerance 
as we live our lives may be indicative of  good 
mental health. This range is different for everyone 
depending on our biological dispositions and lived 
experience. For instance, someone with a difficult 
childhood could have a smaller Window because of  
their past experience or traumas. 

When we are pushed out of  this comfort zone, our 
survival response takes over, rationality reduces 
and our body moves into either fight or flight 
mode (Hyperarousal) or it starts shutting down 
(Hypoarousal). To be more specific, Hyperarousal 
can look like anger and rage, emotional overwhelm, 
anxiety, panic, fear and worry, feeling like your body 
is very tense and that you may explode. Hypoarousal 
is when we feel numb, frozen, unable to talk to 
others, low on energy, very tired and empty.

Both Hyperarousal and Hypoarousal are 
uncomfortable states and we can only shift out of  
them with some conscious effort. When we are out 
of  our Window of  Tolerance, we tend to not see 
the world objectively as we are no longer driven by 
our rational brain for problem solving and decision 
making. This is completely normal. We cannot hope 
to never leave our Window, but the goal is to find a 
way back to it quickly and over time make it bigger.

This ability to bring ourselves back to our Window 
of  Tolerance should be a part of  essential self-
regulation training for students. There are two main 
ways to work on this: 

The first being teaching students that taking good 
care of  their bodies by eating nutrient-dense foods, 
reducing screen time, maintaining a healthy sleep 
cycle and a moderate amount of  regular exercise is 
essential for their mental health, and helping them 
achieve this in coordination with their parents.

The second is to directly teach students ways to 
recognise their Window of  Tolerance and bring 
awareness to what happens in their body and 
mind as it seems to shift from and comes back to 
this comfort zone. We would also train them in 
strategies to bring themselves back from Hyper and 
Hypoarousal such as using Breathwork, Somatic 
and Grounding exercises, and even Yoga and 
Meditation.

This new vocabulary and skills will help students 
understand the change in their emotional and 
physical states, in crises without the burden of  
shame and guilt associated with not being their 
best selves. It would also equip them to practice 
emotional first aid on themselves, move towards 
self-regulation and eventually good mental health. 
This concept’s viability is higher also because it 
is based in the body and it can be taught in age-
appropriate ways progressively across the school 
years in alignment with the interdisciplinary nature 
of  the New Education Policy.

The Window of Tolerance as  
Vocabulary and a Guide to Self-Regulation

Apranta Somayaji 
PGT Psychology 
Sanskriti School, New Delhi
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From the bedrock of  Maslow’s pyramid to the 
nurturing concept of  Winnicott’s ‘Holding  
Environment,’ the essence of  safety weaves into the 
very fabric of  a child’s psychological well being. Far 
surpassing the realm of  mere physical security, safety 
takes root in the intricate  culture and environment 
of  a school. Can we not concur that schools serve 
as sanctuaries  where tender hearts navigate the vast 
terrain of  profound emotions? At every twist and 
turn,  children grapple with a spectrum of  feelings, 
and it is within the confi nes of  schools that they  
seek refuge—a cocoon where metamorphosis 
unfolds. 

Allow a moment for this stark reality to sink in: with 
a simple Google search, you shall  discover that, every 
hour, a child succumbs to the tragic choice of  suicide 
in our nation. To  jolt you even further, every fi fteen 
minutes, a child becomes a victim of  sexual abuse. As 
you  read these lines, the statistics may already have 
changed to something even more alarming. 

As many as forty two percent of  students of  class 4 
to 8 and thirty six percent of  class 9 to 12  say that 
they are subjected to harassment by their own peers, 
as per Times of  India  report in 2017.  Bullying isn’t 
just confi ned to the physical spaces of  the school, 
but as a distinct hazard in cyber space as well. 

The famous McAfee report titled ‘Cyberbullying 
in Plain Sight’ stated that the number of  Indian 
children cyberbullied is twice the international 
average. Confronted  with these harsh realities, the 
imperative becomes clear— the fi rst step towards 
addressing  this problem is by building emotionally 
safe spaces for children. What better place to start  
than our own schools, the sacred space where 
children spend the majority of  their waking  hours. 

Safe space is literally any physical space in the school 
where the child feels comfortable in  expressing 
her/his emotions. When it comes to a school, the 
adage by Aristotle holds true- ‘The whole is greater 
than the sum of  its parts.’ A school is not just it’s 
classrooms, but it goes  far beyond; right from the 
fi rst step the child takes and sits in the school bus to 
every inch of   the corridor, including the playground 
and the washrooms- everything is the school space.  
The scope of  safe space is vast as one cannot miss 
the existence and importance of  cyber  space.  

In my experience as a school counsellor, I’ve seen 
students identify different spaces as their  ‘safe spaces’. 

Sometimes, it’s found in a cathartic conversation 
in a silent room or during walks around the school 
grounds on a warm winter afternoon. I’ve come to 
understand that a safe space is not merely confi ned 
to a physical location but a mental landscape that 
helps a student  feel comfortable with his or her 
own skin in addition to navigating and accepting the 
emotions he or she is grappling with. 

Safety (or lack of  it) is also a perceived concept. 
It takes me back to an incident in school when  a 
fi ve-year-old reportedly felt ‘unsafe’ in presence of  
a guard with a thick moustache. While  the guard 
was known for his friendly nature, he was shifted 
to another block, understanding the needs of  the 
child, thus ensuring a physically and psychologically 
safe space  for the child.  

Building such safe spaces provides an opportunity 
for students to learn from one another’s  experiences, 
fostering empathy and understanding. By creating 
an environment where  students feel comfortable 
discussing their mental health, we can help reduce 
the isolation and  shame often associated with these 
struggles. 

The role of  a School Counsellor is crucial 
in establishing a safe space for students and  
empowering teachers to raise awareness about 
mental health. To create this environment,  schools 
need to prioritize mental health education through 
workshops, presentations, and  discussions that 
enhance awareness of  various mental health 
conditions and their impacts. 

Equipping students with this knowledge not only 
helps them understand their own mental  health 
better but also fosters a more empathetic and 
supportive community.  Schools should also focus 
on creating clear communication channels 
for students to identify  their genuine needs, 
recognizing diversity in backgrounds, experiences, 
intellectual capacities,  and age-related challenges. 
This engagement enables counsellors to provide 
valuable insights  into the specifi c needs of  the 
student population. Initiating a positive connect 
with parents too would ensure that the needs of  the 
students are not just conveyed to the school but also  
understood well and redressed accordingly.  

Establishing Supportive Policies and urging schools 
to implement mental health advocacy  measures 
is crucial for cultivating an overall supportive 

Navigating a Safe Haven

nurturing concept of  Winnicott’s ‘Holding  
Environment,’ the essence of  safety weaves into the 
very fabric of  a child’s psychological well being. Far 
surpassing the realm of  mere physical security, safety 
takes root in the intricate  culture and environment 
of  a school. Can we not concur that schools serve 
as sanctuaries  where tender hearts navigate the vast 
terrain of  profound emotions? At every twist and 
turn,  children grapple with a spectrum of  feelings, 
and it is within the confi nes of  schools that they  
seek refuge—a cocoon where metamorphosis 

Allow a moment for this stark reality to sink in: with 
a simple Google search, you shall  discover that, every 
hour, a child succumbs to the tragic choice of  suicide 
in our nation. To  jolt you even further, every fi fteen 
minutes, a child becomes a victim of  sexual abuse. As 
you  read these lines, the statistics may already have 
changed to something even more alarming. 

As many as forty two percent of  students of  class 4 
to 8 and thirty six percent of  class 9 to 12  say that 
they are subjected to harassment by their own peers, 
as per Times of  India  report in 2017.  Bullying isn’t 
just confi ned to the physical spaces of  the school, 
but as a distinct hazard in cyber space as well. 

The famous McAfee report titled ‘Cyberbullying 
in Plain Sight’ stated that the number of  Indian 
children cyberbullied is twice the international 
average. Confronted  with these harsh realities, the 
imperative becomes clear— the fi rst step towards 
addressing  this problem is by building emotionally 
safe spaces for children. What better place to start  
than our own schools, the sacred space where 
children spend the majority of  their waking  hours. 

Safe space is literally any physical space in the school 
where the child feels comfortable in  expressing 
her/his emotions. When it comes to a school, the 
adage by Aristotle holds true- ‘The whole is greater 
than the sum of  its parts.’ A school is not just it’s 
classrooms, but it goes  far beyond; right from the 
fi rst step the child takes and sits in the school bus to 
every inch of   the corridor, including the playground 
and the washrooms- everything is the school space.  
The scope of  safe space is vast as one cannot miss 
the existence and importance of  cyber  space.  

In my experience as a school counsellor, I’ve seen 
students identify different spaces as their  ‘safe spaces’. 

in a silent room or during walks around the school 
grounds on a warm winter afternoon. I’ve come to 
understand that a safe space is not merely confi ned 
to a physical location but a mental landscape that 
helps a student  feel comfortable with his or her 
own skin in addition to navigating and accepting the 
emotions he or she is grappling with. 

Safety (or lack of  it) is also a perceived concept. 
It takes me back to an incident in school when  a 
fi ve-year-old reportedly felt ‘unsafe’ in presence of  
a guard with a thick moustache. While  the guard 
was known for his friendly nature, he was shifted 
to another block, understanding the needs of  the 
child, thus ensuring a physically and psychologically 
safe space  for the child.  

Building such safe spaces provides an opportunity 
for students to learn from one another’s  experiences, 
fostering empathy and understanding. By creating 
an environment where  students feel comfortable 
discussing their mental health, we can help reduce 
the isolation and  shame often associated with these 
struggles. 

The role of  a School Counsellor is crucial 
in establishing a safe space for students and  
empowering teachers to raise awareness about 
mental health. To create this environment,  schools 
need to prioritize mental health education through 
workshops, presentations, and  discussions that 
enhance awareness of  various mental health 
conditions and their impacts. 

Equipping students with this knowledge not only 
helps them understand their own mental  health 
better but also fosters a more empathetic and 
supportive community.  Schools should also focus 
on creating clear communication channels 
for students to identify  their genuine needs, 
recognizing diversity in backgrounds, experiences, 
intellectual capacities,  and age-related challenges. 
This engagement enables counsellors to provide 
valuable insights  into the specifi c needs of  the 
student population. Initiating a positive connect 
with parents too would ensure that the needs of  the 
students are not just conveyed to the school but also  
understood well and redressed accordingly.  

Establishing Supportive Policies and urging schools 
to implement mental health advocacy  measures 
is crucial for cultivating an overall supportive 
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environment, a cornerstone towards creating  a safe 
space. This involves developing clear guidelines 
on how mental health issues will be  addressed, 
ensuring confi dentiality, and facilitating access to 
appropriate resources.  Furthermore, schools can 
take a proactive approach by establishing mental 
health advocacy clubs or peer support groups, 
fostering connections among students who may 
be  encountering similar challenges. Schools also 
have to  acknowledge that the Young communicate 
differently not just in terms of  language but the 
spaces that they use. 

To educate students on digital safety and netiquettes 
is therefore an urgent need of  the hour. This would 
also lead to using the same cyberspace as a tool for 
healing rather than a weapon in the hands of  the 
reckless.  

Peer Support plays a pivotal role in fostering a safe 
space for mental health discussions.  Schools can 
champion peer-led initiatives like buddy systems 
or mentorship programmes,  where older students 
extend support to younger ones in navigating 
mental health and cyber  safety challenges. This not 
only nurtures a sense of  community but also works 
towards  normalizing conversations around mental 
health. 

All school personnel, including teachers, staff  
members, nannies, guards, and all support  staff  
members play a vital role in creating a secure 
environment for students. Providing  training 

on mental health awareness and intervention 
strategies equips them with the  knowledge and 
skills necessary to support students effectively. 
Equipping the support staff   (guards and nannies) 
for safety on campus is a part of  the whole school 
approach. By fostering a culture of  understanding 
and empathy, staff  members contribute to making 
students feel  secure and supported in their journey 
towards mental well-being. While it’s imperative 
that  all schools must have counsellors, often the 
situation demands that the teacher or parent take on 
this role. Hence, the stakeholders must be trained 
in basic counselling skills such as  rapport building, 
unconditional positive regard, empathetic listening, 
trustworthiness, to name  a few.  

Every school should endeavour to craft a nurturing 
ecosystem for our children- a  collective effort to 
construct an experience where one feels not only 
safe to express  emotions but also secure and 
confi dent enough to take risks, forging a sense of  
being  challenged and excited to try something new. 

The creation of  safe spaces is an ongoing process 
that hinges on the well-defi ned role of  a  school 
counsellor as a frontline advocate for mental health 
concerns. By prioritizing mental  health support, 
establishing a proactive peer support system, and 
providing training to staff   members on mental 
health matters, schools can signifi cantly contribute 
to the overall well being and the happiness of  their 
students. In doing so, they carve out a safe haven 
where children  not only survive but thrive and grow.
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The pursuit of  education signifi es a transformative 
journey that not only shapes students’ intellectual 
capacities but also infl uences their mental well-being. 
Balancing academic pressures, social expectations, 
and personal development can signifi cantly impact 
their mental health. In this article, I delve into the 
challenges faced by students and explore strategies 
to foster a supportive environment prioritizing 
their well-being. The mental health of  students 
is an often overlooked problem. Despite being 
openly discussed, it tends to remain confi ned to 
conversation rather than prompting necessary 
actions.

Mental health is an important component of  overall 
well-being; it shapes how individuals think, feel, and 
act. Recently, there has been a growing recognition 
of  its importance, encouraging a shift in societal 
attitudes toward a more holistic approach. As I 
explore various aspects of  students’ mental health, 
addressing the challenges they may face becomes 
paramount.

Students grapple with multifaceted challenges that 
signifi cantly impact their mental health. The pursuit 
of  academic excellence, marked by exam pressures, 
assignments, and fi erce competition, places an 
immense burden on their shoulders, leading to stress 
and burnouts. Beyond academics, the complex 
social landscape adds to their problems, with 
desires for acceptance, peer relationships, societal 
expectations, and issues of  identity and fear of  
judgment contributing to heightened stress factors.

Whether in school life or personal relationships, 
every aspect of  a student’s life contributes to their 
mental health. Nowadays, students often succumb 
to the pressure of  outperforming themselves 
academically and in their personal lives and 
amongst their peers. Moreover, life transitions, like 
moving away from home or transitioning between 
educational levels, introduce unique challenges. 
Adapting to new environments and increased 
responsibilities can take a toll on students’ mental 
well-being. The current societal rat race leads them 

Blooming Mental Health
'Nurturing Mental Well-being & Resilience in Students'
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to forget their true source of  happiness, while they 
focus on fi tting in; the same often breaks them 
emotionally.

In a student’s life, a number of  factors impact 
their mental well-being, and these factors are often 
under the infl uence of  various controllers, such 
as parents, teachers, friends, and mentors. The 
role played by these infl uencers can either shape 
or potentially break a student’s overall well-being. 
Given the age of  students, it is crucial to recognize 
that their ability to distinguish right from wrong 
may not be fully developed, leading them to engage 
in behaviors aimed at garnering approval from 
parents, mentors, or peers. Therefore, it becomes 
paramount for teachers, mentors, and parents to 
adopt an accepting, supportive, yet guiding role in 
the lives of  these students. The collective effort 
of  these infl uential fi gures is pivotal in nurturing 
a positive and constructive environment for the 
students’ overall development.

To address these concerns, the implementation 
of  comprehensive mental health strategies has 
become imperative. This includes education on 
stress management, ensuring accessible support 
services, and fostering a supportive community 
that recognizes and alleviates daily pressures faced 
by students. Schools should encourage a balance 
between academic life and self-care, recognizing 
that mental well-being is crucial to academic success. 
Institutions should implement policies supporting 
this balance, reinforcing the understanding 
that student welfare extends beyond grades. 
The introduction of  peer support programs or 
mentorship initiatives creates a sense of  community 
and belongingness , allowing students to connect, 
share experiences, and seek advice. 

Meditation workshops, engaging activities, self-
reliance strategy workshops, counseling, and 
similar initiatives should also be implemented by 
schools to genuinely enhance students’ overall 
well-being and academic performance. These steps 
not only contribute to a positive and nurturing 
school environment but also empower students 
with essential skills for managing stress, building 

resilience, and fostering a healthy school-life 
balance. By providing a holistic support system 
that includes both mental and emotional well-being 
components, schools can signifi cantly contribute to 
the students’ personal growth as well as academic 
success. For educational institutions establishing an 
environment that fosters the mental well-being of  
students should become a top priority.

Neglecting a student’s mental health can profoundly 
reshape their personality. It’s crucial to handle a 
student’s mental well-being with care. However, we 
must acknowledge the reality that parents, teachers, 
and mentors may not always be available to guide, 
protect, or understand a student. Students will 
inevitably face life’s challenges independently in the 
future. 

This indicates the very importance for these 
infl uential fi gures to not only prioritize a student’s 
mental health but also actively foster the development 
of  their mental strength. Recognizing that a child’s 
early experiences signifi cantly infl uence their future 
personality, educators and guardians carry the 
responsibility of  ensuring the cultivation of  mental 
resilience in students. This proactive approach 
aims to prepare the child for the uncertainties 
and trials that life may present. By emphasizing 
mental strength, we equip them with the essential 
skills to confront and navigate life’s obstacles all by 
themselves; by this, we nurture their ability to cope 
with adversity and contribute positively to both 
personal and professional growth.

Today, I also emphasize the fact that while external 
factors do affect mental health, it’s within the 
students’ hands to endure or, at the very least, 
fi ght against it. During times of  mental trauma or 
ill mental health, it is primarily the individual who 
can help themselves. Loved ones can offer support, 
but they are not the cure sought. It is the sufferer 
who must discover the inner strength to rebuild 
themselves. This is a crucial lesson we need to 
impart to the students of  today, who are the future 
leaders of  tomorrow. Empowering them with the 
understanding that resilience lies within, we equip 
them to face life’s challenges with fortitude and 
emerge stronger from the problems they encounter.

Saumya Jain
PGT Political Science
Mahavir Senior Model School
New Delhi
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In the ever-evolving terrain of  education, the 
impact wielded by positive role models, mentors, 
and educators assumes a pivotal role in shaping the 
mental health practices of  students. Transcending 
the mere dissemination of  knowledge, these entities 
function as discernible sources of  inspiration, 
cultivating an environment conducive to the 
development of  positive mental health practices. In 
an endeavour to delve into the profound influence 
exerted by positive role models on students, 
underscoring the pivotal role played by mentors and 
educators in the cultivation of  resilience and mental 
well-being among individuals, one needs to evaluate 
the importance of  nurturing a sound mind, a happy 
self  and a content life.  

Positive role models are like inspirations that make 
students dream big and set big goals. Whether it’s a 
teacher who installs love for learning or a mentor 
who exemplifies strength in tough times, these 
role models are real-life examples of  success and 
perseverance. When students have positive role 
models, they tend to develop a positive mindset. 
Instead of  seeing challenges as big problems, they 
see them as chances to learn and grow. 

Having discussed the impactful role of  positive 
role models in fostering a positive mindset among 
students, I am compelled to share a personal 
experience that underscores the transformative 
power of  such influences. Reflecting on the 
profound impact of  positive mentors, I am 
reminded of  a teacher who played a pivotal role in 
shaping my journey. This teacher not only instilled a 
love for learning but also imbued me with a positive 
mindset that has significantly contributed to my 
current role as an educator. In the eleventh grade, a 
transformative encounter occurred when I crossed 
paths with a teacher who unequivocally altered the 
trajectory of  my academic journey. Despite being 
a proficient student, financial constraints prevented 
me from attending tuition classes, leading to a 
pessimistic outlook on my academic prospects. 
My primary subject, Informative Practices (IP), 
demanded a depth of  understanding beyond what 
was covered during regular school hours, resulting in 
a discernible decline in my academic performance.

The discerning Mr. Shailender, our IP teacher, 
astutely observed my deteriorating subject scores 
which resulted in severe mental stress and anxiety. 
He proactively summoned me for a discussion. In 
an environment of  understanding and sagacity, he 
delved into the challenges I faced and sought to 
unravel the underlying causes of  my diminishing 
academic achievements. His omniscient demeanour 
was evident as he meticulously discerned the 
intricacies of  my predicament. Recognizing the 
detrimental impact of  my financial constraints 
on my education, Mr. Shailender Sir displayed an 
exceptional act of  altruism. Without hesitation, he 
extended an offer to provide me with supplementary 
classes. His selfless commitment aimed solely at 
facilitating my academic growth. In an exemplary 
demonstration of  his belief  in the transformative 
power of  education, Mr. Shailender contacted my 
mother, elucidating his intention to nurture my 
academic abilities. This altruistic gesture not only 
reversed the negative trajectory of  my academic 
performance but also served as a testament to the 
profound influence that a dedicated educator can 
wield in a student’s life.

Under his guidance, my IP scores ascended, 
culminating in an outstanding achievement 
of  98 marks in the subject. Consequently, my 
overall percentage in the twelfth grade reached an 
impressive 92%, paving the way for admission to 
my dream college. The impact of  this benevolent 
act became a revelation, crystallizing my decision to 
embark on the path of  education. It was not merely 
a desire to become an educator that crystallized 
in that moment; rather, a solemn commitment to 
emulate the positive influence he had on my life. I 
resolved to prove myself  worthy of  the position, 
vowing to extend my efforts beyond the confines of  
textbooks and prescribed curriculum.

This profound experience ignited a passion within 
me to pursue a career in education. I aspired not 
only to disseminate knowledge but to foster positive 
mindsets, echoing the transformative impact that 
Mr. Shailender had on my life. I pledged to emulate 
his exemplary model, inspiring future generations 
with the belief  that a small effort by an educator can 
yield monumental changes in a student’s life. 

A Trend Setter Influencing Tender Heart

Ankita Gautam
Assistant Teacher (Primary Department) 
Bharati Public School, Ganga Ram Hospital Marg
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Mental health as a term has impacted the upcoming 
society and is something that has been fairly 
neglected in the past. Before we go any further, we 
first need to understand what “Mental Health” is 
and what its significance is in the current generation, 
for parents and children alike. Mental health refers 
to the inner psyche, emotional and social well being 
of  the person. It is not just the absence of  disorders 
but the presence of  overall well being, enabling the 
person to harness their actual full potential. 

In the psychological arena, the “Inner child” work 
is given a lot of  importance. Inner Child here refers 
to the child in us with their hopes and expectations 
that they wanted out of  their childhood, which 
would have helped them become the person they 
wanted to be. The hopes and expectations of  a 
secure attachment with the caregivers and future 
partnerships, their self  esteem and worth, their 
emotional world and its regulation etc are all part of  
mental health in childhood. All these factors, if  paid 
attention to before, would make the future adult a 
lot more prepared and resilient to challenges. Early 
experiences formed in a child’s life are extremely 
crucial for their mental health as it shapes their way 
of  adapting to various life situations.

In the recent Covid times, children’s mental health 
issues have skyrocketed due to the lack of  social 
engagement with other children, excessive screen 
time and possible neglect or over attachment towards 
parents as they were the only point of  contact for 
one or two years of  their formative childhood. The 
neglect is possible if  the parents have not been able 
to maintain a work life balance, especially when it 
comes to ‘Work From Home’ set up, leaving the child 
resorting to entertainment on electronic devices, 
and then forming their early attachment observing 
things that they see on the screen. Apart from 
Covid induced issues, based on their age, genetic 
composition and other factors, children are prone to 
a multitude of  concerns such as learning disorders, 
conduct disorders, anxiety disorders, depression, 
eating disorders etc. Parents’ role becomes crucial 
in this scenario as they are the ones who can help in 
early detection and interventions. Early detection of  
a disorder is  paramount for the child as it becomes 
the stepping stone towards a more managed and 
regulated life. If  the intervention is early, then the 
child becomes more equipped with the coping skill 
set that has to be used and becomes more automatic 

for them. This also leads to reduced stigma about 
the concern and more open dialogue around mental 
health can be done with them and the parents. 
Positive appraisal of  pivotal life experiences related 
to academia, social relationships and overall quality 
of  life - is also seen among kids who have had 
progressive parental figures. 

The more the parent is present and involved in the 
child’s life, the greater is their emotional flexibility and 
regulation. Open communication about emotions, 
boundaries and treating the child as an equal with 
your own regulated self  with assertiveness, rather 
than a disciplinarian take on their behaviour , leads 
to the child having a secure attachment. Secure 
attachment is defined by the needs of  the child (both 
emotional and physical) being consistently met by 
the parents, which promotes healthy development 
of  the child in a holistic manner. Secure attachment 
enables the child to trust the parents and believing 
that their parents will be available when they feel 
unsafe. As the trust is formed, the child is able to 
explore their environment more comfortably, rather 
than be anxious about novel situations. Even if  
the novel situation doesn’t turn out the way a child 
expects, the emotional regulation from the parents 
side trickles down to the child and learns how to 
appraise the situation effectively. All these events 
lead to the child becoming a confident individual 
who is ready to take on the world. 

Openness and empathy should not be mistaken 
with complete leniency. When we were children, 
there were certain points where we needed guidance 
and steering us to the right path, sometimes a bit 
harshly. While the way of  guidance is debated by 
many parents, a balance between being progressive 
and discipline has to be maintained. This helps the 
child to take accountability and responsibility for 
their actions and reflect on how it might affect the 
people around them. Parents’ approach towards 
mental health, sets the tone for the people outside 
the family as well. The outlook of  the family forms 
the foundation for the child’s life trajectory and also 
becomes a beacon of  hope for peers who do need 
similar help. To summarise, parents play a huge 
role in the child’s holistic development and it is 
imperative for every caregiver to be on the side of  
the Mental health campaign and promote the same, 
rather than deem it as an excuse which can be done 
away with.

Nurturing Young Minds : Empathy & Life

Jannis Joe 
Primary school Counsellor 
Cambridge School, Indirapuram 
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There is a beautiful word in Hindi—Udgam—
which means source or origin. I believe that for a 
child, school is a source of  many events, big and 
small, which holds the power to shape their life. It 
could be from simple yet beautiful feelings such 
as friendships, fi rst crush, fi rst trophy, a dance 
performance or simply being the class monitor, 
which can surely give the feeling of  being the king 
of  the world, even if  it is for just a period, or it could 
also be the source of  strong, anti-positive feelings 
or emotions which stem from bullying, unhealthy 
competition and comparison, or feeling left out. 

In my opinion, the fi rst step towards fostering 
mental health is mere acceptance. A child needs 
to understand that mental health, just like physical 
health, is an important aspect of  not only a child’s 
development but also his/her behaviour towards 
others and themselves. Dealing with children, 
explaining to them tough concepts of  mental health 
in a way in which their still developing mind can 
comprehend can be diffi cult, and yet is extremely 
important. To do that, I believe that teachers need 
to fi rst sit children down to explain what mental 
health means, why it is important, and then hand 
hold them through understanding its various aspects 
such as loneliness, depression, and peer pressure, 
among others. It is signifi cant for teachers to begin 
the session by highlighting that no question is a silly 
question and that this space is not to fi xate on right 
and wrong. 

A fi ne way for schools to promote mental health 
and raise awareness about it is by introducing 
the concept of  support groups. Many times in 
school, students as well as teachers fi nd themselves 
overwhelmed and alone, and fi nd no way other 
than continuing to deal with it alone. At times like 
these, a support group where people can speak their 
minds, fi nd comfort and feel as a part of  a cohort 
can be extremely benefi cial. 

Another way, which I feel should be made mandatory 
in all schools, is the presence of  counsellors. The 
concept of  an infi rmary is not alien to us, it has been 
part of  a school’s ecosystem since time immemorial 

– a place where one can go to put bandages on 
wounds and fi nd medicines for nasty stomach aches. 
When physical discomfort can be solved by going 
to a nurse, why is the concept of  going to someone 
for helping your mind so alien to us?

As a fi tness enthusiast, I believe that physical health 
and fi tness plays a signifi cant role in aiding one’s 
mental health. Schools should make daily physical 
exercise, yoga and meditation an everyday part of  
the school routine – both for staff  and students. 
Fresh air, adrenaline, and some peace for the mind 
to refl ect and introspect can, in my opinion, be a 
game changer to navigate the sometimes stressful 
and overwhelming school environment. 

The engulfi ng usage of  devices and the internet 
is gradually stealing peace and is thus becoming  
a big reason for creating a feeling of  self-doubt 
and loneliness in a child. Hence, it is imperative 
for schools to press on the less screen time policy, 
and to make students aware that it is the offl ine 
life which brings real happiness and not the ones 
behind a small screen. 

Another very important aspect that students fi nd 
diffi cult to work around is expression, and the lack 
of  an opportunity to express can really hinder a 
child’s self-confi dence. Where on one hand schools 
should strive to become a place for students to be 
unapologetically themselves, they end up becoming 
a place where a child might think a hundred times 
before expressing his/herself  in the fear of  ‘what 
will she think of  me’ or ‘what if  he makes fun of  
me.’ 

To conclude, as an educator I think that we, as 
people, are yet to fully fathom the nuances of  
mind and mental health, and by the time we start 
to become aware about it, it is usually too late, when 
the damage is done. To stop or control the damage, 
it is of  great importance to start at the ‘Udgam’– 
schools, because, it is here that the most important 
lessons are learnt, most strong bonds are built, most 
silly fi ghts are fought, and most cherished memories 
are made. 

The Role of Community : Building a Supportive 
Environment for Mental Health

 Seema Pandey
PRT English
Sunbeam School Lahartara, Varanasi 

There is a beautiful word in Hindi—Udgam—
which means source or origin. I believe that for a 
child, school is a source of  many events, big and 
small, which holds the power to shape their life. It 
could be from simple yet beautiful feelings such 
as friendships, fi rst crush, fi rst trophy, a dance 
performance or simply being the class monitor, 
which can surely give the feeling of  being the king 
of  the world, even if  it is for just a period, or it could 
also be the source of  strong, anti-positive feelings 
or emotions which stem from bullying, unhealthy 
competition and comparison, or feeling left out. 

In my opinion, the fi rst step towards fostering 
mental health is mere acceptance. A child needs 
to understand that mental health, just like physical 
health, is an important aspect of  not only a child’s 
development but also his/her behaviour towards 
others and themselves. Dealing with children, 
explaining to them tough concepts of  mental health 
in a way in which their still developing mind can 
comprehend can be diffi cult, and yet is extremely 
important. To do that, I believe that teachers need 
to fi rst sit children down to explain what mental 
health means, why it is important, and then hand 
hold them through understanding its various aspects 
such as loneliness, depression, and peer pressure, 
among others. It is signifi cant for teachers to begin 
the session by highlighting that no question is a silly 
question and that this space is not to fi xate on right 

A fi ne way for schools to promote mental health 
and raise awareness about it is by introducing 
the concept of  support groups. Many times in 
school, students as well as teachers fi nd themselves 
overwhelmed and alone, and fi nd no way other 
than continuing to deal with it alone. At times like 
these, a support group where people can speak their 
minds, fi nd comfort and feel as a part of  a cohort 

Another way, which I feel should be made mandatory 
in all schools, is the presence of  counsellors. The 
concept of  an infi rmary is not alien to us, it has been 
part of  a school’s ecosystem since time immemorial 

– a place where one can go to put bandages on 
wounds and fi nd medicines for nasty stomach aches. 
When physical discomfort can be solved by going 
to a nurse, why is the concept of  going to someone 
for helping your mind so alien to us?

As a fi tness enthusiast, I believe that physical health 
and fi tness plays a signifi cant role in aiding one’s 
mental health. Schools should make daily physical 
exercise, yoga and meditation an everyday part of  
the school routine – both for staff  and students. 
Fresh air, adrenaline, and some peace for the mind 
to refl ect and introspect can, in my opinion, be a 
game changer to navigate the sometimes stressful 
and overwhelming school environment. 

The engulfi ng usage of  devices and the internet 
is gradually stealing peace and is thus becoming  
a big reason for creating a feeling of  self-doubt 
and loneliness in a child. Hence, it is imperative 
for schools to press on the less screen time policy, 
and to make students aware that it is the offl ine 
life which brings real happiness and not the ones 
behind a small screen. 

Another very important aspect that students fi nd 
diffi cult to work around is expression, and the lack 
of  an opportunity to express can really hinder a 
child’s self-confi dence. Where on one hand schools 
should strive to become a place for students to be 
unapologetically themselves, they end up becoming 
a place where a child might think a hundred times 
before expressing his/herself  in the fear of  ‘what 
will she think of  me’ or ‘what if  he makes fun of  
me.’ 

To conclude, as an educator I think that we, as 
people, are yet to fully fathom the nuances of  
mind and mental health, and by the time we start 
to become aware about it, it is usually too late, when 
the damage is done. To stop or control the damage, 
it is of  great importance to start at the ‘Udgam’– 
schools, because, it is here that the most important 
lessons are learnt, most strong bonds are built, most 
silly fi ghts are fought, and most cherished memories 
are made. 

Environment for Mental Health

Sunbeam School Lahartara, Varanasi 
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In the bustling halls of  education, a quiet revolution 
is taking place—one that transcends textbooks and 
tests. It's a movement towards nurturing young 
minds, fostering mental awareness, and creating 
an environment where emotional well-being is as 
essential as academic achievement.

In today's fast-paced world, the pressure on students 
is immense. School life is no longer confi ned to 
the pursuit of  grades; it encompasses the holistic 
development of  each child. Recognizing the 
profound impact that mental health has on overall 
well-being, schools are increasingly embracing 
initiatives to promote mindfulness, empathy, and 
emotional resilience.

Imagine a classroom where not only algebraic 
equations are solved but also emotional equations 
are acknowledged. Picture a scenario where teachers 
are not just mentors of  subjects but also guides 
through the labyrinth of  emotions that adolescence 
brings. It is within this framework that the seeds of  
mental awareness are sown.

One key element in this nurturing process is education 
about mental health. Just as we teach children about 
physical health and hygiene, incorporating lessons 
on mental well-being becomes imperative. Simple 
yet impactful lessons on stress management, coping 
mechanisms, and the importance of  seeking help 
when needed can empower students with tools for 
a lifetime.

Beyond the curriculum, the atmosphere within 
schools plays a pivotal role. Establishing safe 
spaces where students feel comfortable expressing 
their emotions without judgment fosters a culture 
of  openness. Teachers, often the unsung heroes, 
become pillars of  support, not only academically 
but emotionally.

Integrating mindfulness practices into the daily 
routine is another effective way to promote 
mental well-being. Short sessions of  meditation 
or mindful breathing exercises can help students 
center themselves, enhance focus, and alleviate the 
anxieties that may accompany academic challenges.

Mind Matters : 
Navigating the Landscape of Mental Health

Suchetana Paul
PRT
Cambridge Schoool, Indirapuram

Furthermore, extracurricular activities that 
emphasize teamwork, collaboration, and emotional 
intelligence contribute signifi cantly to a child's 
social and emotional development. Sports, Arts, and 
community service projects become avenues for self-
discovery, building resilience, and understanding the 
value of  collective well-being.

In this journey towards mental awareness, parents 
play an integral role. Collaboration between schools 
and families creates a support system that envelops 
children with care. Workshops and seminars for 
parents on recognizing signs of  distress, effective 
communication, and creating a healthy home 
environment contributes to a comprehensive 
approach.

As we tread this path, of  being aware it's essential 
to dispel the stigma surrounding mental health. 
Normalizing conversations about emotions, 
struggles, and seeking help eradicates the notion 
that vulnerability is a weakness. By doing so, we 
equip our students with the courage to confront 
challenges head-on and the wisdom to understand 
that seeking help is an act of  strength.

In conclusion, nurturing minds and fostering 
mental awareness in schools is not just a trend; it is 
a fundamental shift in our approach to education. 
It's about recognizing that education goes beyond 
textbooks and exams, encompassing the delicate 
landscape of  emotions. As we collectively invest in 
the mental well-being of  our students, we sow the 
seeds of  a compassionate, resilient, and empathetic 
generation ready to face the challenges of  the 
future with not just intelligence but also emotional 
strength.

spaces where students feel comfortable expressing 
their emotions without judgment fosters a culture 
of  openness. Teachers, often the unsung heroes, 
become pillars of  support, not only academically 

Integrating mindfulness practices into the daily 
routine is another effective way to promote 
mental well-being. Short sessions of  meditation 
or mindful breathing exercises can help students 
center themselves, enhance focus, and alleviate the 
anxieties that may accompany academic challenges.

future with not just intelligence but also emotional future with not just intelligence but also emotional 
strength.
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In the tender cradle of  education, where the vibrant 
mosaic of  young minds unfurls, the timeless 
wisdom of  Maya Angelou wafts through the air 
like a comforting breeze: “We may encounter 
many defeats, but we must not be defeated.” This 
poignant sentiment encapsulates the evolving role 
of  schools, which are gradually transforming into 
havens that extend beyond the realm of  textbooks. 
In their embrace, they delicately nurture not only 
intellectual growth but also emotional resilience and 
heartfelt connections.

Imagine the sunrise of  a school day—the hushed 
rustle of  backpacks, the shimmering anticipation in 
eager eyes, and the unspoken promise of  discovery. 
In this realm of  boundless potential, educators 
transcend their conventional roles. They become 
conductors of  a symphony where the harmonies 
of  emotional well-being seamlessly intertwine with 
the crescendos of  intellectual growth, creating 
an atmosphere that resonates with empathy, 
understanding, and compassion.

Amidst the rhythmic hum of  academic pursuits, 
schools are now weaving mindfulness practices into 
the daily fabric. These practices are not just tools 
for academic success; they are essential threads 
in the melodic tapestry of  emotional resilience. 
Physical well-being is not merely a note in the score 
but a melodic thread, with daily physical education 
and wellness weeks becoming indispensable 
compositions for nurturing both minds and bodies. 

In the age of  screens, schools face the formidable 
challenge of  guiding balanced technology usage. 
Digital literacy programs transcend cautionary 
tales, casting technology as a gentle guide for 
learning and communication rather than a stress-
inducing spectre. The aim is not to shield students 
from the digital world but to equip them, fostering 
responsible behaviour and a healthy relationship 
with technology. Resilience, often the unsung hero 
of  the academic narrative, takes centre stage in these 
evolving sanctuaries. Schools are now laboratories 
where setbacks are not perceived as stumbling 
blocks but as transformative stepping stones. 

Emotional intelligence assumes the role of  a 
soft glow, illuminating the winding corridors of  
school life. It is not merely a theoretical concept; 

it is a guiding light that helps students navigate the 
nuanced terrain of  empathy and self-awareness. 
This illumination enriches the mosaic of  their 
connections with genuine warmth, fostering 
deeper and more meaningful relationships.n  The 
creation of  safe spaces within educational realms 
is a testament to the unwavering commitment 
to inclusivity. This goes beyond rhetoric; it is 
a well lived experience within these nurturing 
environments. In these spaces, every student feels 
not just heard but profoundly valued and seen, 
akin to a cherished melody in the heart. Inclusivity 
becomes an integral part of  the symphony, weaving 
a tapestry that celebrates diversity and promotes a 
sense of  belongingness.

As the symphony of  the school experience reaches 
its poignant zenith, counselling services and parental 
engagement emerge as tender notes. Seeking help is 
not a sign of  weakness; it is a beacon of  courage 
lighting the path to overall well-being. Parents, 
as co-nurturers, extend the dialogue beyond the 
school gates, weaving an intricate and seamless 
mosaic of  support within the cherished confi nes 
of  home. Cultural sensitivity and diversity are not 
abstract notions but living, breathing principles, 
acknowledging that mental well-being is a diverse 
fusion of  experiences. Each note contributes to 
a magnifi cent collective narrative that resonates 
with the deeply personal stories of  every student. 
By celebrating cultural diversity, schools are 
fostering an environment where every individual’s 
unique experiences are not only acknowledged but 
embraced.

In conclusion, the symphony of  nurturing minds 
and fostering mental health awareness within 
schools is not just a melody but a poignant and 
heartfelt composition. The evolving role of  schools 
transcends textbooks, becoming sanctuaries where 
children don’t just gain knowledge but tenderly 
navigate the intricate landscape of  emotions, build 
fortitude, and forge connections that echo with 
heartfelt sincerity. As each school day concludes, let 
the echoes of  understanding, support, and resilience 
reverberate, affi rming the profound impact of  
schools and the dedicated educators and mentors 
who sculpt resilient, well-balanced individuals 
destined to shape a future imbued with compassion.

 “Nurturing Hearts : A Symphony of Emotional 
Resilience in the Educational Landscape”

Shruti Abrol
TGT English, 
Bal Bharati Public School, Dwarka
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Amid massive increase in the number of  cases 
of  stress, anxiety and panic in mankind, there has 
been a huge shift in people’s mindset and approach 
towards mental health. With the advancement of  
Science and technology and the mad rush of  urban 
lives, the impact of  ‘Digital Dependency’ and ‘Poor 
Time Management’ can be evidently seen among 
children of  all age groups. Here comes the signifi cant 
role of  schools and teachers.  The challenges are 
magnifi ed by the limited attention span of  children, 
making the task even more complex. In times past, 
students easily approached teachers and shared their 
concerns, but today, innovative methodologies are 
imperative to foster an environment where students 
willingly express themselves and attain a state of  
contentment and joy.

Creative Arts and Expression, serves as the 
embodiment and manifestation of  human creativity 
and imagination. Whether conveyed through 
poetry, doodles, or music, art in its diverse forms 
encapsulates ideas, conveys profound emotions, 
and unravels experiences, unveiling perspectives 
that mirror individual and collective circumstances. 
What adds a captivating allure to creative arts is 
its inherent accessibility. It serves as an inclusive 
platform where anyone can craft something 
meaningful. With numerous outlets for expression, 
Creative Arts become a potent vehicle that not only 
unites us but also provides a shared sense of  reality. 
This shared reality, intricately woven with artistic 
endeavors, helps us feel interconnected, offering 
a means to make sense of  the complexities of  the 
world around us.

Arts wields a transformative infl uence, captivating not 
only our hearts but also our minds and souls. With its 
universal appeal, it possess the extraordinary ability 
to elevate empathy, compassion, and connection on 
an individual level. On a broader societal scale, art 
emerges as a unifying force capable of  dismantling 
social barriers and fortifying interpersonal bonds. 
Beyond the realm of  emotions, creative expression 
holds the power to enhance overall well-being. It 
serves as a tool for self-discovery, enabling us to 
understand ourselves better and encouraging shifts 
in perspectives that reinforce positive behaviors. 
Moreover, the physiological impact of  artistic 
engagement is profound, with the act of  creating 

art shown to reduce blood pressure, bolster the 
immune system, enhance brain cognition, and 
combat infl ammation. Arts, therefore, is not merely 
a form of  expression; they are a holistic catalyst for 
personal and societal fl ourishing.

Indeed, there is a discernible surge in the popularity 
of  engaging in the arts as a means to enhance 
well-being. The transformative power of  Arts is 
increasingly recognized for its effi cacy in aiding 
individuals dealing with various mental health 
conditions and addressing psychological distress, 
particularly among students.

One of  the most remarkable aspects of  this trend 
is the capacity of  artistic endeavors to foster mental 
health improvement through creativity. For many 
students, the process of  making art serves as a 
profound outlet, allowing them to express themselves 
without the necessity of  verbal communication. 
This non-verbal form of  expression becomes a 
powerful tool, enabling individuals to navigate and 
articulate their emotions, contributing signifi cantly 
to their mental and emotional well-being. Art and 
creative expressions serve as catalysts for students to 
achieve optimal performance levels while deriving 
immense satisfaction from their creative pursuits. 
This engagement not only enhances mindfulness 
but also fosters a sense of  calmness in children, 
promoting a state of  emotional balance. 

At its core, creative expression is a process that 
encourages students to be aware of  their emotions 
and empowers them to manifest those feelings in 
tangible forms. Whether through drawing, writing, 
dancing, acting, or other creative outlets, students 
fi nd a medium to externalize and explore their 
emotions. This process not only facilitates self-
discovery but also contributes to a greater sense of  
self-acceptance, nurturing a positive and affi rming 
relationship with themselves.

In conclusion, translating experiences and emotions 
into words, music, movement, or images offers 
students a healthy and safe avenue for processing 
their thoughts and feelings. Creative expression 
becomes a therapeutic outlet, allowing them to 
navigate the complexities of  their inner world in a 
constructive manner.

Boosting Well-Being with Art and Creative Expressions

Ms Shweta Sharma
PGT
 DAV Public School, Sector-49, Gurugram
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In my room, flipping through old files, I sense 
someone looking at me through the window. I check 
but don’t see anyone. I hear a faint whisper and see a 
pale, fragile girl at my gate scolding her friend. I ask 
if  she’s here to meet me. With an awkward smile, 
she walks in and sits. A silence fills the room, and I 
wait for her to talk.

She isn’t unfamiliar; I’ve seen her around, a typical 
teen student. Today, something’s different, bothering 
her. She looks at me and says, “Ma’am, I need help.” 
My first day as a School Counsellor unfolds.

Years in the Psychology lab prepared me for this. 
I listen as she unravels her problems at school and 
home. She’s like a bursting volcano, sharing every 
disturbing aspect of  her life.

Years into the field of  Psychology, I have encountered 
numerous cases of  varying degrees, a domain of  
utmost importance in the present scenario. 

It’s surprising when even sixth-graders discuss 
family issues, friendship problems, understanding 
emotions, stress, and competition. Our society 
emphasizes academic brilliance but neglects mental 
health. The COVID pandemic highlighted this, 
revealing socially anxious students, those from 
broken homes, and dependence on gadgets.

During counseling sessions, I often hear statements 
like “Ma’am, please don’t call me from class; 
everyone will know I come to you” or “Ma’am, 
kindly keep this information confidential.” It’s 
disconcerting that even in the “Gen Z” era, there’s a 
profound fear of  judgment for seeking counseling, 
echoing concerns from previous generations. 

They recognize the need for help but remain 
inhibited by societal perceptions. Breaking this 
stigma remains crucial for fostering a more open 
dialogue about mental health.

Stigma surrounding mental health issues often 
leads to suffering in secret. UNICEF’s survey 
shows alarming rates of  poor mental health among 
young people in India. Schools took on the task of  
reteaching students post-pandemic.

Efforts are made to mainstream mental health, 
breaking the stigma. The counseling cell’s main focus 
is to create a warm, non-judgmental environment.
Integrating mental health education into the 
curriculum reduces stigma. Embracing mental 
health as a way of  life involves fostering a culture 
of  well-being in schools. This includes mindfulness 
practices, coping mechanisms, and resources for 
emotional expression. In the present times schools, 
the second home for a child, fosters in inclusivity 
and developing absolute harmony and well being. 

Schools have become a safe space for students, 
with efforts to make mental health a priority. From 
dancing and singing to art, students are encouraged 
to be themselves without fear of  judgment. 
The focus is on overall development, ensuring a 
nurturing environment where everyone can unwind 
and express themselves freely.

Harnessing hands where counseling interactions and 
peer mentorship sessions are done has unfolded the 
truth that there is everyone to help, but only when 
one breaks the barrier and speaks uninhibitedly. 
Encouraging self-reflection emphasizes mental 
health’s importance in overall well-being.The school 
stands as a major pillar in mental health, aiding 
students in accessing the benefits of  counsellors, 
peer educators, mentors, and buddies, which might 
otherwise be challenging for them.

Supporting students’ mental health is crucial for 
success in all areas of  life. Emotional well-being 
makes learning easier and helps handle stress. 
Schools, by ensuring that the students feel mentally  
secure, must contribute to their overall development 
as resilient individuals.

A Note from The Counsellor's Diary

Philomaria Alexandra 
Pgt Psychology
Bal Bharati Public School, Noida 
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The quest for mental well-being has become a 
priority for many. In a world that often values 
academic prowess over holistic development, the 
signifi cance of  creative expression as a catalyst for 
mental well-being cannot be overstated. Art, music, 
writing, and other creative outlets have unparalleled 
therapeutic effects that extend far beyond mere 
hobbies—they serve as powerful tools in nurturing 
emotional resilience and promoting mental health. 
Integrating these forms of  creative expression 
into the school curriculum can profoundly benefi t 
students by fostering self-discovery, emotional 
regulation, and overall well-being. After all, creativity 
is the 21st-century skill that is the most sought-after 
to thrive. Creativity is an essential skill of  the future.

Art is a form of  expression that goes beyond 
spoken communication. It enables people to express 
complicated emotions, thoughts, and experiences 
that would be diffi cult to express vocally. The creative 
process engages the mind in a way that encourages 
self-discovery and self-expression, both of  which are 
important components of  mental health.

One of  the most important ways art helps toward 
mental well-being is by offering a therapeutic outlet 
for stress and anxiety. Participating in creative 
pursuits has been demonstrated to lower cortisol 
levels, the stress hormone. Furthermore, the act 
of  producing art encourages mindfulness, which is 
a condition of  concentrated attention on the here 
and now. This practice of  mindfulness can provide 
a break from the never-ending fl ow of  ideas and 
anxieties that frequently fuel mental health issues. 
Children’s self-esteem can be raised and their sense 
of  accomplishment can grow when they create 
art. Children can feel more confi dent about their 
abilities and themselves when they see something 
worthwhile that they have created. This can be 
especially benefi cial for kids who are having issues 
with confi dence or low self-esteem.

Artistic expression, whether through visual arts, 
painting, or sculpting, provides a safe space 
for individuals to explore and process complex 
emotions. When words fall short, art becomes the 
language through which inner thoughts and feelings 

Harnessing Creative Expression for Mental Well-being

complicated emotions, thoughts, and experiences 
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process engages the mind in a way that encourages 
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Artistic expression, whether through visual arts, 
painting, or sculpting, provides a safe space 
for individuals to explore and process complex 
emotions. When words fall short, art becomes the 
language through which inner thoughts and feelings 
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fi nd expression. Through strokes of  a brush or the 
moulding of  clay, students can externalize their 
inner worlds, gaining insights into their emotions 
and experiences. Creativity can ignite those hard-
to-reach students. When academically challenged 
students are allowed to express their creativity or 
investigate a personal passion, the results can be 
astounding. “Put that canvas in front of  them or 
give them tools to experiment, their creativity just 
oozes out of  them.” This act of  creation acts as a 
form of  catharsis, relieving stress and anxiety while 
encouraging a deeper understanding of  oneself.

Similarly, the melodic harmony of  music possesses 
a remarkable ability to soothe the mind and heal the 
soul. Engaging in musical activities, be it singing, 
playing instruments, or composing, activates multiple 
regions of  the brain associated with emotions and 
cognition. The rhythmic patterns and harmonies 
synchronize with emotional states, offering an 
avenue for emotional release and regulation. 
Moreover, music fosters a sense of  togetherness 
when practiced collaboratively, promoting social 
connections and a supportive environment—a 
crucial aspect of  mental well-being.

Art can also help people make social relationships, 
which are essential for mental health. Individuals can 
share their creative journeys in group art activities 
such as community art projects or art therapy 
workshops. This promotes a sense of  community, 
which reduces feelings of  isolation and loneliness, 
which are common concerns for those struggling 
with mental health issues.

Writing, in its various forms such as journaling, 
poetry, or storytelling, empowers individuals 
to externalize their thoughts and feelings in a 
structured manner. Through writing, students 
can articulate their innermost thoughts, fears, and 
aspirations, gaining clarity and a sense of  control 
over their emotions. The process of  putting 

thoughts into words offers a sense of  validation and 
relief, reducing stress and promoting mental clarity.

These creative outlets serve as forms of  expression 
and cultivate crucial life skills. Tasks involving 
creativity enhance higher-order cognitive skills —  
They encourage problem-solving, critical thinking,  
making connections, and innovation, fostering a 
mindset that transcends conventional boundaries. 
In an era where adaptability and resilience are 
paramount, these skills are invaluable in navigating 
life’s challenges.

Moreover, educators trained in both the subject 
matter and therapeutic aspects of  these creative 
outlets can guide students in their exploration. 
Creating a supportive environment that encourages 
risk-taking and self-expression is crucial in 
harnessing the full therapeutic potential of  these 
mediums.

Furthermore, schools should advocate for the 
inclusion of  creative art therapies in mental health 
support services. Art therapy, music therapy, and 
other forms of  creative therapies have shown 
immense success in treating various mental health 
conditions. Integrating these therapies within school 
counseling services can offer students alternative 
avenues for managing stress, anxiety, and emotional 
challenges.

By embracing creative expression within the 
educational framework, schools can empower 
students to become resilient, self-aware individuals 
equipped with invaluable tools for navigating the 
complexities of  life. It’s time to recognize the 
profound impact of  art, music, writing, and creative 
outlets in nurturing mental well-being and ensure 
that they are not just extracurricular but integral 
components of  our educational systems. The 
fusion of  creativity and education holds the key 
to cultivating emotionally intelligent, well-rounded 
individuals who are equipped to thrive in an ever-
evolving world.

Suchitra Dabar
PGT English
DAV Public School, Uppal’s Southend
Sector 49 Gurugram 
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When it comes to the arduous epoch that is a 
child’s growth, the intricately woven threads of  
mental health demand meticulous attention. It 
is becoming undeniably clear that the infl uence 
parents and guardians wield over the mental well-
being of  their children is an indispensable facet of  
robust development. This realization stems from 
the expanding comprehension of  psychological 
well-being. The paramount importance of  parental 
involvement in fostering awareness of  mental 
health and implementing tangible solutions for the 
well-being of  both children and adolescents is of  
utmost relevance. 

It is imperative for parents to actively engage in 
their children’s lives, ensuring the cultivation of  
a sound mental state. Numerous studies affi rm 
that children benefi t from parental involvement, 
showcasing enhanced emotional regulation and 
diminished instances of  anxiety and sadness. A 
publication in the “Journal of  Child Psychology 
and Psychiatry” asserts that consistent parental 
engagement from an early age correlates with 
substantial advancements in children’s academic 
prowess and social adeptness. The provision of  a 
secure environment, characterized by supportive 
parenting, not only fosters self-expression but also 
equips children with coping mechanisms to navigate 
diverse stress factors. 

Establishing an atmosphere of  candid dialogue, 
wherein sentiments are not only recognized but 
also affi rmed, constitutes a pivotal stride in any 
communicative endeavour. Instilling in children 
the assurance to articulate their emotions devoid 
of  apprehension about evaluation is imperative. 
Maintaining a well-informed stance on mental health 
issues and disseminating this knowledge to children 
in a developmentally suitable manner enables them 
to independently comprehend and articulate their 
emotions. Organizing family discussions on topics 
like stress management or the signifi cance of  mental 
health demystifi es intricate concepts, rendering 
them more accessible to youngsters. UNICEF often 
conducts research on child development, including 
emotional intelligence. The recent study regarding 
“Building the Brain’s ‘Air Traffi c Control’ System: 
How Early Experiences Shape the Development 
of  Executive Function”, delves into the impact 
of  early experiences on the overall mental health. 
Thus, nurturing children’s emotional intelligence is 

integral to fostering awareness of  mental health, a 
facet intrinsic to emotional intelligence. Effective 
parental guidance and modelling stand out as 
pre-eminent methods for instructing children on 
the recognition and judicious regulation of  their 
sentiments. 

Wielding proactive empathy, elucidating diverse 
scenarios and articulating potential emotional 
responses is advantageous. Collaborative engagement 
in mindfulness techniques, encompassing exercises 
like deep breathing, serves as a collective approach to 
stress management. Vigilance regarding alterations 
in behaviour becomes crucial, as indicators of  
potential mental health challenges may manifest 
in activities withdrawal, shifts in eating or sleeping 
patterns, or mood fl uctuations. Should assistance be 
required, there must be no hesitation in seeking it. 
The signifi cance of  early intervention in addressing 
mental health concerns is paramount and cannot be 
overstressed. 

Communicating the dynamics as a gateway to 
children’s parents possess the capability to aid 
their children when signs of  anxiety surface 
before examinations, engaging them in meaningful 
conversations, offering reassurance, and, if  necessary, 
seeking counsel from a school professional. 
Resilience, defi ned as the rapid recovery from 
adversity, stands as a pivotal skill in the realm of  
mental well-being. Encouraging problem-solving 
skills is integral to fostering resilience, urging 
children to set achievable objectives and celebrate 
even their minutest accomplishments. Longitudinal 
studies, exemplifi ed by research from the American 
Psychological Association (APA) and the National 
Institute of  Mental Health (NIMH), delve into 
the correlation between youth resilience and its 
enduring impact on later mental health. Notably, 
these studies reveal that individuals who acquire 
the ability to rebound from adversity during their 
formative years are better equipped to navigate 
challenges in adulthood. 

We may also say that the nexus of  inclusive 
parenting and mental wellness is the precedence of  
the approaches of  positive parenting, which include 
loving, guiding, and respect, cannot be understated 
and have a substantial impact on the mental health 
of  a child. The parent should encourage appropriate 
behaviour by employing the use of  positive 
reinforcement. Regulatory frameworks must be 

Unravelling Positive Parenting : 
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unequivocal, unwavering, and elucidated with 
rationale. Engaging children in communal activities, 
such as shared hobbies or familial excursions, fosters 
familial bonds. Establishing an inclusive familial 
milieu that celebrates diversity and accommodates 
individual needs is of  unparalleled signifi cance. 
This approach serves to instil a profound sense of  
acceptance and belonging, both imperative for the 
preservation of  mental health. 

This inclusiveness will undoubtedly foster 
community connect where parents will become the 
architect of  mental health awareness. Regarding 
the communal sphere, parental engagement 
transcends domestic confi nes. Actively participating 
with educators, counsellors, and fellow parents 
culminates in the establishment of  a supportive 
network. This collaborative effort not only fortifi es 
the educational ecosystem but also serves as a 
bastion for fostering awareness and understanding 
of  mental health issues within the community. The 
infl uential study by Henderson, A. T., & Mapp, K. 
L. (2002), “A New Wave of  Evidence: The Impact 
of  School, Family, and Community Connections 
on Student Achievement”, explored the correlation 

between parental involvement in school activities 
and student achievement. It emphasized the 
interconnectedness of  the school, family, and 
community in fostering academic success. Such 
involvement aligns with the broader objective of  
creating an informed, compassionate environment 
that contributes to the holistic well-being of  both 
students and their families. 

Thus, in a succinct summation it may be said 
that the pivotal role of  parents and guardians in 
mitigating the stigma surrounding mental health and 
nurturing the holistic well-being of  their progeny 
cannot be overstated. Through fostering open 
communication, cultivating emotional intelligence, 
instilling resilience, practicing positive parenting, 
and community involvement, parents wield the 
power to lay a robust foundation for their children’s 
mental health. This proactive stance not only 
benefi ts the individual child but also contributes 
to the cultivation of  a societal ethos characterized 
by health and compassion. In essence, the parental 
role becomes an instrumental force in shaping a 
collective environment conducive to mental well-
being and societal fl ourishing. 
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A quote by the award-winning author of  children’s 
books, Stephen Cosgrove goes well for every 
educator, “Never judge someone by the way he 
looks or a book by the way it’s covered; For inside 
those tattered pages, there’s a lot to be discovered”. 
Students may belong to diverse cultural backgrounds 
but they may grow up one day like APJ Abdul Kalam 
from Tamil Nadu or Leena Nair from Maharashtra.

Including sundry perspectives in Literature, studying 
the global history of  assorted communities, 
performing multicultural arts, enjoying linguistic 
diversity, and incorporating examples and case 
studies from different cultures in science and 
technology together as a curriculum makes it 
relevant and responsive to the needs of  a diverse 
student population. Creating such a curriculum 
is an ongoing process and it needs to be taught 
with fl exibility and a commitment to continuous 
improvement.

Sensitivity and acceptance towards socially diverse 
groups like different socio-cultural identities, 
geographical identities, gender identities, individuals 
in compromised socio-economic conditions, 
and children in vulnerable situations need to be 
included to achieve economic and social mobility, 
inclusion, and equality. Certain initiatives ensure 
that all students from such groups, despite inherent 
obstacles, are provided with various targeted 
opportunities to enter and excel in the educational 
system. For example, teachers and parents can teach 
students how to synthesize cultural differences 
into their knowledge base. Learning with diverse 
cultures will promote creativity, and acceptance and 
strengthen social skills. This helps the learners to 
grow mentally healthy, develop harmoniously, and 
benefi t as per their capabilities. No advantages or 
disadvantages should be forced on students only 
because of  their sociocultural backgrounds.

To achieve Goal 4 (SDG-4) of  the 2030 Global 
Agenda for Sustainable Development the new 
education policy has also suggested many 
fundamental principles that will guide the education 
system at large. This goal was adopted by India in 2015 
to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education 
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all 

by 2030. This is also one of  the fundamental needs 
of  learners today, as it develops respect for diversity, 
an amalgamation of  each group, and thus promotes 
mental health for society.

Acknowledging cultural differences and respecting 
diversity includes recognizing, identifying, and 
fostering the unique capabilities of  each student, 
sensitizing teachers as well as parents to promote 
students’ holistic development, including the 
local context in all curriculum, pedagogy, and 
policy, always keeping in mind that education is a 
concurrent subject, and full equity to ensure that all 
students can thrive in the education system.

Identifying differences, highlighting diversity, 
and prioritizing one group over another brings 
psychological pressure and disassociation that 
results in a poor education system and adversely 
impacts the growth of  the nation. U-DISE 2016-17 
data is alarming when it states that about 19.6% of  
students belong to Scheduled Castes at the primary 
level, which falls to 17.3% at the higher secondary 
level. These enrolment drop-offs are more severe 
for Scheduled Tribes students (10.6% to 6.8%). 
According to the Census of  India 2011, the Muslim 
population is 17.22 crore (14.23%), Christians 2.78 
crore (2.30%), Sikh 2.08 crore (1.72%), Buddhist 
84.43 lakh (0.70%) and Jain 44.51 lakh (0.37%). 
This shows wide cultural diversity and the interest 
of  each community is the responsibility of  everyone 
residing here. The root of  this realization lies in the 
inclusive education system.

NEP 2020 has also emphasized inculcating an 
inclusive educational structure and inclusive 
educational culture in the education system by making 
corresponding changes in curriculum incorporating 
materials on human values such as respect for all 
persons, empathy, tolerance, human rights, gender 
equality, non-violence, global citizenship, inclusion, 
and equity. Hence, it becomes the responsibility of  
all the stakeholders to overcome the barriers and 
remove biases and stereotypes through sensitization 
programs. Promoting inclusion, bringing out 
equity, and developing respect for diversity through 
developing an understanding of  various cultures, 
religions, languages, gender identities, etc. among 
children, teachers, and other school functionaries.

Cultural Sensitivity and Diversity

Ms. Raina Jain
TGT English
Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi
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about dealing with past life issues, kind of  being 
in a headless state, isolation, and for some moving 
towards spiritual knowledge). When I saw that all 
of  her weird behaviour started making sense. This 
incident is one of  the many that has convinced 
me that we Bhartiyas have lost an integral way to 
understand and navigate our lives for the better. 
When we feel trapped by anxiety, depression, and 
mental health issues, all of  it can be healed through 
understanding our planetary positions. If  young 
people start with the basic study of  Vedic Astrology, 
it would help to understand that no phase would 
stay forever and life is all about evolving and fi nding 
our true nature.  

Once we start on that path, we know that our 
navigation of  life must balance the roadblocks, 
the sunny days, and the days when we feel lost, 
the days when the cosmic energy is perfect for us.  
It would be nice to have answers and not go into 
guilt-tripping.  If  I were to make it interdisciplinary, 
combining astrology and psychology, through both 
these fi elds we come to understand ourselves. From 
there we can take up the path of  remedies related to 
our horoscope or go for Expressive Art Therapy.  At 
times, people who go only for clinical counselling, 
feel it to be incomplete. Maslow’s hierarchy of  
needs also talks about the top requirement of  a 
person and that is the spiritual need of  a person. 
Once the basics have been met, going on a path of  
self-actualization. Trans-personal therapy helps us 
to become more spiritual. After all, life is all about 
karma and the resultant situation where we fi nd 
ourselves in. That is the ultimate dream and desire – 
to remove ignorance, understand our true self, and 
fi nd the elixir of  life, peace forever.  

¬ vlrks ek ln~xe; A relks ek T;ksrrxZe; A 
e`R;ksekx ve`ra eZ; A ¬ 'kkfUr% 'kkfUr% 'kkfUr% AA

Navigating through a Roller-Coaster Ride : 
A Celestial Trapeze Act 

Ms. Mukta Sharma
TGT English
Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi

My thousand pranaams to the Gurus of  my past 
lives, present, and for lives to come! 

Writing about mental health, one automatically 
comes to a pause! Are you mental? As my daughter 
chips in, “Yes everyone is!” Agreed. We are all 
born with our pre-dispositions, strengths, and 
weaknesses. Psychology as a fi eld of  experimental 
study began in 1854 in Leipzig, Germany. What is 
to be done about an area the West started working 
on in the 18th century? It is not a disparagement of  
Western cience but training our lenses to connect all 
that study with our ancient science.  If  we delve into 
our own Vedic Knowledge Systems, it is recorded 
sometime after 600 [C.E.], Brihat Parashara Hora 
Shastra was written. Our sages had meditated upon 
all the aspects of  human and celestial existence since 
the dawn of  civilization. In this write-up, I would 
like to focus on Jyotish Shastra popularly known 
as Vedic astrology which can be referred to as the 
‘Code of  Cosmos’ and its inevitable unfolding of  
karmas.  The time, place, and date (Kaal, Samay, 
Desh) of  our birth hold the key to how our life will 
unfold, it sets the stage for how we deal with the 
world and the fi rst impression that the people have 
of  us. I would make a case for Vedic astrology as it 
provides the true knowledge of  our true self  and 
our soul’s purpose. Understanding the serpentine 
coil of  desires through Rahu and Ketu liberates us, 
and sets us on a path of  self-realization. 

 I shall do so with the help of  a case study: a brilliant 
student of  mine often looked lonely and refused to 
engage in any group activity. That was the time I had 
started studying astrology after having scoffed at it 
all my young years. While putting my observations 
in her fi le, I was startled to fi nd her birth details. 
when I started checking, she was going through 
Ketu dasha, (For the uninitiated reader, Ketu is all 
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“A society that values mental health opens doors to hope, 
healing and unfi ltered conversations.” - Anonymous

Drawing inference from the aforesaid quote, it 
becomes apparent that mental health requires 
elevated levels of  hope, healing and unfi ltered 
conversations. 

Prioritizing mental health in schools creates an 
environment where hope is the essence. Acknowledging 
and empathising with mental health challenges helps 
in ensuring every affected student perceives a glimmer 
of  hope and believes in the possibility of  recovery and 
progress towards normalcy. 

Healing is a multifaceted approach that addresses 
the emotional well-being of  students. We, as 
academicians, need to ensure we ignite the desire to 
strengthen and conquer their fears. 

The term “unfi ltered conversations” stresses the 
importance of  open and honest dialogue about 
mental health within a school setting. In a school 
that values mental health, students feel more at ease 
sharing their experiences without fear of  judgment 
or stigma. This openness encourages genuine 
discussions, breaking down the barriers that often 
surround mental health topics and breeds a non- 
prohibitive and fearless environment. 

As academicians, addressing challenges starts by 
identifying issues and understanding how they 
affect each student differently. Therefore, it’s crucial 
to establish personalized support systems with a 
defi ned goal-oriented approach towards improving 
their overall well-being and bolstering their self-
worth. 

In essence, while schools prioritize mental health, 
they need to create an environment where hope 
can thrive, the healing process is facilitated and 
conversations about mental health are sincere 
and uninhibited. This cultural shift fosters a 
more compassionate and understanding school 
community, ultimately contributing to the well-
being of  its students. 

Creating Menatal Fitness Ambassadors in schools 
has demonstrated a consistent record of  enhancing 
mental well-being within peer groups. MFAs are 
compassionate students chosen voluntarily or 
via nomination, followed by training sessions on 
mental health awareness, active listening and peer 

support. The success of  MFAs is attributed to 
students’ inclination to confi ding more in their 
friends, fostering candid and open conversations 
about mental health. It is important for students to 
have candid conversations with peers, which this is 
a two-prong approach as it inculcates empathy and 
leadership skills in MFA’s and leads to unfi ltered 
conversations within peers without having a fear of  
being judged.

Fostering intellectual well-being extends beyond 
mere academic success, encompassing the 
development of  critical thinking, creativity and 
a lasting passion for learning. Schools serve as 
fertile grounds for intellectual growth, with the 
creation of  an environment that fosters curiosity 
and exploration being supreme. When students 
engage intellectually, there is a higher likelihood 
of  developing a positive attitude towards learning, 
ultimately enhancing cognitive skills and problem-
solving abilities.

Acknowledging that mental health is integral 
to overall well-being, schools must go beyond 
conventional academic concerns and prioritize the 
emotional and psychological welfare of  students. 
Actively promoting mental health awareness 
establishes a supportive atmosphere where students 
feel comfortable discussing their emotions and 
seeking assistance when needed. This proactive 
approach signifi cantly contributes to dismantling 
the stigma associated with mental health issues.

Cultivating hope in students involves creating a 
supportive and positive environment that fosters 
optimism, resilience and a confi dence in positive 
outcomes. Guiding students to set attainable goals, 
teaching coping strategies, recognising big and 
small achievements, ensuring support services, 
exemplifying hopeful behaviour, promoting self-
refl ection and creating a safe school environment 
can be extremely benefi cial in fostering hope among 
students.

Technology has offered solutions, but has questions 
too. We, as academicians, and parents have 
experienced gaming accessibility, age-inappropriate 
content, screen time and the pressure to maintain a 
curated online presence (FOMO). As few identifi ed 
pros and cons of  technologies to balance the access 
we need to set access boundaries (Parental control, 
tech free zone and screen time management, digital 
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detox periods, more Face-to-Face Interactions and 
leading by example)

While encountering academic challenges is inherent 
in the educational journey, excessive stress can have 
harmful effects on students’ mental health. Schools 
should adopt strategies to manage academic stress, 
such as discarding rigid evaluation methods, 
providing counselling services and fostering a culture 
that values importance of  effort. Recognizing the 
pressures students face, allows schools to play 
a pivotal role in mitigating the negative effect on 
mental health.

Mindfulness practices for improving the effi ciency 
of  stress management and nurturing mental well-
being should be included into the school curriculum. 
Integrating practices like meditation and breathing 
exercises empowers students with valuable coping 
mechanisms to confront challenges. These practices 
not only enhance concentration and focus, but also, 
cultivates emotional resilience, equipping students 
with valuable life skills.

Inclusivity, a non-negotiable moral imperative is 
integrated into our schools’ growth. Empowering  
differently-abled individuals in decisions related 
to their mental health is of  great importance. 
Recognizing their autonomy and involving them in 
developing personalized strategies for coping and 
well-being is a must now.

Educators serve as mentors and guides in students’ 
lives, emphasizing the importance of  equipping 
them with knowledge and skills to support mental 
health. Professional development programs that 
focus on understanding mental health issues, 
identifying warning signs and implementing 
effective intervention strategies empower educators 
to create a safe and nurturing learning environment. 
Fostering open communication between students 
and teachers enhances the overall well-being of  the 
educational community.

In order to build a supportive community schools 
should actively strive to foster a sense of  belonging 
and community among students. Peer support 
programs, mentoring initiatives and collaborative 
projects cultivate positive relationships and provide 
students with a robust support system. When 
students feel connected to their peers and educators, 
they are more likely to share concerns and seek 
assistance when facing challenges, contributing to a 
healthier overall learning environment.

Making mental health a priority and nurturing 
intellectual well-being in educational institutions is 
not just a responsibility; it is essential for developing 
well-rounded individuals. A holistic approach that 
values the overall growth of  students helps create 
a generation that excels not only academically but 
also in emotional resilience. 

Arti Anand
Senior Counsellor
Tagore International School
East of  Kailash
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Embarking on the journey from a vulnerable 
student to a dedicated psychotherapist , my story 
unfolds within the nurturing embrace of  Uttam 
School for Girls. Growing up in a joint family, I 
grappled with agency and expression. It was in this 
backdrop that the school became my safe space, 
shaping my personality and laying the foundation 
for the therapist I am today.Studying Psychology 
became my anchor, exploring human experiences, 
emotions, and behavior. Despite the stigma around 
mental health, I found solace in themes like the self, 
trauma, and gender identities. 

As I transitioned from a student to an educator, my 
work with children unveiled the profound impact 
of  unconditional support, advocacy and expression 
through art therapy. In group sessions, I witnessed 
resistance evolving into trust, creating emotionally 
safe spaces for students to open up and express 
themselves. Integrating art into my lessons, I 
intentionally fostered a compassionate and mindful 
community within the school.

Guided by the teachings of  Dr. Shelja Sen, I 
recognized the power of  language in shaping 
narratives. Reframing my vocabulary, I aimed 
to empower my students, celebrating their 
uniqueness and cultivating positive self-perceptions. 
Recognizing the importance of  fostering resilience 
and emotional well-being, I initiated practices that 
became pillars of  support, helping students navigate 
complexities and emerge stronger.

The W.O.W. Approach, Fostering Brilliance through 
Language and Inclusivity empowers the  students and 
enriches their narratives highlighting the three 
powers of  ‘Worthy’,’Original’, and ‘Welcome.’  
Each child is inherently Worthy—a vital ingredient 
for their growth. Originality, the celebration of  
uniqueness, guides them towards their individual 
brilliance. Welcome ensures that every child 
feels accepted, creating an environment where 
authenticity is valued over conformity.

Empowering Narratives: Language Reframing and Personal 
Empowerment

As a school counsellor, my refl ections often center 
on the crucial role of  creating safe spaces that shape 
a child’s learning journey. Recalling those special 
school moments when real learning blossomed—a 

space free from fear. I think about key questions 
like empowering narratives fl avoured with personal 
anecdotes where one may question, Is my class a 
safe place for my students? Can they make mistakes 
without feeling embarrassed? Have we built an 
environment that encourages them to take risks? Is 
there a culture of  mutual respect, where children 
support each other’s learning journey?

Delving into the wisdom of  Brene Brown’s 
“Rising Strong,” we recognize the power of  
reckoning, rumbling, and revolution in breaking 
the cycle of  limiting stories. While reckoning with 
our emotions towards the child, whether irritating   
or annoying, we then rumble through damaging 
narratives, discarding insuffi ciency stories. The 
revolution unfolds as we replace them with narratives that 
celebrate each child’s uniqueness and potential. At Uttam 
School for Girls, our commitment to connection is 
not just an ideology but a living reality, a journey 
where every child’s story is nurtured, and their 
brilliance is celebrated.

The heartbeat of  kindness echoes through our 
hallways, resonating with UNESCO’s call for 
fostering inclusivity. Kindness isn’t a buzzword; 
it’s a daily practice. Purposefully painted fl oors 
and kindness corners exemplify this commitment. 
The transformative power of  this practice, where 
a struggling student found solace, turning the 
kindness corner into acceptance.

In the hustle of  the day,schools embrace mindful 
time, being present in the here and now, offering an 
“I see you, I hear you” to every child. 

Mindful walks, nature rangolis, mindful poses and breathing, 
integrated into classes through these programs , 
serve as tools that help students navigate challenges 
with resilience and composure. This shift is not just 
witnessed in students’ transformations from tense 
shoulders to relaxed postures and anxious minds to 
composed spirits.

Embarking on a storytelling adventure, tales 
unfolding through art becomes a visual narrative. 
The heartbeat of  every narrative resonates in the 
listening circle—a space where students express 
themselves openly and authentically. It celebrates 
the bonds of  empathy and understanding within the 
school community. The energy of  events is more 
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than a performance; it’s a declaration of  narrative 
commitment to nurturing a culture of  emotional 
well-being. Each narrative shouts out our dedication 
to inclusivity, diversity, and the creation of  an 
environment where every student can shine, 
thrive, and truly belong.

In a mission to foster connection and advocacy, the 
Manodarpan initiative by the Ministry of  Education 
acts as a spark that ignites student engagement and 
peer mentorship. This initiative weaves threads of  
support, ensuring each student is not just heard but 
genuinely valued in our close-knit community.

The morning assembly routine has evolved into a 
mindful exercise, ensuring that everyone is not 
merely physically present but fully engaged in the 
moment. The holistic report card is more than 
an evaluation tool; it refl ects self-awareness and 
constructive peer engagement. These practices 
seamlessly integrate into the school climate, 
reinforcing our commitment to mental well-being.

In tune with the commitment of  an inclusive society 
students can freely express themselves, doodle 
on the walls, refl ect, and engage in feeling checks 
with peers. This initiative fosters an environment 
where individual expression is valued, creating 
visual reminders of  the dedication to set mental 
health and well-being. These changes underscore 
the school’s role in making every space safe, 
encouraging students to internalize these practices 
for their holistic development.

 Being a witness to the journey of  nurturing minds and 
fostering well-being is incredible. It’s not just about 
lessons; it’s about unlocking growth through unique 
practices that make every student’s heart beat a little 
brighter. Such initiatives help witness the growth 
of  not just individuals but a thriving community of  
mental health advocates. The messages of  gratitude 
from these students, now equipped to navigate life’s 
challenges with resilience, amplify the voices and 
shape the futures of  the entire school community. 
This is the essence of  empowerment—a rewarding 
cycle where every heart, once nurtured, becomes a 
beacon of  strength for others.

Ms.Kritika Makkar
Counselling Psychologist
Uttam School for Girls
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In an era dominated by technology, where screens 
are an integral part of  our daily lives, concerns 
about the effects of  excessive screen time on 
mental health have become increasingly prevalent. 
As we immerse ourselves in the digital world, it is 
crucial to strike a balance between harnessing the 
benefi ts of  technology and mitigating its potential 
negative impact on our mental well-being. Delving 
into the research on the relationship between screen 
time and mental health, offering insights into the 
consequences of  excessive usage and practical 
suggestions are highlighted to enhance  a balanced 
approach.

A growing body of  research suggests a correlation 
between excessive screen time and various mental 
health issues. Prolonged exposure to screens, 
especially on devices such as smartphones, tablets, 
and computers, has been associated with disrupted 
sleep patterns, increased feelings of  anxiety and 
depression, and a decline in overall psychological 
well-being.  Numerous studies highlight the negative 
impact of  screen time on sleep quality. The blue light 
emitted by screens suppresses melatonin production, 
a hormone that regulates sleep. Excessive screen time, 
particularly before bedtime, can lead to diffi culty in 
falling asleep, disrupted sleep cycles, and overall sleep 
deprivation, Thus contributing to mental fatigue and 
heightened stress levels.

Research indicates a link between heavy screen use 
and increased levels of  anxiety and depression, 
particularly among adolescents and young adults. 
Social media in particular, has been identifi ed as 
a potential catalyst for these mental health issues, 
fostering unrealistic standards, social comparison, 
and cyberbullying. Sedentary behavior associated 
with prolonged screen time can lead to physical 
health issues, such as obesity and cardiovascular 
problems. The interconnection between physical 
and mental health underscores the need for a 
holistic approach to well-being.

Recognizing the potential challenges posed by 
excessive screen time, it is essential to adopt proactive 
strategies to ensure a balanced relationship with 
technology. Here are some practical suggestions 
based on research fi ndings:

Set realistic and enforceable limits on daily screen 
time, especially for children and adolescents. The 
American Academy of  Pediatrics recommends age-
appropriate time restrictions to mitigate the adverse 
effects of  excessive screen exposure. Encourage 
regular breaks from screens to allow for mental 
rejuvenation. Implementing “digital detox” days or 
weekends can signifi cantly contribute to improved 
mental well-being. Engaging in offl ine activities 
fosters face-to-face interactions, reducing the 
negative impact of  virtual socialization.

Emphasize the importance of  consuming high-
quality, educational, and positive content. Actively 
curate the digital environment to minimize 
exposure to harmful or distressing material. This is 
particularly relevant for social media, where users 
often encounter unrealistic portrayals and negative 
narratives.Promote physical activities and outdoor 
experiences to counterbalance sedentary screen 
time. Engaging in sports, recreational activities, or 
simply spending time in with nature has been shown 
to have positive effects on mental health, reducing 
stress and anxiety.

Implement a screen curfew at least an hour before 
bedtime to mitigate the impact of  blue light on 
sleep quality. Encourage the creation of  a conducive 
sleep environment by minimizing screen use in the 
bedroom and prioritizing relaxation techniques. 
Introduce mindfulness activities to enhance self-
awareness and reduce the negative impact of  
screen-induced stress. Practices such as meditation, 
deep breathing exercises, and yoga can contribute to 
a more balanced and resilient mental state.

Balanced technology usage is the key to mitigating the 
potential adverse effects of  excessive screen time on 
mental health. As we navigate the digital landscape, it 
is crucial to remain vigilant and proactive in adopting 
strategies that promote a healthy relationship with 
technology. By incorporating evidence-based 
recommendations, such as setting screen time limits, 
promoting digital detox, prioritizing quality content, 
and encouraging outdoor activities, individuals can 
strive to maintain a harmonious balance between 
the benefi ts of  technology and the preservation of  
mental well-being.

The Impact of Screen Time on Mental Health

Surbhi Bhardwaj
TGT Computer Science
Bal Bharati Public School, Rohini
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The art of  storytelling and writing has a cathartic 
power that extends its transformative  touch to both 
collective traumas and personal suffering. Through 
the medium of  narrative  expression, individuals 
and communities can navigate the depths of  
their experiences, giving  voice to emotions that 
may otherwise remain unarticulated. Storytelling 
becomes a healing  process, allowing for the 
release of  pent-up emotions, in the desire of  being 
accepted by  others and even imparting a sense of  
empowerment. Whether grappling with the scars 
of   collective historical events or the nuances of  
personal struggles, the act of  weaving words  offers 
a therapeutic journey, fostering resilience and 
contributing to personal growth. 

The echoes of  human suffering rooted in the 
aftermath of  two World Wars, reverberate  through 
the narratives of  our past, intertwining with India’s 
colonial history and resonating in  the tumultuous 
unrest of  the contemporary world. India and other 
nations, bearing witness to  colonial subjugation, 
contribute their threads to the book of  world 
history, leaving imprints of   struggle and resilience. 
As the pages turn, the recent unrest across the 
globe serves as a  poignant reminder that the 
turbulence of  human confl ict transcends temporal 
and  geographical boundaries, uniting humanity 
through the common threads of  pain, survival and  
the pursuit of  collective well-being.  

Creative expression can transform pain through 
the act of  retelling. The human experience of   
pain compels the emergence of  testimonials, with 
art and literature serving as cherished  conduits 
for expressing and delving into the causes and 
repercussions of  traumatic events.  Within this 
realm, the truth of  one’s experience fi nds validation 
through personal, subjective  narratives. The victim, 
bearing the weight of  suffering, stands as the 
rightful authority to  articulate their anguish without 
requiring further legitimization beyond the sheer 
experience  of  agony. While many shy away from 
the public investment of  their experience, a select 
few  accept the mantle to pen it down. The written 
word becomes more than a record; it evolves  into 
an active agent in the promotion of  a semblance of  
normal life.  

Literature, in this context, emerges not only as a 
critical interrogator of  history, cultures,  societies 
and politics but also as a spectator to the ‘spectacle’ 

of  human suffering. It provides a  gateway to 
narratives that may be historically or culturally 
concealed, offering access to  otherwise unavailable 
perspectives. To validate my claim, I will delve into 
Sylvia Plath’s  poem, “Daddy,” wherein she lays 
bare the entire history of  mass suffering. Plath’s  
recollection of  a tormented childhood memory, 
haunted by the persecution of  her community,  
manifests in her poetic expression. Through her 
writings, Plath invokes a visceral memory of   trauma, 
establishing her narrative as a potent means of  both 
personal catharsis and communal  resurrection.  

Etched in the annals of  history, truth transcends 
individual experiences and to effectively  disseminate 
these truths, literature must intricately weave 
personal accounts of  victimization  into a broader 
cultural and historical context. 

The haunting memories of  distressful ordeals defy 
confi nement to a specifi c space-time  continuum. 
Events written in the past take on formidable 
dimensions, acquiring a palpable  intensity even in 
their absence. While detached from the immediacy 
of  the present, these  create a vast space of  intricate 
and diverse ramifi cations. Within this expansive 
realm,  individuals who share a traumatic memory 
fi nd a profound connection, irrespective of   
variations in the intensity or conditions of  their 
suffering. 

This shared experience, while potentially 
isolating one from their immediate surroundings,  
paradoxically draws individuals closer through the 
common memory of  having endured  together. The 
lived reality of  one person may seem different from 
another, yet the shared  sense of  suffering forges a 
unique bond. When situated within shared historical 
spaces, this  duality extends beyond individuals to 
encompass entire cultures and societies. Those who  
have been jolted by historical events fi nd avenues, 
both conscious and unconscious, to relate  to others 
who have navigated similar traumas. In this intricate 
rendezvous with history,  survivors and victims 
create a tapestry that connects them on profound 
levels, transcending  individual barriers.  

The primal cry of  pain predates language, yet 
literature, wielding the power of  words, has the  
capacity to make a cry heard—whether passive in 
suffering or resounding with painful  resistance. 
In its narration of  trauma, literature serves as a 

Narrative Healing : 
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haunting echo, an enduring ghost  of  the event 
itself, ensuring that the pain is not consigned to 
oblivion. Events in History, etched with  tales of  
atrocious victimization, are not merely remembered 
but are relieved with each  recounting, becoming an 
indelible part of  our collective consciousness. 

Beyond the traumatic memory and the visceral 
pain, it is the persistent fear of  a recurrence  that 
permeates our psyche. Modern existence in the state 
is not merely overshadowed by pain  but haunted by 
the ghost of  potential repetition. Literature becomes 
a tool to confront and  mitigate this fear, turning 
it into a catalyst for empowerment and mental 
resilience. It is the  fear, not just the pain, that casts 
a profound shadow over our lives, underscoring the  
inextricable link between literature, memory, and the 
persistent anxieties that shape our  contemporary 
existence. 

In this context, the role of  educators becomes 
paramount in navigating their students’ healing  
journeys, recognizing the transformative potential 
of  words to articulate pain and  metamorphose it 
into a wellspring of  strength. By acknowledging this 
profound infl uence,  educators empower students 
to harness the therapeutic power of  writing. It is 
imperative to  encourage writing as a crucial outlet 
for children to delve into and identify the sources of   
their suffering. Integrating dynamic creative writing 
exercises into the curriculum becomes a  cornerstone, 
prompting students to eloquently express their 
feelings, thoughts and  experiences—a constructive 
avenue for emotional release. Establishing a 
supportive  environment where students feel secure 
in sharing their narratives not only fosters a sense of   
community but also deepens mutual understanding 
and trust. Authors who have explored  themes of  
resilience and overcoming adversity in their works 
further inspire students,  encouraging them to view 
writing as a profound means of  healing and growth. 

Sujata Barua 
TGT Computer Science
Sadhu Vaswani International School For Girls, New Delhi
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The positive infl uence of  individuals plays a 
transformative role in shaping our lives. Whether  
through familial bonds, friendships, or mentorships, 
the impact of  people on us is profound,  contributing 
to our emotional well-being, personal development, 
and overall sense of  happiness.  The presence of  
positive role models can serve as guiding lights, 
illuminating the path to  personal and professional 
success. They are the fi gures whom we admire from 
a distance. They  play a vital role in shaping our 
values, aspirations, and character. The impact of  
positive role  models resonates across various facts 
of  our lives, fostering resilience, instilling values, 
and  catalyzing personal growth.  

One of  the profound effects of  positive role 
models is their ability to shape our values and  
morality. Positive role models embody qualities 
such as integrity, empathy, and kindness,  serving 
as beacons of  ethical conduct. Observing these 
traits in action, whether in the family,  community, 
or society at large, inspires individuals to embrace 
a moral compass that guides their  decisions and 
actions. At the core of  positive infl uence is the 
power of  connection. Human  beings are inherently 
social creatures, and the relationships we cultivate 
signifi cantly impact our  mental and emotional 
states.This emotional safety net, in  turn, provides a 
foundation for personal growth and resilience.  

During challenging times, having someone to lean 
on can make all the difference. Whether it’s a  friend 
offering a listening ear, a family member providing 
unconditional love, or a mentor  offering guidance, 
the emotional support of  individuals helps us 
navigate life’s complexities with  greater ease. This 
sense of  connection not only alleviates stress but 
also contributes to improved  mental health.  

In the developmental stages of  childhood and 
adolescence, the impact of  positive role models 
is  particularly potent. Children often mirror the 
behaviors of  their parents, teachers, or admired  
fi gures. When exposed to positive role models, 
they are more likely to internalize virtues such as  
honesty, responsibility, and compassion, forming a 
foundation for ethical decision-making  throughout 
their lives.  

Peer education serves as a dynamic learning model, 
with students  teaching and learning from their 
peers. It creates a relatable and engaging educational  
environment, fostering a sense of  camaraderie 
among students. Students often feel more 
comfortable seeking help or clarifi cation from their 
peers, leading to increased academic  confi dence. 
Peer education also cultivates a collaborative 
spirit, promoting teamwork and a sense  of  shared 
responsibility for academic success. The exchange 
of  ideas among peers enhances  critical thinking 
skills and deepens understanding of  academic 
concepts. Peer education builds a  sense of  
community within educational institutions, creating 
a positive and supportive learning  environment. 
Through peer mentoring, students gain valuable 
insights not only academically but  also in personal 
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development and life skills. Overall, peer education 
leaves a lasting positive  impact on students’ lives by 
promoting a culture of  shared knowledge, support, 
and continuous  learning.  

Counseling promotes mental well-being, providing 
students with tools to manage stress, anxiety,  
and other emotional concerns, contributing to a 
healthier overall mindset. It plays a pivotal role  in 
enhancing students’ self-awareness, helping them 
explore their strengths, weaknesses, and  personal 
goals for academic and personal success. Through 
counseling, students often experience  increased 
confi dence, resilience, and a sense of  empowerment, 
contributing to their holistic  development and 
readiness for future challenges.  

A collaborative approach to problem-solving 
enhances our ability to overcome challenges and 
achieve our goals. It reinforces the idea that we are 
not  alone in our journey and that there is strength in 
unity. Whether it’s a historical fi gure who triumphed 
over adversity, a mentor who faced professional  
setbacks, or a family member who navigated 
personal challenges, positive role models provide 
a  roadmap for overcoming obstacles. Their stories 
become narratives of  triumph that inspire others  to 
confront diffi culties with resilience, learning from 
setbacks rather than succumbing to them.  

It is essential to recognize the reciprocal nature 
of  positive infl uence. Just as others impact us  
positively, our actions and attitudes also have 
the potential to uplift those around us. Creating 
a  positive ripple effect within our social circles 
contributes to a collective environment of  support,  
encouragement, and growth. Life is replete with 
challenges, and navigating its tumultuous waters  
requires resilience and determination. Positive role 
models serve as living examples of   perseverance, 
demonstrating that setbacks are not roadblocks but 
opportunities for growth.  Witnessing individuals 
who have overcome adversity with grace and 
resilience can instill a sense  of  optimism and grit 
in those who look up to them. As we navigate 
the complex landscape of  human existence, the 
presence of  positive role models  becomes a 
beacon of  hope, guiding us toward a future defi ned 

by growth, purpose, and success.  Embracing the 
lessons imparted by these infl uential fi gures, we 
not only enrich our own lives but  contribute to 
the creation of  a more compassionate and resilient 
society. From emotional support  and inspiration 
to tangible assistance and constructive feedback, 
the relationships we cultivate  signifi cantly shape 
our lives. Let us cherish the positive infl uences that 
contribute to our well being, personal development, 
and overall happiness. In doing so, we not only 
enhance our  individual journeys but also contribute 
to the creation of  a more compassionate and 
supportive  community.  

The impact of  positive role models extends beyond 
shaping values and encouraging resilience; it  also 
plays a pivotal role in fostering personal growth and 
development. As individuals aspire to  reach their 
full potential, positive role models serve as guiding 
stars, illuminating the possibilities  that exist beyond 
current limitations.  

These positive role models often possess qualities 
such as ambition, self-discipline, and a commitment  
to continuous learning. Their infl uence motivates 
others to set ambitious goals, work diligently  toward 
their aspirations, and embrace a growth mindset. 
Whether it’s a mentor who encourages professional 
development, a friend who champions personal 
growth, or an admired fi gure who  exemplifi es 
excellence, these role models inspire individuals to 
strive for their best selves.  

In the realms of  education and career, positive role 
models can have a transformative impact on  the 
choices individuals make. A teacher who ignites a 
passion for learning, a successful  professional who 
mentors aspiring colleagues, or an entrepreneur who 
embodies innovation and  tenacity can profoundly 
infl uence the trajectories of  those who admire them.  

Positive role models provide a tangible connection 
between aspirations and achievements. Their  stories 
serve as living proof  that dreams are attainable 
through hard work, dedication, and a  commitment 
to one’s craft. As individuals contemplate their 
educational and career paths,  they offer insights, 
guidance, and inspiration, empowering them to 
pursue  meaningful and fulfi lling journeys.  
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In the intricate mosaic of  human existence, there 
lies a profound truth often overlooked—the 
undeniable relationship between mental health and 
the fl ourishing of  young minds. While achieving 
great things externally is admirable, if  we don’t 
look after our inner world—the mind—it becomes 
challenging to create a healthier and vibrant society. 
Hence, it becomes imperative to lay stress on the 
importance of  mental wellbeing in shaping the 
destinies of  our future generations. 

Just like good soil is essential for a healthy garden, 
taking care of  our minds forms the basis for strong, 
emotionally intelligent individuals. On the other 
hand, a society that overlooks inner well-being and 
important values might face more mental health 
issues, less ability to cope with challenges, and 
diffi culties in progressing and innovating. So, paying 
attention to mental health isn’t just something 
individuals should do—it’s a responsibility we all 
share in building a dynamic community. 

Mental health is not a distant or abstract concept 
but an integral aspect of  a child’s development, 
infl uencing their cognitive, emotional, and social 
growth. There was a time when mental health issues 
were stigmatized, leading to a culture of  silence 
and shame surrounding mental health conditions. 
Individuals experiencing mental health challenges 
were often misunderstood, marginalized, and faced 
with discrimination, hindering their ability to seek 
help or discuss their struggles openly.  

Over the last few years, there has been a signifi cant 
shift in societal attitudes toward mental health. 
Efforts to raise awareness, reduce stigma, and 
promote open dialogue have contributed to a more 
inclusive understanding of  mental health. 

The meaning of  mental health has evolved to 
encompass a broader spectrum of  experiences, 
recognizing that anyone can face mental health 
challenges at various points in their lives. Mental 
health is seen as a holistic and dynamic concept now.  

The changing narrative has led to increased advocacy 
and improved access to mental health services. As 
a result, society is gradually moving away from 
the historical taboo associated with it, fostering a 
culture that encourages empathy, understanding, 
and proactive support for mental well-being. 

As educators and stakeholders, we still need to 
understand that it is crucial to shift our focus beyond 
the narrow confi nes of  academic excellence and 
grades, recognizing that success in life extends far 
beyond securing certain jobs. While grades are often 
emphasized as a gateway to specifi c careers, we must 
not lose sight of  the fact that life’s fulfi llment and 
satisfaction go beyond professional achievements. 
Many professionals today excel in their careers 
but fi nd themselves devoid of  true contentment 
and happiness. Over time, they express regrets 
about not aligning their work with their passions. 
This realization highlights the importance of  
guiding our youth not just toward lucrative careers 
but also toward understanding and pursuing their 
passions. True happiness and peace do not solely 
originate from high-paying jobs; they result from a 
meaningful alignment between one’s profession and 
personal passions.  

By nurturing the youth’s minds to prioritize their 
passions over societal expectations, we can liberate 
them from the undue stress imposed by societal 
norms. As parents, educators, and facilitators, 
our victories lie in fostering an environment that 
encourages self-discovery, passion pursuit, and, 
ultimately, a fulfi lling and contented life for the 
generations to come.  

As an early childhood educator, I consider myself  
profoundly blessed to be working for our future 
generations who are being sculpted into the 
architects of  tomorrow. It feels like a privilege and 
a calling to see these young minds blossoming into 
full-fl edged trees. I see myself  as a chosen one with 
a purpose that extends beyond merely shaping their 
academic lives, but also nurturing and tending to the 
very soil from which their minds grow.  

In the realm of  mental health awareness and 
education, it’s our responsibility as an educator to 
sow the seeds of  resilience, empathy, and emotional 
intelligence in them. Our focus should not just be 
restricted to imparting knowledge, but also instilling 
a sense of  self-worth in them.  

In my journey as an educator, while guiding these 
young minds, I am acutely aware of  the responsibility 
bestowed upon me—the responsibility to shape not 
only their lives but also the very essence of  their 
minds, contributing to a future generation that is 

Weaving an Inclusive Culture

In the intricate mosaic of  human existence, there 
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not only academically profi cient but emotionally 
equipped to make a positive impact on the world. 

In our institution, we are fortunate to cultivate a 
culture that gives prime importance to freedom of  
expression, from the youngest children to the adults. 
In our nurturing environment, we not only teach 
children about various emotions right from their 
toddler years but also guide them that emotions are 
not inherently negative; they are a natural part of  the 
human experience. By openly acknowledging and 
discussing the spectrum of  emotions, we empower 
children to embrace their feelings, fostering 
resilience and emotional intelligence. 

Simple yet effective practices such as meditation, 
breathing exercises, daily gratitude, mindfulness, 
and celebrating small victories, are an integral part 
of  my teaching and learning journey. For instance, 
the “I need a hug” corner in my class serves as a 
special place where children can seek comfort 
and connection when needed. When children are 
encouraged to voice their opinions, pursue their 

interests, and openly share concerns if  something 
doesn’t align with their well-being, we can empower 
them to be active participants in their growth and 
development.  

A completely inclusive and supportive culture, 
fostered by society and school management, can go 
a long way in reinforcing the foundation of  mental 
well-being in our youth. By placing mental health 
at the forefront, we can not only nurture the well-
being of  students with learning disabilities but also 
foster a culture of  understanding, empathy, and 
collaboration. We need to understand that every 
child, regardless of  their unique learning profi le, 
must be allowed to fl ourish within a community 
that values their strengths and contributions. 

We must not forget that as elders, we play a 
crucial role in shaping the mental health narrative 
for the younger generation. By embracing open 
conversations, fostering empathy, and prioritizing 
our well-being, we become living examples for 
children to emulate. 

Ms. Pooja Talwar 
PRT
Ahlcon International School 
Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi
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A shocking statistic that I came across was that 
between the year  2019 and 2021, a staggering 
35,950 students took their own lives. Surely many 
of  you  recall the chilling scene from the movie '3 
Idiots' where a young soul hangs himself. 

We watch  these movies all the time, but do we truly 
grasp the reality? There are numerous 'Joy Lobos' 
out  there, brilliant minds shattered by the relentless 
pressure of  the society. 

Imagine a 17-year-old, brimming with potential, 
and parents eagerly awaiting exam results. Yet,  the 
messenger is silent, the child long gone. Killed by 
the weight of  the expectations of  himself   and 
the ones around him. Who do the parents blame? 
The school? The education system? The  child? 
Themselves? 

Mental health, overlooked by most, is side-lined and 
ignored. Those who muster the  courage to speak 
are met with crushing comments like 'get over it' 
or 'it's all in your head.' The  fragile human mind, 

The Silent Killer 

Heena Yadav 
TGT Counsellor 
Army Public School, Shankar Vihar

comparable to a delicate sheet of  paper, is easily 
affected by the smallest  marks and comments, 
tearing apart under the weight of  expectations. 

In the ruthless landscape of  the Indian Education 
System, it's more of  a survival test than a nurturing  
ground for knowledge. Succeed in counting 
numbers and acing a single exam, and you earn the  
label 'successful.' Fall short by the smallest margin, 
and you're abandoned to rot for life in guilt  and 
regret, being referred to as a ‘failure’ for the few 
days you can survive. 

Who do we have other than ourselves to help the 
ones in need. So go ahead, talk to that new kid  
eating by himself, because you never know how 
much a simple “hello” can change. Compassion,  
love and sympathy are human’s strongest traits. 
Nurturing these traits will surely harness a healthy 
relationship with all. Talking to each other, making 
friends and reciprocating will thus harbor a mentally 
fi t individual and thereby a society which is free of  
all stigmas and sadness. 
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In the vibrant tapestry of  our school community, 
fostering mental health awareness is not merely an  
aspiration but a shared commitment. As a school 
counsellor, my journey involves weaving together  
various elements that contribute to the holistic well-
being of  our students, teachers, and parents. 

Understanding mental health is the foundational 
thread upon which our collective well-being 
rests.  Together, we unravel myths and embrace 
the significance of  mental health in shaping the 
narrative of   our school community. In dispelling 
misconceptions, we empower students, teachers, 
and parents with  the knowledge to foster an 
environment where mental health is not a taboo but 
a topic for open dialogue  and understanding. 

Resilience is the sturdy fabric that weaves through 
the challenges encountered in a school environment.  
By fostering resilience, we equip our students and 
educators with the tools to navigate the inevitable ups  
and downs of  academic and personal life. Through 
collective strategies and a culture of  support, our  
community becomes adept at turning challenges 
into opportunities for growth. Resilience is not just 
an  individual quality but a communal strength that 
binds us together in facing the complexities of  the  
educational journey. 

Creating safe spaces is the artistry that transforms 
our school into more than just a place of  learning.  
Inclusive environments, where open dialogues are 
encouraged, lay the foundation for understanding 
and  acceptance of  mental health issues. These safe 
spaces become the canvases where students paint 
their  emotions and express their vulnerabilities 
without fear of  judgment. The colors of  empathy 
and  acceptance merge to create a mural that signifies 
our commitment to nurturing the emotional well 
being of  every member of  our school community. 

As we navigate through the digital landscape, the 
balanced usage of  technology emerges as a pivotal 
theme.  Excessive screen time has ripple effects on 
mental health, impacting students, teachers, and 
parents  alike. By advocating for digital well-being, 
we encourage mindful engagement with technology. 
It’s not  about shunning screens but about fostering 
a healthy relationship with the digital world, allowing 

it to  enhance rather than detract from our mental 
well-being. The symbiotic connection between 
physical health and mental well-being forms 
another crucial strand in  our narrative. Through 
exercise, proper nutrition, and adequate sleep, we 
sculpt the foundation for a  healthy mind within 
a healthy body. In acknowledging this connection, 
we promote habits that  contribute not only to 
academic success but also to the overall vitality of  
our school community.

Understanding and managing emotions are not just 
individual skills but collective strengths that shape  
positive social interactions. Through intentional 
efforts, we create an environment where emotional  
intelligence becomes an integral part of  the 
educational journey, enriching both personal and  
interpersonal dimensions.  The therapeutic effects of  
creative expression are woven into our curriculum, 
emphasizing the  transformative power of  art, 
music, and writing. These creative outlets become 
outlets for emotional  release and self-discovery. By 
integrating such avenues into our academic pursuits, 
we not only nurture  the artistic talents within our 
community but also provide a means for individuals 
to explore and express  their emotions. 

Counselling and support services emerge as a 
cornerstone, breaking down the stigma associated 
with  seeking help. By normalizing the availability 
and benefits of  mental health support systems, 
we ensure  that every member of  our school 
community has access to the resources needed for 
their emotional  well-being. Counseling becomes a 
proactive tool, empowering individuals to address 
mental health  concerns early on. 

In conclusion, our journey towards fostering 
mental health awareness in our school community 
is a  dynamic and interconnected tapestry. By 
understanding mental health, building resilience, 
creating safe  spaces, advocating for balanced 
technology usage, acknowledging the link between 
physical and mental  health, promoting emotional 
intelligence, integrating creative expression, and 
providing accessible  counselling services, we weave 
a narrative of  well-being, that echoes through every 
classroom, corridor,  and conversation within our 
educational haven.

Ayushi Chaddha 
Counsellor
Sunbeam English School, Bhagwanpur, Varanasi

Weaving a Sturdy Mind 
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Every child is unique and so its journey of  education, 
and it is decisive for schools to recognize and 
accommodate myriad pathways in which children 
learn and grow. This becomes even more imperative 
when we delve into the realm of  learning disabilities 
and neurodiversity, where a holistic understanding 
of  the intersection between cognitive differences 
and mental health is essential. 

There is no specific “decent” way of  thinking, 
behaving, learning, even rejecting the view of  
differences as a whole. Neurodiversity, often 
discussed in the context of  conditions like ASD 
(Autism Spectrum Disorder), embraces the 
diversity of  all individuals, challenging the notion 
of  a standard way of  being. Furthermore, Learning 
disabilities incorporate a range of  neurological 
conditions affecting information processing. 
Examples include dyslexia, dysphasia, dyscalculia, 
dyspraxia, dysgraphia, and ADHD, impacting 
concentration, reading, writing, and arithmetic. 

Comprehending the complexities of  learning 
disabilities and neurodiversity is the curtain 
raiser towards creating an inclusive educational 
environment. It includes observing and identifying 
the children with these issues which further require 
different teaching methods and support systems 
to prosper academically and emotionally. This 
procedure brings the teachers and parents to the 
crucial intersection between learning disabilities and 
mental health and propel them to have a different 
outlook towards life. 

Mental health is a sensitive aspect of  overall well-
being and children need a loving, secure, and 
stimulating environment for their optimum growth 
and development and for this to happen, their 
physical, emotional and psychosocial needs must be 
met. Soundness of  mind  can be profoundly affected 
by the challenges faced by individuals with learning 
disabilities. It’s a toll on the mental health of  these 
children when they are not being able to grasp certain 
concepts as quickly as peers, feeling stressed out and 
having anxiety attacks related to academic tasks, and 
isolating themselves from society.  Recognizing this 
correlation is essential for educators, parents, and 
policymakers alike. 

Educational institutes wield significant influence 
in supporting children with learning disabilities or 
neurodiversity by addressing their mental health 
concerns. Rather viewing these issues as obstacles, 
schools should embrace them as valuable variations in 
the matrix of  human cognition for that it is essential 
to adopt a neurodiversity-informed approach. 
Instigating inclusive teaching methods, such as 
differentiated instruction, multisensory learning, and 
achieving minimum level of  learning can create a 
supportive academic environment. Recognizing and 
accommodating diverse learning styles ensures that 
every child has the opportunity to excel in their own 
way. Educating both students and teachers about 
neurodiversity, eradicating stigma, and promoting 
empathy should be a regular practice in educational 
institutes. For that matter, encouraging a culture of  
acceptance and understanding within the school 
community is pivotal. When students feel understood 
and accepted, the emotional well-being of  those with 
learning disabilities can significantly improve. 

In addition to academic support, mental health 
resources within schools should be readily available 
and easily accessible. Trained Special Educators 
and Counsellors should be appointed who can 
provide valuable assistance and further guidance 
in understanding the specific challenges faced by 
neurodiverse students. Creating safe spaces for 
open communication, where students can express 
their feelings and concerns without judgment, is 
crucial for their mental well-being. 

Furthermore, parental involvement is instrumental 
in creating a seamless bridge between the school 
environment and the home, promoting consistent 
support for the student’s overall development.    
Ultimately, the emphasis on cultivating intellects 
and developing awareness of  mental health 
in educational institutions serves as an urgent 
plea for a more comprehensive and empathetic 
academic environment. Recognizing and tackling 
the convergence of  learning disabilities and mental 
health enables schools to establish atmospheres 
conducive to the flourishing of  every student, 
irrespective of  their neurodiversity. Through these 
endeavours and sound guidance, we can actively 
contribute to shaping our remarkable nation with a 
cadre of  virtuous leaders and upright citizens.

Fostering Inclusivity :   
Navigating Relationship in Educational Settings 

Ms. Tarannum Bhasin 
Special Educator and Counsellor
Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi
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What I write today is on self-care, motivation and 
nurturing yourself  and others around you. As years 
roll by and you grow in life, it is imperative that you 
take care of  yourself. Remind yourself  that this 
very moment is the only one you know you have 
for sure. It is only when you are in a healthy space-
both physically and mentally, that you can take care 
of  others around you. By others I mean all living 
beings along with the planet Earth, which we all are 
a part of. In life, we all have to be gardeners. ‘Self  
care is giving the world the best of  you, instead of  
what is left of  you. We need to create, nurture and 
nourish ourselves and everyone around us with 
care, kindness and compassion. ‘Tend yourself  
like a gardener tends to plants’. Adopt the pace of  
Nature: her secret is patience’. This patience leads 
to tranquillity and it is then one understands the 
importance of  self  care. 

‘Self-care is the fuel that allows you to shine 
brightly’. We all need to be honest with ourselves. 
You can take care of  yourself, if  you are true to 
yourself. You need to have a good set of  values and 
ethics embedded in yourself. Being honest allows 
you to be peaceful and have a good night’s sleep. 
This year take a decision for yourself: ‘ Love the 
work in progress i.e. YOU’. You have to believe in 
yourself  when no one else does, that makes you 
a winner right there. As Swami Vivekanand said, 
‘Talk to yourself  at least once a day otherwise 
you will miss meeting with an excellent person 
in the world’.  Accept yourself  and keep moving 
forward. Comparisons will only cultivate negativity. 
Remember that if  you want to fl y, you have to give 
up what weighs you down. No matter how busy you 
are in the 24 hour clock, you need to keep 1-2 hrs 
as ‘ME TIME’. You could walk, exercise, introspect, 
pray, manifest, meditate, indulge in hobbies: do tasks 
which give you peace and contentment. Many of  
us think that self  care is all about doing things for 
yourself  : what is good for you and your physical and 
mental well-being. It should not be confused with 
self-centredness. Do not be immersed in yourself  
only.  Do not limit yourself. ‘Taking care does not 

Be a Gardener in Life

Mrs Alka Singh 
HOD-English
Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute 
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mean ME fi rst’. It means taking care of  everyone 
and everything around you. Try being a GIVER. I 
have seen most people walling themselves in and 
they are always in the talking mode. Try giving to 
others: it does not have to be in materialistic terms 
only. Supporting others in diffi cult times, lending 
a helping hand when you see someone burdened 
with work, just comforting someone when things 
are downhill: there are means and ways to give. 
In order to help others, you have to be in a happy 
and healthy state. If  you are hale and hearty, then 
you have the power to heal others also. By healing 
others, you will become confi dent and courageous. 
Being human and serving humanity should be the 
essence of  your life.

We need to understand that there is only one life and 
it is a blend of  joy and sorrow. You must understand 
that happiness and sadness are ephemeral. Happy 
times are fl eeting and when sorrow comes knocking 
at the door, you need to understand that it is not 
everlasting. Its intensity diminishes with the passage 
of  time. You should not fl y high in happy times nor 
be engulfed in the depths of  despair when sickness 
or death comes knocking at the door. Maintain a 
balance. Surround yourself  with positive people so 
that you feel encouraged and motivated. This is vital 
for physical and mental well-being.

It is a proven fact that today, we are living in a fast-
paced world. Stress, fear, tension, worry all are bound 
to impact your mental and physical well-being. 
It is important that you don’t worry. ‘Worrying is 
carrying tomorrow’s load with today’s strength and 
carrying two days at once’. If  you feel exhausted, 
then withdraw to energize yourself. When you 
replenish your spirit, it allows you to serve others 
from the overfl ow. ‘You cannot serve from an empty 
vessel’. Self  care is nothing but following the right 
path in life. When you are convinced that what you 
are doing is right, then you are in a win-win situation 
in life. The happy and harmonious relationship with 
yourself, sets the tone for every other relationship 
you have. 
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In the ever-evolving landscape of  education, there 
is a growing recognition that a child’s educational 
voyage is not merely encapsulated by academic 
success. A comprehensive approach to education 
must include the nurturing of  mental health and 
well-being. This article endeavours to delve into the 
multifaceted aspects of  mental health awareness 
in schools, establishing connections with various 
domains such as lifestyle, sports, performing 
arts, balanced technology usage, and more. The 
exploration seeks to emphasize the profound 
significance of  mental health in these domains, 
weaving together a narrative that highlights the 
crucial role played by the schools in shaping not 
just informed minds, but resilient and emotionally 
intelligent individuals.

In an era dominated by technology, the impact of  
excessive screen time on mental health is apparent. 
The prevalence of  electronic devices in students’ 
lives has been associated with heightened stress levels, 
increased anxiety, and disruptions in sleep patterns. 
Recognizing this, educators find themselves at the 
forefront of  advocating for balanced technology 
usage. It is imperative to go beyond the conventional 
role of  imparting knowledge and investigate into 
guiding students on establishing a healthy relationship 
with technology. Teachers can play a pivotal role in 
this aspect by incorporating mindfulness practices 
into the classroom routine. Encouraging students to 
take digital detox breaks, engage in outdoor activities, 
nature walks, circle time and setting rational limits 
on screen time are essential strategies. By instilling 
these habits early on, educators contribute not only 
to academic success but also to the long-term mental 
well-being of  their students.

Parents and guardians form an integral part of  a 
child’s support system, making their involvement vital 
in fostering mental health awareness. Recognizing 
the significance of  this partnership, schools can take 
proactive steps to educate parents about the signs of  
mental health issues and effective communication 
strategies. Parents can support their child’s mental 
well-being through open communication, setting 
realistic expectations and family wellness activities.

Workshops and seminars can be organized to 
facilitate an open dialogue between educators 
and parents, fostering a strong home-school 
partnership. Parents can be equipped with the tools 
needed to recognize signs of  stress or anxiety in 

their children and implement support strategies 
at home. By fostering a collaborative approach, 
schools and parents can work together to prioritize 
and promote the mental well-being of  students. 
Positive role models, whether they take the form of  
teachers, mentors, or other educators, exert a deep 
influence on students’ mental health. Their guidance 
and support can inspire students to adopt positive 
mental health practices such as self-care, help 
seeking behaviour, facing challenges with resilience 
etc. It will help in shaping their outlook on life.

Schools should actively promote mentorship 
programs that provide students with opportunities 
to interact with positive role models. These mentors 
can share personal experiences, instilling resilience, 
coping mechanisms, and a sense of  purpose among 
students. By creating avenues for meaningful 
connections, schools contribute to the development 
of  emotionally resilient individuals who can navigate 
the complexities of  life with confidence.

Creating safe and inclusive spaces within schools is 
essential to fostering open dialogue, acceptance, and 
understanding of  mental health issues. Initiatives 
such as peer support groups, anti-bullying campaigns, 
and mental health awareness sessions contribute to 
the creation of  a nurturing environment. By actively 
working to eliminate stigma surrounding mental 
health, schools empower students to seek help 
without fear of  judgment. This, in turn, fosters a 
culture of  openness and empathy, where students feel 
comfortable discussing their mental health concerns.

Understanding and managing emotions are 
fundamental aspects of  maintaining good mental 
health. Recognizing the significance of  emotional 
intelligence, schools can integrate programs into 
their curriculum aimed at developing these crucial 
skills in students. In conclusion, nurturing minds 
and fostering mental health awareness in schools 
demands an inclusive and multi-layered approach. 
It is not solely the responsibility of  educators but 
a collective effort that involves parents, positive 
role models, and the school environment. By 
addressing the impacts of  balanced technology 
usage, promoting parental involvement, recognizing 
the influence of  positive role models, creating safe 
spaces, and enhancing emotional intelligence within 
the school environment, there exists the potential 
to create a setting where students can blossom 
academically, emotionally, and socially.

A Comprehensive Exploration

Neha Rai
PRT
Cambridge School, Indirapuram
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A student’s mental fortitude is intricately tied to 
their physical well-being, acting as a foundational 
cornerstone that shapes their ability to confront 
life’s challenges with resilience and optimism. In 
the dynamic interplay between a student’s body 
and mind, their connection is akin to the profound 
bond of  best friends—what transpires within 
one domain resonates seamlessly with the other. 
Through a robust physical foundation, students 
gain not only strength and stamina but also the 
willpower needed to face adversities, fostering the 
growth of  a positive mindset. Stress and anxiety, 
inherent aspects of  the student experience, act 
as natural triggers for heightened awareness. 
However, when physical health falters, students 
may find it challenging to cope with stressors, 
and their ability to face challenges diminishes. 
Physical ailments, such as chronic pain or fatigue, 
can contribute to heightened anxiety, intensifying 
the student response to uncertainty. The lack of  
energy associated with poor physical health may 
impede coping mechanisms, exacerbating feelings 
of  distress. Prioritizing physical health becomes 
indispensable, not just for bodily functions but as 
an intrinsic link to cultivating a resilient mental state.

Nurturing the body is comparable to mastering the 
art of  riding a bike—a valuable vehicle on one’s life’s 
journey that demands meticulous care for success. 
Prioritizing the enhancement of  body’s immunity 
is crucial for students, given the indisputable link 
between a robust immune system and overall 
well-being. Dr. Richard Stanton, a senior lecturer 
in Microbiology at Cardiff  University School of  
Medicine, highlights the precision with which a 
resilient immune system operates—effectively 
toggling on and off  to combat pathogens and 
regulate chronic inflammation. Actively engaging in 
the care of   bodies not only fortifies one’s physical 
health but also paves the way for enhanced mental 
well-being.

Moreover, Dr. Sandeep Budhiraja, the director of  
internal medicine at Max Healthcare, emphasizes 
that one’s  lifestyle, rather than just their biological 
age, significantly influences the effectiveness of  their 
immune system. Therefore, taking proactive steps to 
support one’s immune health becomes an essential 

part of  nurturing the body. Just as maintaining a 
bike ensures a smooth ride, attending to the body’s 
well-being not only guarantees a healthier and more 
resilient life journey for students but also contributes 
profoundly to their mental well-being. As educators 
and stakeholders, implementing these tips becomes 
instrumental in playing a significant role in nurturing 
students’ immune systems, actively promoting both 
their physical and mental well-being.

Incorporating consistent physical activity into 
students’ routine is crucial for their overall well-
being. Exercise or yoga not only contributes 
to physical health but also holds mental health 
benefits. Our ancestors from the Indus Valley 
civilization, exemplified by practices like yoga, 
intuitively recognized the connection between 
physical activity and mental clarity. Encouraging 
students to stay active plays a pivotal role in their 
academic performance and social relationships. 
By promoting a holistic approach, educators and 
parents can integrate discussions about the mental 
benefits of  physical health into the curriculum and 
daily student life.

Additionally, maintaining a well-balanced diet is 
crucial for students’ immune systems. Encouraging 
and sensitizing students to choose fresh, home-
cooked meals rich in nutrients from fruits, 
vegetables, nuts, and lean proteins will not only 
fuel their bodies but also support clear thinking 
and readiness for academic challenges.Promoting a 
positive mindset among students is equally crucial 
for them. Encouraging them to focus on daily 
sources of  happiness, engaging in joyful activities, 
and practicing kindness towards others will not only 
uplift their spirits but also contribute to fostering a 
brighter perspective on school and life in general.
Lastly, emphasizing the importance of  quality 
sleep is vital for students. Establishing a solid 
sleep routine allows both the body and mind to 
rejuvenate, setting the stage for improved attention, 
learning, and mood regulation.  Immune systems, 
actively promote both their physical and mental 
well-being. In this holistic approach, the connection 
between physical health and mental fortitude is 
acknowledged and embraced, fostering resilience, 
optimism, and a positive mindset among students. 

Nurturing Bodies, Strengthening Minds :  
Harmony Within

Ms. Pushpinder Kaur
Assistant Teacher
Bal Bharati Public School, Ganga Ram Hospital Marg, New Delhi
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Understanding and managing emotions holds 
significant importance in personal and professional 
development. Emotional Intelligence (EI) 
encompasses the ability to recognize, understand, 
and regulate one’s own emotions, as well as 
empathize with others. In a school setting, fostering 
emotional intelligence contributes to creating a 
supportive and positive environment for students, 
educators, and staff.

To begin with, the significance of  emotional 
intelligence lies in its impact on individual well-being 
and interpersonal relationships. Those with high 
EI are better equipped to handle stress, navigate 
social situations, and make thoughtful decisions. 
In an educational context, students with developed 
emotional intelligence often exhibit improved 
academic performance, enhanced communication 
skills, and more effective conflict resolution.

One key aspect of  understanding emotions is self-
awareness. Students benefit from activities that 
encourage self-reflection and identification of  
their emotions. Implementing regular check-ins or 
journaling exercises can help them become more 
attuned to their feelings. Additionally, incorporating 
emotional literacy into the curriculum allows 
students to explore and express their emotions 
through various mediums, fostering a sense of  self-
understanding.

Furthermore, managing emotions is crucial for 
creating a positive and respectful school climate. 
Educators play a pivotal role in modeling emotional 
regulation for students. Strategies such as teaching 
mindfulness techniques, providing tools for stress 
management, and encouraging open communication 
contribute to a supportive learning environment. 
By addressing emotional challenges proactively, 
schools can reduce incidents of  bullying, conflicts, 
and disciplinary issues.

Empathy, another component of  emotional 
intelligence, is essential for building strong 
interpersonal connections. In school settings, 
promoting empathy involves incorporating 
perspectives from diverse cultures and backgrounds 
into the curriculum. Collaborative projects, group 
discussions, and community engagement activities 
enable students to develop a deeper understanding 
of  others’ emotions and experiences.

To enhance emotional intelligence, educators can also 
integrate social-emotional learning (SEL) programs 
into the school curriculum. These programs 
typically include activities and lessons that focus 
on self-awareness, self-regulation, social awareness, 
relationship skills, and responsible decision-making. 
SEL programs have shown positive outcomes in 
improving students’ emotional intelligence, reducing 
behavioral issues, and enhancing overall well-being.

Moreover, creating a culture of  emotional support 
requires ongoing professional development for 
teachers and staff. Workshops, training sessions, 
and resources on emotional intelligence equip 
educators with the tools to effectively manage 
their own emotions and support their students in 
developing these skills. A school-wide commitment 
to emotional intelligence fosters a collaborative and 
compassionate community.

In conclusion, understanding and managing 
emotions are fundamental skills that contribute 
to personal and academic success. In school 
settings, emphasizing emotional intelligence 
benefits students, educators, and the overall school 
community. By integrating strategies for self-
awareness, emotional regulation, and empathy into 
the curriculum, schools can create an environment 
that nurtures emotional intelligence and prepares 
students for a well-rounded future.

Emotional Intelligence

Akshita Arora
Assistant Teacher, Primary Department
Bal Bharati Public School 
Ganga Ram Hospital Marg, Delhi
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Mental health holds paramount importance in 
school awareness due to its profound impact on 
students’ overall well-being and academic success. 
When schools prioritize mental health, they 
create an environment conducive to learning and 
personal growth. A focus on mental health fosters 
emotional resilience, enabling students to navigate 
challenges effectively. By integrating mental health 
awareness into the school curriculum, educators 
can address issues such as stress, anxiety, and peer 
pressure, providing students with essential coping 
mechanisms. This proactive approach not only 
enhances emotional intelligence but also contributes 
to a positive school culture, promoting empathy 
and understanding among students. Moreover, 
acknowledging and addressing mental health in 
schools reduces the stigma surrounding mental 
health issues. It encourages open conversations, 
making it more likely for students to seek help when 
needed. Schools become a support system, offering 
resources and counselling services that can positively 
influence a student’s mental health journey.  The 
foundation of  a mentally healthy school begins with 
acknowledging the unique challenges that students 
face in the modern world. Pressures related to 
academic performance, peer relationships, and 
societal expectations can significantly impact a 
student’s mental health. Therefore, schools must 
adopt a holistic approach that not only focuses 
on academic achievements but also prioritizes the 
emotional and psychological well-being of  students.

In a school setting, integrating physical activities can 
significantly enhance mental health awareness by 
fostering a holistic approach to well-being. Regular 
exercise and yoga have been linked to improved 
cognitive function, reduced stress levels, and 
enhanced mood, which are crucial components of  
mental health. Physical activities provide students 
with an outlet for stress and anxiety, promoting 
emotional regulation and resilience. Additionally, 
group-based activities, such as team sports or 
fitness classes, facilitate social interaction, fostering 
a sense of  belonging and support among peers. 
By incorporating physical activities into the school 
routine, educators can create an environment 
that prioritizes both physical and mental health, 
encouraging students to develop healthy habits 
that contribute to overall well-being and increased 
awareness of  their mental health.

A child’s emotional well-being is closely connected 
to his/her mental health. Positive emotional 

experiences contribute to healthy mental 
development, while negative emotions can impact 
mental health negatively. Nurturing a supportive 
environment and teaching emotional regulation 
skills can promote both emotional and mental well-
being in children. School activities and initiatives 
play a crucial role in promoting mental well-being 
among children by providing opportunities for 
emotional expression, social interaction, and skill 
development. Activities like art, music, and drama 
allow children to express themselves creatively, 
fostering emotional intelligence. Initiatives such as 
peer support programs and anti-bullying campaigns 
create a supportive social environment, reducing 
stress and anxiety. Additionally, mindfulness 
and relaxation techniques integrated into school 
routines help children develop coping mechanisms 
for managing emotions effectively. Overall, these 
efforts contribute to a positive and emotionally 
resilient school community. These practices not 
only benefit mental health but also enhance overall 
well-being.

Fostering a supportive environment within the 
school setting is fundamental. When students 
feel safe, understood, and accepted, their mental 
health flourishes. Creating a positive atmosphere 
encourages open communication and empathy. 
Making counselling services readily available and 
reducing the stigma associated with seeking help 
is crucial. Happy teachers can positively impact 
students by serving as role models for mental 
awareness in schools. When educators prioritize 
their well-being, it sets a powerful example, 
fostering a healthy and supportive learning 
environment. Offering professional support 
within the school ensures that students have a 
safe space to express their concerns. Workshops 
and webinars serve as crucial tools for promoting 
mental health awareness among children, parents, 
and school staff. Physical and virtual interactive 
sessions are the platforms to provide a space for 
open dialogue and education on the importance 
of  mental well-being. Offering practical tools and 
knowledge, workshops, and webinars contribute to 
a holistic approach to building a mentally healthy 
school ecosystem, nurturing the well-being of  both 
students and those responsible for their care and 
education. Incorporating parents into the mental 
health equation is vital as schools and parents can 
work together to create a unified front, ensuring 
a consistent and supportive environment for the 
child. In the context of  fostering mental health 

Mind Over Matter 
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awareness for children, they should be made aware 
that adequate sleep, balanced nutrition, and judicious 
screen time management are interconnected pillars. 
Quality sleep is not merely a physical necessity but 
a building stone for cognitive development and 
emotional resilience. Simultaneously, a nutritious 
diet plays a pivotal role in providing essential 
nutrients vital for optimal brain function and 
emotional stability. Schools can take the initiative 
to guide the parents by organizing workshops and 
sharing videos to prepare and provide healthy and 
nutritious tiffin snacks. By weaving these elements 
together, parents and caregivers form a cohesive 
strategy to nurture a child’s mental health.

Effectively managing screen time is another integral 
component that needs to be addressed effectively. 
Excessive exposure to screens can disrupt sleep 
patterns, potentially contributing to a range of  
mental health issues. Therefore, a mindful approach 
to screen time is crucial for maintaining a healthy 
balance. Also, educating children about the potential 
impact of  social media on mental health is crucial 
in fostering a balanced and informed perspective. 
Teaching them to navigate social media responsibly, 
recognize harmful content, and understand the 
value of  real-life connections can empower them 
to use these platforms positively. By instilling a 
sense of  self-worth beyond virtual validation and 
emphasizing the importance of  setting boundaries, 
every school along with parental support must equip 
children with tools to cultivate a healthy relationship 
with social media while safeguarding their mental 
well-being. This empowers them to navigate their 
leisure activities efficiently, reducing stress and 
fostering a sense of  control.

Addressing learning disabilities with patience and 
tailored support is crucial for mental well-being. 
Recognizing unique challenges and providing 
necessary accommodations ensures that every 
child has an equal opportunity to thrive. Creating 
an inclusive environment for children with special 
needs in schools involves a multifaceted approach 
to mental health awareness. Firstly, educators 
should undergo training to understand diverse 
learning needs and implement differentiated 
teaching strategies. Collaboration with special 
education professionals, counsellors, and parents is 
crucial to developing individualized education plans 

(IEPs) that address mental health considerations. 
Regular communication with parents, involving 
them in decision-making, and providing resources 
for coping strategies at home contribute to a 
holistic support system. Additionally, fostering 
a culture of  empathy and understanding among 
students through awareness programs and inclusive 
curriculum helps break down stigmas, promoting a 
positive and supportive atmosphere for all learners.

The introduction of  a Happiness Curriculum in 
schools is a commendable initiative that aims to 
foster mental health awareness among students. 
This curriculum goes beyond traditional academic 
subjects, prioritizing the holistic development of  
individuals by addressing their emotional well-being. 
By incorporating lessons on mindfulness, emotional 
intelligence, and interpersonal skills, students 
are equipped with valuable tools to navigate the 
challenges of  life. This proactive approach not only 
enhances their mental resilience but also creates a 
positive and supportive learning environment. The 
curriculum’s focus on promoting self-awareness 
and empathy contributes to a healthier school 
culture, reducing stigma around mental health 
issues. As students develop a better understanding 
of  their emotions and learn coping mechanisms, 
the potential long-term benefits extend to improved 
academic performance, reduced stress levels, and a 
foundation for lifelong mental well-being. Overall, 
the Happiness Curriculum represents a crucial 
step in nurturing the mental health of  the younger 
generation. A comprehensive approach to mental 
health in schools goes beyond textbooks and 
classrooms. By integrating these principles into the 
educational system, we empower our young minds 
with the tools they need to navigate the complexities 
of  life, fostering a generation that is not only 
academically adept but emotionally resilient.

In conclusion, nurturing minds and fostering mental 
health awareness in schools is not just an option 
but a societal responsibility. Schools serve as the 
bedrock of  our future, and by prioritizing mental 
health, we not only equip students with the tools 
for academic success but also prepare them for the 
challenges of  life beyond the classroom. A mentally 
healthy school recognizes the interconnectedness 
of  academic achievement and emotional well-being, 
laying the foundation for resilient, empowered, and 
flourishing individuals.

Ms. Neha Gupta
Assistant Teacher
Montessori Department
Bal Bharati Pubic School, Ganga Ram Hospital Marg
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In an age where mental health struggles are 
increasingly affecting young people, prioritizing 
mental well-being within the school environment 
is no longer an afterthought, but a fundamental 
necessity. The ambit of  mental health must 
encompass the emotional, behavioural, and social 
wellbeing of  a child. The most important feature 
of  mental health is ‘adaptability’, the ability to cope 
with daily life challenges effectively. 

It was a challenge of  a different kind when one 
day before the Board Exam of  Mathematics, 
one of  my students whose parents were also my 
neighbours, declared that she would not appear 
for the exam. She was under tremendous parental 
pressure to score a perfect 100%.  I had to marshal 
all my experience to counsel and motivate her. I 
told her all the stress we suffer originates only in 
one place, in our thoughts. If  we wish to remain 
stress-free, we must always live in the present. She 
later agreed to take the exam. This incident and 
many such instances make me believe parents are 
integral partners in fostering student mental health. 
Schools should organize workshops for parents on 
recognizing signs of  distress and communicating 
effectively with their children. Encouraging open 
communication between schools and families builds 
a united front to support students facing challenges. 

The silent shadow of  stigma surrounding mental 
health often prevents teenagers from reaching out 
for help. To combat this, open and honest dialogue 
is crucial. 

In the last academic session, a student of  mine, a 
talented Tabla player, she was not performing well. 
The parents were very upset and wanted her to stop 
participating in any activities. I explained to the 
parents that we need a society where a kid’s worth 
is linked with talent or extra-curricular activities or 
hobbies they enjoy, not marks. I told her to always 
remember one shloka of  Bhagwat Gita 

 dkd ps"Vk cdks è;kua] 'oku uuæk rFkSo p A 

vYigkjh x`g R;kxh] uo|kFkh iap y{k.ka AA

It means that a student must make continuous 
efforts like a crow till success is achieved, having 
concentration like a crane, having a sleep like a dog, 
eating less, and being ready to sacrifi ce home to gain 
knowledge are the fi ve virtues of  a student.  The 
coping mechanism worked wonderfully on her as 
she cleared her board exam with fl ying colours. 

A school that prioritizes mental health thrives on a 
culture of  empathy and support. Trained teachers 
can help to identify early signs of  distress and 
create confi dential avenues for students to seek 
help. We teachers play a crucial role, by openly 
discussing our mental health journeys, practicing 
self-care strategies, and prioritizing our well-being, 
can become powerful role models for students. 
Creating a school environment where it’s okay to 
struggle, seek help, and prioritize emotional health 
sends a powerful message: every mind deserves to 
be nurtured, and every student deserves to blossom 
with the full potential of  their mental, emotional, 
and academic capacity. 

Nurturing minds and fostering mental health 
awareness in schools isn’t a quick fi x, but a continuous 
journey of  learning, evolving, and adapting. It 
requires dedicated efforts, resource allocation, and a 
willingness to step outside the traditional boundaries 
of  education. But the rewards are immeasurable: 
generations of  young people equipped not just 
with knowledge, but with emotional intelligence, 
resiliency, and well-being; and all with a smiling face 
and happy heart.

Adaptability : A New Age Approach

Monimallika Mojumder, 
TGT Mathematics  
Ahlcon International School
Mayur Vihar, Delhi
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“True education must correspond to the surrounding 
circumstances or it is not a healthy growth.” 

- Maria Montessori

In the ever changing landscape of  education, 
schools play a very crucial role when it comes to 
shaping a child’s development. This development 
is not just academic but also social and emotional. 
Ever since the concept of  holistic well being has 
started gaining recognition, it has become more 
and more important to develop school libraries as 
safe spaces. This article sheds light into the pivotal 
role of  creating supportive as well as inclusive 
environments within schools, particularly focusing 
on of  libraries as a space for fostering open 
dialogue, acceptance, and understanding of  
mental health issues.

The Concept of  Safe Spaces are defi ned as 
environments where individuals feel secure, valued, 
and respected, irrespective of  their backgrounds or 
identities. In the context of  schools, this concept 
extends beyond just physical safety and encompasses 
emotional and mental well-being as well. The school 
library, traditionally a hub of  knowledge, is evolving 
into a space that not only nurtures intellectual 
growth but also provides a safe haven for students 

dealing with the complexities of  mental health. At 
the heart of  any effective school library program 
lies the importance of  individual understanding 
of  each child. In recent years, due to more and 
more usage of  technology and it being introduced 
much earlier in a child’s life, the boundaries between 
real and virtual loves have blurred, this causes a lot 
of  mental stress and has resulted in a rise in children 
dealing with mental health issues. This alone offers 
reason enough to think about how our school 
libraries are meeting the need for a comfortable, 
welcoming, personalized learning environment 
by providing a non judgmental, distraction free 
atmosphere where students can be their true selves 
without having to prove themselves to anyone.

One of  the primary challenges in addressing 
mental health issues is the pervasive stigma that 
surrounds them. By transforming school libraries 
into safe spaces, educators and administrators can 
actively contribute to destigmatizing mental health. 
The library becomes a platform for resources 
that promote understanding, empathy, and 
awareness, fostering an atmosphere where 
students feel comfortable seeking help and 
discussing their struggles.

 Library : A Storehouse of Mental Wellbeing

library, traditionally a hub of  knowledge, is evolving 
into a space that not only nurtures intellectual 
growth but also provides a safe haven for students 

students feel comfortable seeking help and 
discussing their struggles.
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Inclusive Literature is another key  element in the 
transformation of  school libraries into safe spaces is 
curating literature that refl ects diverse perspectives 
on mental health. It has been an established fact 
that representation matters a lot and hence inclusive 
literature that includes narratives depicting characters 
dealing with various mental health challenges is vital 
for providing the students with relatable stories 
and role models. By incorporating such material 
into the library collection, schools send a powerful 
message of  acceptance and acknowledgment of  
mental health as an integral aspect of  the human 
experience.

Librarians, as information facilitators, play the 
central role when it comes to shaping the culture of  
the school library. Moreover, librarians can serve as 
allies in creating an atmosphere of  trust, ensuring 
that students feel comfortable in approaching them 
for support.

In addition to housing relevant literature, school 
libraries can host open dialogue sessions and 
support groups focused on mental health. These 
forums provide students with the opportunity 
to share their experiences, learn from others, 
and engage in conversations that break down the 
barriers surrounding mental health all the while 
mentioning representative literature. Librarians and 
school counsellors can collaborate to facilitate these 
sessions, fostering a sense of  community within the 
school.

Creating school libraries as safe spaces is an 
imperative step in creating inclusive and supportive 
environments within educational institutions. By 
actively addressing mental health through literature, 
professional guidance, open dialogue, educational 
programs, and innovative technologies, schools 
can contribute greatly to fi ghting misconceptions 
and breaking the stigma surrounding mental health 
issues. The transformation of  libraries into hubs 
of  mental health and awareness regarding its 
issues refl ects a commitment to the overall 
well-being of  students, giving birth to a culture 
of  acceptance, understanding, and empathy 
that extends beyond the classroom. In doing 
so, schools become catalysts for positive change, 
shaping the future of  education in a manner that 
prioritizes the holistic development of  every 
student.

Some of  the suggested “feel good” books are:

1. “The Happiness Project” by Gretchen 
Rubin

 Gretchen Rubin takes readers on a year-long 
journey to discover what makes us happy 
and provides actionable advice on how to 
incorporate positive habits into our lives.

2. “Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy” 
by David D. Burns

 Dr. Burns, a renowned psychiatrist, provides 
practical tools and techniques from cognitive-
behavioral therapy to help individuals 
overcome depression and improve their 
mental well-being.

3. “Mindset: The New Psychology of  
Success” by Carol S. Dweck

 Carol Dweck explores the concept of  mindset 
and how one’s beliefs about their abilities can 
impact success, happiness, and overall well-
being.

4. “ Man’s Search for Meaning” by Viktor E. 
Frankl

 Based on his experiences as a Holocaust 
survivor, Viktor Frankl explores the pursuit of  
meaning in life, emphasizing the importance 
of  fi nding purpose in the face of  adversity.

5. “Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to 
Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones” by 
James Clear

 James Clear provides a practical guide to 
understanding habits, making positive changes, 
and building a foundation for long-term well-
being.

6. “The Gifts of  Imperfection: Let Go of  
Who You Think You’re Supposed to Be 
and Embrace Who You Are” by Brené 
Brown

 Brené Brown explores the power of  
vulnerability, shame resilience, and the 
importance of  embracing imperfections for a 
more wholehearted life.

Akhila Arora
Librarian
Bal Bharati Public School, Rohini
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The issue of  “Nurturing Minds and Fostering 
Mental Health Awareness in Schools” is extremely 
important in the ever-changing field of  education. 
First and foremost, it’s critical to present the idea 
of  mental health, dispel myths, and emphasise how 
vital it is to overall well being. Schools are essential 
to this effort because they carry out a number of  
programmes and projects that support staff  and 
student mental health. These school-based efforts 
cover a wide range of  tactics, plans, and projects 
that help establish a nurturing atmosphere.

In the demanding setting of  a school, stress 
management is especially important for promoting 
mental health. It becomes essential to investigate 
methods and strategies for efficient stress 
management, providing parents, instructors, and 
students with insightful advice. Furthermore, it 
becomes clear that mindfulness and meditation 
are effective methods for improving mental health. 
Fostering healthy minds requires teaching people 
the advantages of  integrating mindfulness into daily 
activities and offering helpful advice.

It is impossible to overestimate how closely mental 
and physical health are related. Schools may support 
a comprehensive approach to mental health by 
clarifying the importance of  proper diet, exercise, 
and sleep. In the current digital era, it is crucial to 
address the negative effects of  excessive screen time 
and to encourage balanced technology use.

Building resilience, comprehending emotional 
intelligence, and establishing safe places in schools 
are essential elements that support the development 
of  a mentally healthy environment. Deepening the 
discussion is achieved by talking about methods 
for encouraging emotional intelligence and 
building resilience in both students and teachers. 
Furthermore, it is crucial to foster inclusive and 
encouraging learning environments in schools that 

promote candid communication, acceptance, and 
comprehension of  mental health concerns.

For people dealing with mental health issues, 
counselling and support programmes are essential 
safety nets. Schools must draw attention to the 
advantages and accessibility of  these programmes 
for both the school and the larger community. 
A comprehensive approach to mental health is 
also presented by acknowledging the therapeutic 
benefits of  writing, music, painting, and other 
creative activities and incorporating them into 
school curricula.

It is imperative to acknowledge the role of  parents 
in raising awareness about mental health issues. 
Strengthening the school-home collaboration 
is recognising the need of  involving parents/
guardians and giving them strategies to help their 
children’s mental health. In addition, it is imperative 
to embrace cultural sensitivity and diversity to 
ensure that mental health awareness is inclusive of  a 
range of  backgrounds and experiences.

The essay also explores the unique difficulties that 
kids with neurodiversity or learning disabilities 
have, highlighting the ways in which schools can 
offer focused support for their mental health issues. 
Finally, it acknowledges the significant influence 
that mentors, educators, and good role models have 
on encouraging kids to adopt healthy mental health 
behaviours.

To sum up, the various approaches to mental health 
awareness in schools that are listed in the sections 
that follow offer a thorough manual for teachers, 
students, and parents. By exploring these subjects, 
educational institutions can establish a supportive 
atmosphere that not only encourages student 
progress academically but also places a high priority 
on each member of  the student body’s mental 
health.

Salini Karmakar 
PRT Hindi
Army Public School, Shankar Vihar

Nurturing Tender Minds…
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I would like to start by asking some questions. As a 
child, how many of  us have felt the pain of  departing 
from a dear friend; losing our favourite book, pen or 
pencil; being scolded by the teacher badly in front 
of  the whole class; losing a match in the sports field 
with your rival class team; being punished for not 
being able to complete your assignment in time or 
being bullied by a schoolmate? 

All of  us! Hardship doesn’t discriminate. It is 
guaranteed. If  you are alive, you are going to have to 
deal with some or the other problem. Children are 
the most sensitive and vulnerable to the adversities 
of  life. The negativity in the environment can affect 
them and create severe emotional disturbance. The 
world is challenging and 21st-century kids have to 
experience a lot of  stress in their day-to-day life. We 
need to strengthen resilience in them and make them 
powerful to cope with daily stressful situations. 

As an educator, I come across a lot of  emotionally 
vulnerable students. It takes time to gain their trust 
so they allow a teacher to touch those places that they 
are so guarded against. Seeing the flower of  their 
soul open up is one of  the biggest achievements 
for a teacher. In school, we can strengthen resilience 
in the children by developing social competence, 
creating bonds between students and caring 
teachers, maximising opportunities for students’ 
academic and social performance, and giving them 
enough space to read and explore the world through 
the world of  books. 

Children should be taught to be resilient from 
the beginning of  their life like they are taught 
Mathematics, English, Science, Hindi, Sports and 
Arts. We need to teach them resilience with that 
fervour that it comes naturally to them. It is the need 
of  an hour and inevitable. According to a study done 
by the International Journal for Child and Youth, to 
prepare children for that special Life Skill, parents 
should be counseled and special workshops should 
be conducted by teachers in school to teach them to 
build strong relationships. 

Educational institutions can profoundly affect the 
quality of  relationships with children. Schools are 
the one place where we have access to kids most 
closely and on a regular basis. If  you ask people who 
have greatly impacted your life positively or even 

negatively, 90 percent of  the people are going to talk 
about someone from their school life. Parents and the 
School system need to collaborate which will have an 
unexceptional positive impact on the children, it will 
help them to build a strong inner voice. 

There are four essential messages that we can give to 
the children that can help them to stand up during 
difficult times. The first one is that adversity is not 
personal. Kids are egocentric and by that I mean 
they take everything personally and think that they 
did something that caused it. We need to tell them 
that struggling is a part of  life and it is not because 
of  the quality of  person you are.

The second thing is forgiveness. It is cutting the 
core of  the burden of  anger, resentment, hatred, 
fear and self-loathing from our kids so that when 
it is time to be resilient they don’t have a knapsack 
hanging on their back. 

The third one is to assure them that ‘I See You’. 
Not just physically but I see your characteristics, I 
see that you matter, I see what you love, I see how 
you are. Let kids know that you see them and when 
you see them, they are more likely to overcome 
adversity. The fourth and last one is that it is okay 
to need other people. Society defines strength in not 
needing people but as a literal antithesis of  what we 
need to do to be resilient, we need to be okay with 
needing the support of  the right kind of  people in 
our life for holistic development.  Role models play 
a significant part in the child’s life. They may find 
their hero in their family or school or characters in 
the books they read or even in God. These heroes 
act like a moral compass for them which helps 
them to move in the right direction. As a teacher, 
I reinforce my children to look up to their hero for 
the times in need; the one who is going to accept 
them; who is going to forgive them, and make them 
believe that things might not be in their favour for 
the time being but they will be fine soon. 

In the end, I would like to say that keeping the 
research and stats aside, all students have been 
through one or the other forms of  stress, violence, 
or complex life situations. All they need is someone 
who cares and gives them support and power to 
overcome difficult situations. As an educator, we are 
the ones who can make a difference for students. 

Building Resilience 

Richa Jain 
PRT English 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Mehta Vidyalaya
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Jyostana Maini 
Academic Supervisor 
Cambridge School, Indirapuram

A Holistic Approach to Mental Wellness :  
Body, Mind and Spirit

As a teacher, my mission extends beyond the 
textbooks and lesson plans. It’s about nurturing 
young minds, fostering a sense of  curiosity, and, 
most importantly, creating an environment that 
prioritizes mental well-being. In my classroom, the 
journey isn’t just about academic excellence; it’s a 
holistic approach that includes the emotional and 
mental aspects of  each student.

One of  the fundamental principles I adhere to 
is recognizing that every child is unique, with 
individual strengths and challenges. Understanding 
the diversity within my classroom is the first step 
towards creating an inclusive space. It’s not just 
about teaching subjects; it’s about connecting with 
each student on a personal level, acknowledging 
their struggles, and celebrating their victories, big 
or small.Incorporating mindfulness practices has 
been a game-changer in my teaching philosophy. 
Simple activities like brief  moments of  reflection 
or deep-breathing exercises at the start of  the day 
set a positive tone. It’s amazing to witness the 
transformative power of  these practices, as they 
create a calm and focused atmosphere that paves 
the way for effective learning.

Beyond the traditional academic assessments, I’ve 
integrated opportunities for self-reflection into 
my teaching approach. Providing students with 
platforms to express their thoughts and feelings 
not only helps in identifying potential challenges 
but also fosters a sense of  belonging. I’ve witnessed 
firsthand how a student’s improved self-awareness 
positively impacts their academic performance and 

overall well-being.Creating a supportive community 
within the classroom is crucial. Students need to feel 
safe and comfortable expressing themselves without 
fear of  judgment. I encourage open communication, 
not only about academic concerns but also about 
emotions and mental struggles. It’s a delicate 
balance of  being an educator and a confidant, and 
this dual role allows me to guide students through 
both academic and personal challenges.

Emphasizing the importance of  mental health 
is not a one-time conversation but an ongoing 
dialogue. I weave discussions about resilience, 
stress management, and the significance of  seeking 
help into our daily interactions. Normalizing 
these conversations reduces the stigma associated 
with mental health and empowers students to 
take proactive steps in caring for their well-being. 
Collaborating with fellow educators, parents, and 
administrators, we’ve implemented programs that 
provide resources and support for both students 
and staff. This collective effort creates a school 
culture that values mental well-being as an integral 
part of  the educational experience.

In conclusion, fostering mental awareness in 
schools is not just a responsibility; it’s a calling for 
educators. It’s about creating a space where students 
not only learn facts and figures but also develop the 
resilience and self-awareness needed to navigate life’s 
challenges. My journey as a teacher is a testament 
to the transformative power of  prioritizing mental 
health in education, making a lasting impact on the 
lives of  the students I am privileged to teach.
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Life events such as health, relationships and career- 
related challenges can sometimes  interrupt our 
self- connection. People these days are not realizing 
their complete happiness  and lasting satisfaction. 
Conditioned by the environment, they are going on 
as robots and thus  evading self- analysis. Mentally 
they have become mechanical products of  their 
work areas  while preoccupied with breakfast, lunch 
and dinner, working and sleeping and going here 
and  there to be entertained. Knowing the value 
of  mental health and attempting to maintain it, are  
crucial for leading a fulfi lling and balanced life. A 
balanced mental health allows people to  experience 
positive emotions, cope with life’s challenges, and 
form healthy relationships in  society. Undoubtedly, 
it contributes to a sense of  contentment in life. 

To quote the aforementioned theme, teachers and 
students these days are hyper-active,  hyper-vigilant 
and restless with collective energy and muddled 
puzzles. Running after results or numbers can in 
reality take away the joy of  teaching and learning 
with love, quality of   connections, conversations 
and so on. Evidently, the academic environment is 

demanding and  competitive with high expectations, 
deadlines, and a fast-paced curriculum. By addressing  
the emotional well-being of  both students and 
teachers, educational institutions can create a  more 
positive and conducive learning environment. 
Prioritizing mental health, providing  support 
systems, and promoting a balanced approach to 
education are essential steps in  achieving this goal. 

I believe that schools must give time and create an 
emotionally safe nest for the educators and  pupils as 
well, which would hugely help them both personally 
and professionally. They  should establish peer 
support networks within the school where teachers 
and students can  share experiences, advice, and 
strategies (in non-judgemental space) for managing 
stress. Fostering a positive school culture where 
collaboration, communication, and mutual respect  
are emphasized, recognizing and appreciating the 
efforts regularly will lead to feeling valued  and 
acknowledged for hard work and thus contributes 
to a positive work environment. There  are certain 
specifi c areas in which if  we effectively contribute, 
we can defi nitely achieve  better results. 

Cultivating Compassion : 
A Key to Mental Health Harmony
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To begin with, as we are aware that these days 
technology is advantageous for enhancing  
learning experiences, accessing information, and 
skill development, it’s also essential to  strike a 
balance. By emphasizing a balanced approach 
to technology use, schools can  contribute to the 
holistic development of  students, addressing not 
only academic needs but  also their physical, social, 
and emotional well-being. Students can learn better 
by hands-on  activities, discussions, or visual aids. 
Excessive screen time, both in and out of  the 
classroom,  has been associated with various health 
concerns, including eye strain, sleep disturbances,  
and sedentary behavior. Activities that promote 
critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity can  
be followed equally. Teachers should also work on 
using technology in a thoughtful and  purposeful 
manner, while also providing opportunities for non-
screen activities, this can  create a well rounded and 
effective learning environment.

Furthermore, school counselling plays an important 
role that contributes to the overall well being and 
success of  students. By addressing various aspects 
of  students’ lives, counsellors  play a pivotal role 
in creating a positive and conducive learning 
environment. However,  promotion of  counselling 
services for teachers is not as prominent in some 
educational  institutions due to budget constraint, 
lack of  awareness, limited staff  resources or to be  
stigmatised as weak employees. Schools should 
also invest in mental health support for  educators. 
Recognizing and addressing the mental health needs 
of  teachers is crucial for  creating a healthy and 
supportive educational environment. 

Sometimes, a pause is also required from all kinds of  
viruses. A pause to stillness and listen  to the inner 
child in us. If  we don’t create a pro active structure 
for using our mind and  time, it is so easy to get 
trapped in overthinking, anxiety and wasteful future- 
guessing. In  fact, it is vital to engage  meaningfully 
with ourselves and our families in these  times of  
uncertainty.  If  we don’t heal ourselves, we pass on 
the trauma to the next generation. It is imperative 
to create space for journaling and ask questions that 
would help to understand  a day and the choices 
made. This  emotional spiritual bath is essential in 

the daily life routine. True presence is a very special  
modality that is required in all of  us. An unconscious 
sensitive soul would often be a muddled  place of  
confusion, distraction and overwhelm. This leads to 
fragmentation and alienation. 

Signifi cantly, mindfulness (state of  being conscious) 
can rejuvenate our mind and  tremendously help in 
personal evolution. We all have the magical ability to 
go through our  emotions and can effectively navigate 
through them. Implementing mindfulness practices 
in  schools has become increasingly popular. It helps 
students develop body awareness and  relaxation 
skills. Various activities can be incorporated such as 
breathing exercises,  meditation, listening to nature 
sounds, mindfully eating, observing art and so 
on. This will  create a focussed and calm learning 
environment, and manage stress and enhance 
overall  well-being. 

Similarly, by incorporating art and sports into 
the educational experience, schools can create  a 
more well-rounded and emotionally supportive 
environment for students. Both art and  sports 
provide unique avenues for self-expression, 
creativity, and physical activity,  contributing to a 
holistic approach to education. Recognizing and 
incorporating a variety of   interests accommodates 
diverse learning styles and preferences, ensuring 
that students fi nd  activities that resonate with them. 
Both can be the sources of  joy and enjoyment, 
contributing  to a positive and enriching school 
experience. 

To conclude it may thus be said that school plays a 
crucial role for the holistic development and  well-
being of  both students and teachers. Apart from all 
these discussed points, they must  address bullying 
behaviours promptly, establish peer mentoring 
or support programs, improve  inclusive teaching 
practices to accommodate diverse learning styles and 
abilities, engage  parents and community members 
in school activities, and create a collaborative and 
supportive  network. Most importantly, to regularly 
equip teachers with all these strategies, teachers 
must be included in  on-going workshops for 
implementing the same for the desired results.

Ishmita Walia 
TGT English 
Sadhu Vaswani International School For Girls 
Shanti Niketan, New Delhi
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In the bustling world of  academia, where students, 
teachers, and parents coexist  in a delicate dance of  
learning and growth, stress can often become an  
unwelcome companion. The school environment, 
intended to foster education  and personal 
development, sometimes inadvertently becomes a 
breeding ground  for stress. However, understanding 
and implementing effective stress  management 
techniques can transform this environment into a 
space where  harmony prevails. 

For students, the pressure to excel academically, 
navigate social dynamics, and  plan for the future can 
be overwhelming. It’s essential to acknowledge that  
stress is a natural part of  the learning process, but 
when left unmanaged, it can  hinder both academic 
performance and overall well-being. 

‘In the corridors of  knowledge, where minds do 
roam,  

A student’s heart beats, searching for a home.  
Burdens of  books, the weight of  expectations, 
In the quest for success, the soul’s palpitations.’ 

Teachers, the guiding lights in the educational 
journey, play a crucial role in  shaping the school 
environment. Recognizing signs of  stress in 
students and  offering support and encouragement 
can create an atmosphere where learning is  not just 
about grades but also about personal growth and 
resilience. 

‘ In the classroom’s embrace, where wisdom fl ows,  
A teacher’s heart blooms, compassion it sows.  
Nurturing minds, inspiring dreams to soar,  

Guiding the way, stress they implore.’
Parents, too, play a signifi cant part in the stress 
equation. The desire for their  children’s success, 
coupled with the challenges of  juggling work and 
family life,  can lead to heightened stress levels. It is 
crucial for parents to be actively  involved in their 
child’s education, providing a support system that 
fosters open  communication. 

‘In the hearth of  the home, where love resides, 
A parent’s heart beats, in tandem it guides.  
Understanding the trials, the children endure,  
A source of  strength, their love is pure.’ 

In the complex tapestry of  the school environment, 
stress is an inevitable thread.  However, by fostering 
understanding, empathy, and proactive stress  
management techniques, schools can transform into 
havens of  learning and  personal growth. Students, 
teachers, and parents, united in their commitment to  
well-being, can create an environment where stress 
becomes a stepping stone  rather than a stumbling 
block. 

Radhika Gupta  
PRT
St. Margaret Sr Sec School

Harmony Amidst Chaos : 
Stress Management in the School 
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Health of  the inner self   is the cornerstone of  
our overall well-being, and its significance cannot 
be  overstated. It affects how we think, feel, and 
interact with the world. Just as we take measures  
to stay physically healthy, we must proactively care 
for our mental health. In today’s fast-paced  world, 
stress, anxiety, and depression have become all too 
common. But the good news is that  mental health 
is not a static state; it can be improved and nurtured. 
It’s about finding balance,  setting boundaries, 
and seeking help when life’s challenges become 
overwhelming. 

Nurturing the sound health of  our minds is not 
a luxury; it’s a fundamental human right. It’s the 
mainstay of  our  emotional, psychological, and social 
well-being. Just as we care for our physical health, 
we must  prioritize our mental health. Mental health 
is important at every stage of  life, from childhood  
and adolescence through adulthood. 

Mental health problems can affect a student’s energy 
level, concentration, dependability,  mental ability, 
and optimism, hindering performance. The most 
common mental illnesses in  adolescents are anxiety, 
mood, attention, and behavior disorders. Suicide is 
the second leading  cause of  death in young people 
aged 15–24 years. 

It can also be cured with some extra attention on 
the students by making sure that they are  eating 
healthy food, doing exercise, getting plenty of  sleep, 
managing their time and most  important, practicing 
mindfulness and doing meditation. Mindfulness 
requires us to be aware of   what’s around us and 
how our bodies feel. Meditation is a practice that 
reels in our thoughts to  calm the mind. These two 
terms are similar because they both aim to help our 
well-being, but  still are different as one encourages 
awareness, while the other works to create singular  
thoughts. 

As much as we talk about mental health we should 
also be focusing on physical  health as both physical 
and mental health are interlinked. Physical activity is 
a  great way to keep you physically healthy as well as 
improving your mental  wellbeing. Research shows 

that doing exercise releases feel-good chemicals 
called endorphins in the brain. Even a short burst 
of  10 minutes brisk walking can  improve your 
mental alertness, energy and mood. Exercise can 
improve your  sense of  control, coping ability and 
self-esteem. People who exercise regularly  often 
report how good achieving a goal makes them feel. 
Exercise can distract you  from negative thoughts 
and provide opportunities to try new experiences. 

An emotionally fit and stable person always feels 
vibrant and truly alive and can  easily manage 
emotionally difficult situations. To be emotionally 
strong, one has to  be physically fit too. Although 
mental health is a personal issue, what affects one  
person may or may not affect another; yet, several 
key elements lead to mental  health issues. 

Mental fitness implies a state of  psychological well-
being. It denotes having a  positive sense of  how 
we feel, think, and act, which improves one’s ability 
to enjoy  life. It contributes to one’s inner ability to 
be self-determined. It is a proactive,  positive term 
and forsakes negative thoughts that may come to 
mind. The term  mental fitness is increasingly being 
used by psychologists, mental health  practitioners, 
schools, organisations, and the general population 
to denote logical  thinking, clear comprehension, 
and reasoning ability. 

At last I would just end by writing that the mind is one 
of  the most powerful organs in  the body, regulating 
the functioning of  all other organs. When our minds 
are unstable,  they affect the whole functioning of  
our bodies. Being both physically and emotionally 
fit  is the key to success in all aspects of  life. People 
should be aware of  the consequences of   mental 
illness and must give utmost importance to keeping 
the mind healthy like the way  the physical body is 
kept healthy. Mental and physical health cannot be 
separated from  each other. And only when both are 
balanced can we call a person perfectly healthy and  
well. So, it is crucial for everyone to work towards 
achieving a balance between mental  and physical 
wellbeing and get the necessary help when either of  
them falters. 

Healthy Inner Self : A Tribute to Life

Sapna Tripathi 
Pre-Primary Teacher
Sunbeam Lahartara, Varanasi 
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Education is not merely about imparting knowledge, 
it is also about nurturing young minds and fostering 
an environment that supports mental well-being. 
The importance of  mental health in schools cannot 
be overstated, as it significantly influences a student’s 
overall development. This essay explores the vital 
role of  schools in nurturing minds and fostering 
mental health awareness.

At the outset it is agreed that schools play a vital 
role in shaping the minds of  young  children. They 
are in charge of  helping kids develop their critical 
thinking, emotional intelligence, and resilience in 
addition to their academic skills. In order to nurture 
minds, educators must provide a welcoming and 
encouraging classroom where children may feel 
heard and understood. In their role as mentors, 
teachers must recognise and meet the various 
requirements of  their pupils while encouraging a 
love of  learning.

Schools also need to adopt a holistic approach to 
teaching, appreciating the value of  extracurricular 
activities, artistic expression, and interpersonal 
relationships. These components provide a well-
rounded and stimulating educational experience 
while also enhancing students’ general well-being.

In today’s scenario, fostering Mental Health 
Awareness is of  prime importance. While academic 
success is certainly vital, mental wellness has to 
be prioritised just as much. Acknowledging and 
supporting students’ emotional and psychological 
well-being is part of  mental health awareness. 
Schools must de-stigmatize mental health concerns 
in order to foster an accepting environment where 
kids may talk openly about their difficulties without 
worrying about being judged. Putting in place mental 
health education initiatives is essential to raising 
awareness. Workshops, seminars, and curriculum 
activities aimed at teaching students about stress 
management, mental health, and coping strategies 
might be included in these programmes. School 
curricula that incorporates mental health education 
can help dismantle social barriers and foster a society 
that is more understanding and caring. Creating 

strong support networks in schools is essential in 
developing students’ brains and raising awareness 
of  mental health issues. Psychologists, school 
counsellors, and qualified teachers must  be ready 
to offer direction and assistance to pupils who are 
experiencing emotional difficulties. These experts 
are essential in spotting early indicators of  mental 
health problems and taking  proper action. 

Establishing an environment of  candid 
communication is also crucial. Students ought to 
feel at ease sharing their emotions with classmates, 
instructors, or counsellors. Peer support initiatives 
enable students to help one another, building a sense 
of  belonging and lowering feelings of  loneliness.

Collaboration with families and communities 
is yet another vital step where nurturing minds 
and fostering mental health awareness should be 
inculcated. It should not be confined to the school 
premises alone. Collaborative efforts involving 
families and communities are essential for creating 
a comprehensive support network. Schools should 
actively engage parents in understanding the 
importance of  mental health and involve them in 
initiatives that promote well-being.

Furthermore, community partnerships can provide 
additional resources and expertise. Mental health 
professionals, community organizations, and local 
leaders can contribute to the school’s efforts by 
offering workshops, counseling services, and raising 
awareness in the broader community.

In summary, the holistic development of  kids in 
schools depends on developing brains and raising 
mental health awareness. Education is essential in 
fostering a culture that prioritises emotional health 
as much as intellectual achievement. Schools can 
help create a generation of  students that are not 
just academically strong but also emotionally and 
socially aware by including mental health education, 
creating support networks, and working with 
families and communities. By doing this, we help 
our students and society at large and nurture a better 
and healthier future.

Harnessing Interpersonal Relationship :  
A New Age Phenomenon

Kavita
PRT 
Cambridge School, Indirapuram 
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Human Beings and Nature are the two best creations 
of  the world. And both humans and nature go 
through a rough phase. But the beauty of  Nature is 
that it re-shapes and reforms after being destroyed 
or distorted and this is exactly what human beings 
have to imbibe from nature. Thus the quality of  a 
person to emerge successfully from a difficult and 
challenging situation in life with sanity and without 
being broken down and maintaining emotional and 
mental stability just as Phoenix rises from it’s ashes 
is called resilience. 

It is important to develop the virtue of  resilience 
not only for humanity but for our own self. Being 
resilient helps us to win many battles. The first and 
foremost being developing good mental health. 
Good mental health is a key to success in every walk 
of  life. A person with good mental health is likely to 
develop better relationships at home, with friends 
and families and also at work. He thinks positive 
and emerges victorious over problems. He is able 
to empathise and help others which enables him to 
foster better leadership qualities. Resilient person’s 
ship will never sink, it will undoubtedly sail through 
the storm. 

Resilience can’t be acquired in a day or two. Some 
are born resilient while others inculcate through 
their experience. As life throws lemons people learn 
to squeeze and make a lemonade and enjoy it. Yes 
people become mature, patient and resilient. If  not, 
survival and sustenance becomes difficult. While 
Salt pepper haired people get mentally strong by 
and by , elders need to guide and mentor youngsters 
and students through resilience. 

Resilience enables students to cope with the 
challenges, obstacles and setbacks they are likely 
to experience on their learning journey and to 
graduate with the capabilities and mindset for 
success. When children and teenagers are more 
resilient, they become more curious, adaptable and 
capable. Furthermore, they become more able to 
handle failure, disappointment and cope with loss. 

But they need a teacher and a mentor to hold their 
hand initially. 

It is the teacher’s responsibility to develop resilience 
in the classroom, and ensure that students enter adult 
life with more readiness to handle life’s challenges. A 
proactive approach in  developing student resilience 
is therefore important. We want our students 
to understand and demonstrate the behaviours, 
actions and mindsets that constitute resilience, and 
to be able to articulate this to potential employers. 
Some of  the strategies that can help students in 
developing resilience include, promoting positive 
emotions,teaching the importance of  health and 
well-being ,encouraging goal-setting, developing 
problem solving skills, practicing gratitude, fostering 
a sense of  competence, helping to build positive 
relationships and connectedness, and cultivating a 
growth mindset.

Well there are infinite ways to connect to the students 
and help them in being resilient. The key to success 
is connecting them and giving them unconditional 
support. 

Teachers can help them to celebrate the small 
milestones along the way by communicating 
regularly with their parents to let them know of  
their child’s progress, rather than waiting for report 
time. 

A great way to build resilience in students is to 
help them feel a part of  something bigger than 
themselves. When teens feel they can contribute 
on matters on a larger scale, they are more likely 
to push through setbacks and remain optimistic 
about the outcome. Encourage students to engage 
with the school and community beyond their social 
groups by volunteering at vents, mentoring younger 
students or participating in whole-school events . 
Being involved in what’s happening with their peers 
and the faculty instils in them a belief  that their 
involvement can and will have a positive effect on 
others as well as themselves. 

Resilience Building 

Kanchan S Naswa 
PGT English 
Mahavir Senior Model School
Ashok Vihar, New Delhi
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Stress is simply the adaptation of  our bodies and 
minds to change.” – Peter G. Hanson 

Stress is an instinctive physical, mental and emotional 
response to a diffi cult event. It’s a common  part of  
everyone’s life. 

Myriad of  sources such as work, relationships, 
competitions, peer pressure ,excelling in academics,  
sports or personal challenges can trigger stress in 
humans at any period of  time. However,  managing 
stress is mandatory for stabilizing mental as well as 
physical health.There are ‘Hands  on strategies’ 
that can assist individuals cope with stress and lead 
a healthier life. 

At school level, regular physical activity or exercise 
must be incorporated as it releases endorphins,  
which are natural mood enhancers. Whether 
it’s a brisk walk, a quick workout, or even some  
stretching, physical activity provides a natural 
outlet for deep rooted feelings and students would  
defi nitely be ready to accept new with smiling faces 
and optimism . 

Another essential aspect of  stress management is 
maintaining a balanced and lively lifestyle.  Ensuring 
an adequate amount of  sleep during exam time, 
eating a well-balanced diet, and staying  hydrated 
are fundamental to promote wellbeing and for this 
parents need to take utmost care. These  basic habits 
contribute to the body’s resilience against stressors. 
Happy surroundings yield happy  results. 

Moreover, adopting relaxation techniques can prove 
benefi cial in alleviating stress. AT home, the  family 
members can take up deep breathing exercises, 
meditation, or spend time in nature can help  calm 
the mind and reduce tension. Taking short breaks 
during the day to engage in these practices  can 
make a signifi cant difference in stress levels. Family 
outings, festivities or religious functions  play a vital 
role in stress management. 

Effective time management is also crucial in 
preventing stress from overwhelming us. Parents 
and  teachers often do feel stressed so they can 
better prioritize tasks, set realistic goals, and break 
them  down into smaller, manageable steps . “A 
stitch in time saves nine” is an adage if  put in 
use  can help students with upcoming challenges 
or problems related to studies, peer pressure and  
extracurricular activities. 

Especially Teachers should foster harmonious 
bonds and share feelings  and concerns with friends, 
family, or colleagues that will certainly provide 
valuable perspectives as  well as emotional support. 

To sum up, managing stress is not a herculean task 
as it can be dealt with the application of  a few  tips 
by students, teachers and Parents alike. 

As Hans Selye rightly quoted, “It’s not stress 
that kills us; it is our reaction to it.”

 Stress Management : A New Strategy

Ms Ekta Sood 
English Teacher 
ASN Senior Secondary School 
Mayur Vihar-I, Delhi 

contribute to the body’s resilience against stressors. 
Happy surroundings yield happy  results.

ASN Senior Secondary School 
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Down in the garden where the vibrant flowers grow 
Lived five tiny caterpillars best friends through high and low. 
Sage was a gentle misty green the wisest you could find. 
Azul was the clearest blue so tranquil, free and kind. 

Vermillion was a fiery red loving, strong and true. 
Vivid purple, proud and brave Violet lived there too. 
And last of  all was Citrine a burst of  yellow light. 

And though quite small and sometimes scared, a soul that shone so bright. 
Each day these friends would play and sing
their cheerful friendship song: 

“Best friends are we 
We lend a hand 
We help when things go wrong.” 

Our friends explored and how they loved this garden they called home. 
They munched, they crunched, on leaves they lunched an oasis of  their own. 

But then, one day, our friends had grown the time had come so soon. 
The time to build their chrysalis into butterflies they would bloom. 
“I’m scared!” cried little Citrine “I need my friends each day.” 
“If  you don’t recognise me you might all fly away!” 
Azul gave a gentle smile and snuggled up so near.

 “Sage will know just what to do you do not need to fear.” 
The friends went down to find wise Sage and told of  all their worries. 
“There’s time, my friends, to think this through we do not need to hurry.” 
Sage spent that day and all night too thoughts floating all about. 

And then the answer seemed so clear “l’ve got it!” Sage cried out. 
“We’ll each collect a flower petal the colour of  our name.” 
“And give them to our friends to keep. In their memories we’ll remain.” 
Next morning as the sun rose high five petals were collected. 
Brightly coloured, like their names our friends now felt protected.

Then each caterpillar chose a leaf  for their chrysalis creation. 
“I’ll go first.” brave Violet said. and began the transformation. 
Wiggling to and wiggling fro each caterpillar built their home. 
And with the petals safe within they knew they weren’t alone. 

They stayed inside the next two weeks and dreamt of  wings that soar. 
Then, at last, they all were ready to emerge and meet once more. 
Next morning as the sun came up first Vermillion wriggled free. 
Then lovingly watched and waited wings fluttering with glee. 

Violet followed, then Azul and Sage Vermillion recognised them all.
For our friends had kept their colours but were more splendid than before. 
Finally Citrine too emerged “It’s you!” they all declared. 
With wings of  golden brilliance there was no need to be scared. 

As evening came, the stars they shone beneath the pale moonlight. 
Our friends sang out their special song and flew into the night. 

“Best friends are we 
We lend a hand 
We help when things go wrong.” 
You have people too, you know you’ve had them all along.

Five Petals

Tania Sorbello 
Principal
Fitzroy North Primary School, Australia
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POEM

In the space of  learning 
Young minds unfold 
But as the days pass by 
and holistically they grew 
more than knowledge must be told. 

For, a sound mental health is vital 
in school and in life 
Ensuring every student  
can thrive and strive. 

You and me, all of  us 
with heart, ears and arms open 
must listen to what they have to say 
Explaining what, why and when. 

Creating a safe space to address fears, 
Encouraging self  care and ask for help when needed, 
Building resilience and strength with love conceded

Curriculum designed with balance and care,  
fostering mindfulness to become aware, 
Of  thoughts and emotions that can arise 
So that every student can realize 

The importance of  being emotionally well, 
Not for tests and grades, but in every way 
For a healthy mind leads to success and growth 
In school, work and in every oath. 

So, let us cultivate a culture of  understanding with acceptance 
and embracing of  differences being the support for those in need 
So every child can thrive and succeed. 
For when mental health is nurtured & esteemed School becomes a place,
where dreams are redeemed. 

A Young Minds Dream 

Dr. Anupama Mishra
Principal, Sunbeam Varuna School & Hostel

with heart, ears and arms open 
must listen to what they have to say 
Explaining what, why and when. 

Creating a safe space to address fears, 
Encouraging self  care and ask for help when needed, 
Building resilience and strength with love conceded

Curriculum designed with balance and care,  
fostering mindfulness to become aware, 
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The importance of  being emotionally well, 
Not for tests and grades, but in every way 
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For when mental health is nurtured & esteemed School becomes a place,
where dreams are redeemed. 

Dr. Anupama Mishra
Principal, Sunbeam Varuna School & Hostel
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In schools, where minds grow bright and strong,
We learn much more than just books along.
Not just facts, but something grander we seek,
To nurture hearts, and minds that peak.

In the maze of  feelings, we guide and steer,
Care and kindness make worries disappear.
We talk about struggles, lend a hand,
In many minds, let compassion stand.

Teachers build spaces where students feel fi ne,
Each one fi nding their special shine.
Helping teachers know when students need aid,
So no one feels lost or afraid.

Lessons go beyond just books and math,
Teaching how to handle life’s rough path.
Places where courage and hope take fl ight,
Guides in the dark, shining bright.

Bodies need care; it’s an important part,
Exercise, food, and sleep play a smart
Role in keeping us strong, both body and mind,
Energy, food, and rest help us unwind.

Parents are partners in this noble quest,
Supporting kids to be their best.
Together, making sure all is fair,
Creating spaces where minds repair.

Communities together, strong and grand,
Spreading awareness, hand in hand.
From schools to streets, let voices sound,
Working united, forever unbound.

Measuring change, checking if  it’s right,
Using feedback, keeping goals in sight.
Adapting, growing, always aiming high,
Learning together, reaching for the sky.

In the world of  learning, let it be known,
N urturing minds, our journey’s tone.
Caring for health, a duty we share,
For in the world of  learning, we genuinely care.

Mind-Body Melody : The Dance of Vitality

Ms.Poonam Dua
Principal
Delhi Public School, NTPC Vidyutnagar (Dadri)

In schools, where minds grow bright and strong,
We learn much more than just books along.
Not just facts, but something grander we seek,
To nurture hearts, and minds that peak.

In the maze of  feelings, we guide and steer,
Care and kindness make worries disappear.
We talk about struggles, lend a hand,
In many minds, let compassion stand.

Teachers build spaces where students feel fi ne,
Each one fi nding their special shine.
Helping teachers know when students need aid,

Lessons go beyond just books and math,
Teaching how to handle life’s rough path.
Places where courage and hope take fl ight,
Guides in the dark, shining bright.

Bodies need care; it’s an important part,
Exercise, food, and sleep play a smart
Role in keeping us strong, both body and mind,
Energy, food, and rest help us unwind.

Parents are partners in this noble quest,
Supporting kids to be their best.

Creating spaces where minds repair.

Communities together, strong and grand,
Spreading awareness, hand in hand.
From schools to streets, let voices sound,
Working united, forever unbound.

Measuring change, checking if  it’s right,
Using feedback, keeping goals in sight.
Adapting, growing, always aiming high,
Learning together, reaching for the sky.

In the world of  learning, let it be known,
N urturing minds, our journey’s tone.
Caring for health, a duty we share,
For in the world of  learning, we genuinely care.

Mind-Body Melody : The Dance of Vitality

Delhi Public School, NTPC Vidyutnagar (Dadri)
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The Girl She Was….

Dr Manisha
Principal 
Venkateshwar International School, New Delhi

The girl that’ll do anything to make a kid smile because her childhood  didn’t last 
The girl that will wait for you to tie your laces while everybody walks  ahead  
Because she was once the outcast  
The girl that’s alluring now wakes up every morning wishing it’s her  last 

The girl once full of  life is now broken by it 
The sun in her is blindsided 
The joviality in her is crying 
The liveliness in her is dying 

But nobody that saw her could’ve guessed what went through her  brain 
Because she never complained she always had a smile on her face 
But in her heart she bore unbearable pain 
And somewhere hidden in that pain all she ever wanted was pure love  and an embrace 

The girl fi nally found herself  hollow and empty 
One day she asked me why 
I told her it was because she gave herself  away to people who only  came for goodbye  
The girl that was full of  love and full of  life  
Blamed herself  for hate and death only to wind up dead herself   

How many times did she pick up a pen just to drop that blade  
For her beautiful mother, aging father and a golden sister she let her  own smile fade  
She lived like that for most of  her life 
Hanging by a thread and surviving on an edge until she didn’t.  

She was gone but not for good  
Why is it that her presence mattered more in her absence only after the  irreversible 
The world seemed colourless 
Songs seemed deafening  
Kindness pierced my heart  
Sunsets and pretty skies ripped me apart  

She was the kind of  pretty that didn’t need alteration,
The kind of  pretty  you could admire for hour and hours  
She tried to scream she tried to let you know  
But If  only the world was a little more nicer and little less cruel, 
she  would be here today smiling among the fl owers 

Venkateshwar International School, New Delhi

Why is it that her presence mattered more in her absence only after the  irreversible 

But If  only the world was a little more nicer and little less cruel, 
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Laughter echoes in the corridors, worries begin to fade,
Emotions fi nd expression, without fear or shame,
In the haven of  learning, joy is laid.
Minds, like delicate gardens, fi nd a tender touch,
Beyond textbooks and lessons,
In the tapestry of  understanding, dreams begin to take shape .
Within the hallowed halls, nuanced thoughts takes fl ight,
Schools are the nurturing grounds for the young learners, ever so much
Where teachers stand as guides, with hearts compassionate and kind,
Beyond grades and assessments, a crucial part they play,
Unveiling the mysteries of  the thoughtful, seeking mind.
Fostering resilience, guiding through the fray.
For mental well-being is not just a fl eeting thought,
But an integral thread, in the fabric of  lessons taught.
So, let schools be sanctuaries, where minds freely soar,
Where understanding thrives, and empathy’s the core.
Through challenges faced, resilience is sown,
In the fertile grounds of  learning, strength is grown.
A delicate balance, shaping the mental well-being of  the students so bright.
In the journey of  education, let hearts fi nd reprieve,
Let schools become safe havens, where acceptance is the theme,
Teachers and peers, a supportive kin,
Building bridges of  understanding from within.
Let schools be architects of  resilience and grace,
Guiding students through life’s intricate maze.
A place where coping mechanisms fi nd their birth,
Fostering mental well-being, the greatest of  worth.

Schools : A Nurturing Ground

Anupama Motwani 
Vice Principal
Bal Bharati Public School, Noida
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In a world entwined with wires and screens,
Where virtual landscapes blur real-life scenes,
A plea arises, a call to introspect,
To disconnect and truly connect.

In the glow of  screens, where time is lost,
Let's rediscover what matters most.
Parents, be present, be fully aware,
For family bonds, handle with care.

In the hum of  gadgets, let's fi nd a pause,
Embrace the silence, discard the cause.
The touch of  a hand, the warmth of  a smile,
Technology's grip, let's reconcile.

Limit the hours in the digital haze,
Open your hearts, let love be ablaze.
For moments cherished, memories divine,
Require attention, undivided and fi ne.

Be wonderful parents, not just in name,
In the real world, it is not a virtual game.
Children need guidance, affection, and time,
To fl ourish and grow, like a rhythm, a rhyme.

Take walks in nature, breathe in the air,
Disconnect to connect, show them you care.
Unplug the devices, turn off  the screens,
In the simplicity of  life, fi nd what it means.

Build forts of  blankets, tell stories at night,
In the soft glow of  candles, create your light.
Let laughter echo through the walls,
As a genuine connection, deeper, enthrals.

So, parents, be present, embrace the call,
To disconnect, connect, let love enthral.
For the balance of  tech and family,
Lies the true essence of  harmony.

Disconnect To Connect

Nishtha Kwatra
PGT Economics
St. Margaret Sr. Sec. School

Ms. Poonam Joshi 
TGT English
Titiksha Public School, Rohini, Delhi 

In halls of  learning, where imagination takes fl ight, 
Teachers nurture minds, a beacon of  light. 
A symphony of  knowledge, a melody of  care, 
Fostering mental health, beyond compare. 

In the classroom’s embrace, curiosity blooms, 
Seeds of  wisdom sown in our vibrant classrooms. 
With patience as a guide, and empathy profound, 
Healing minds, creating solid and meaningful ground. 

Through challenges faced, resilience gains might, 
A sanctuary for minds, where dreams take fl ight. 

Symphony of Knowledge : A Melody
Magnanimity woven in lessons every day, 
Building strength, sharpening intellect in an enlightening way. 

Beyond textbooks and tests, understanding grows, 
Creating a haven where every student glows. 
Mental health, a priority, not left unseen, 
In this scholastic journey, where dreams convene. 

Let kindness be the curriculum, empathy the basic rule, 
A nurturing environment, a compassionate school. 
For in the fostering of  minds, a legacy we fi nd, 
A future enriched, harmonious and kind.
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 Happy Minds 

Let’s Come Together!!!

Sanchi Sidhu
T.G.T. English 
Greenfields Public School, Dilshad Garden

Ms. Uma Sengupta
TGT English
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Mehta, Vidyalaya K.G. Marg, New Delhi - 110001

 

Hear not words that daunt thy soul, 
Mind needs peace to frame a good goal. 
Breathe each morn ‘neath canopies green, 
The zephyrs of  bliss shall purge thou clean.

Emotions good that thrive in thee, 
Nestles at ease in a mind that’s free. 
For, a mind that’s wild and oft amuck, 
Blames all sins upon the piteous luck. 

Each cell within that breathes all day, 
Seeks a mind that’s pure and gay. 
Positive thoughts like flowers in a garth,  
Bring new hopes to adorn thy earth. 

Early the hour, when the morn looks bright, 
The breeze is sweet and brings delight. 
Hear the bell that calls thy name, 
Are you ready to win the game? 

When the world runs to earn and burn, 
Focus thy mind to feel and learn. 
Feel for each one that crosses thy way, 
They might have tales too bleak to say. 

Behold thither! Beneath the smiling skies, 
The haven of  knowledge for thee lies, 
With unfurled arms, it calls thy name, 
The second mother that seeks no fame. 

Beyond the doors where lessons’re taught, 
And glorious values paint each thought. 
Halcyon a mind can carry the most, 
And in this world, be a reverend host. 

Not just classes within the walls, 
Or just games with sticks and balls, 
Thou must learn from woods and birds, 
Thou must feel their subtle words. 

When thou stand ‘tween roads entwined,  
Dark clouds deceive thy baffled mind. 
Worry not much and trust thy soul, 
Close thy eyes and rivet thy goal.

Fear not e’er to speak for truth, 
The world at times might seem too brute, 
A fearless soul can conquer miles, 
And spread around all happy smiles. 

Not just books or mundane tasks, 
Learn thyself  from ‘neath old masks, 
Paint thy thoughts on canvas white, 
Or fill blank pages with words that’re right. 

Write good poems or tales of  life, 
Scribble, too bold each story of  strife. 
Be the voice of  those who’re frail, 
Let thy art aid many to sail. 

The world canvas presents a kaleidoscope,
 Of  myriad hues and varied forms. 
Each rare and distinct,
Yet blending to create a mural unique.

Nature’s vibrant medley,
Playing out a symphony,
Music that is at once heart-warming,
Celebrating diversity, 
Interlinked in unity.

All world’s a school,
Full of  educational tools,
To learn and imbibe,
Values of  mutual respect,
For every race, culture and sect.

For in togetherness lies our strength,
Come together to build a pattern magnificent. 
A rich and intricate tapestry, 
Interwoven with thoughts, ideas and skills brilliant.
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I reached my home on Monday noon
with trophy in my right hand
My parents saw, ignore the same 
and told me to leave painting land...

I told them true art is my soul,
a passion that cannot be dead
They told me why to choose something
which might soon ask me to beg...

Be the one who treats others
or build the world in high estate.
They asked me what is wrong with me 
for choosing art as my taste...

I smiled but cried in my heart 
for once again they did shatter;
I wonder why is it with me 
that my feelings do not matter. 

I signed appeal of  let me be
the one who uses her own wings.
They told me they gave birth to me
and called my wish my big sins.

A dream so big and wish too high,
I wonder if  I must try
to let my parents understand
that no painting will make me cry.

My dad opened his box of  harsh days
which gave him bad childhood 
and mom showed marks of  Sharmaji’s son
living in my neighborhood.

They know their weapons of  power 
which conquer feelings of  everyone
but what about my feelings 
which were ignored as no one? 

It has been ages from childhood, 
currently I am 28
If  you ask what have I achieved, 
truly I have nothing to say.

My dream of  choosing my career 
went down in an unknown cave
and feelings of  being happy soul 
had long went inside a grave.

 My Feelings Matter

Canvas of thoughts 
In the halls of  knowledge, minds unfurl,
Nurturing wisdom, tales yet to swirl.
A canvas of  thoughts, where seeds fi nd space,
In fertile minds, fresh blossoms embrace.

Awareness blooms like petals fair,
In the garden of  minds and fresh air.
Teachers, guides with empathetic might,
Illuminate paths, banish night.

Let’s all echo whispers of  resilience,
Champions of  mind, with a heart’s brilliance.
Together we forge a sanctuary, profound
Where mental health awareness is crowned.

Ms. Khushbu Grover
PGT English
St. Margaret Sr.Sec.School

Anuradha Chaudhary 
TGT English
DLF Public School, Ghaziabad

Canvas of thoughts 
In the halls of  knowledge, minds unfurl,

A canvas of  thoughts, where seeds fi nd space,
In fertile minds, fresh blossoms embrace.

In the garden of  minds and fresh air.
Teachers, guides with empathetic might,

Champions of  mind, with a heart’s brilliance.
Together we forge a sanctuary, profound
Where mental health awareness is crowned.

DLF Public School, Ghaziabad
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In the halls of  learning, minds unfold, 
Where myths are shattered, truths retold. 
Understanding mental health, a vital part, 
We nurture awareness from the very start. 

October’s embrace, a month of  care, 
World Mental Health Day, a pledge we share. 
Inspire sessions echo through the air, 
Volunteers’ voices, whispers of  repair. 

Junior wings fl utter with mental health’s grace, 
Workshops weave wisdom, a delicate trace. 
Music’s soothing balm, a healing embrace, 
Notes that resonate, fi lling every space. 

Hand in hand, strangers unite, 
On a painted wall, colors ignite. 
The touch of  hands, a bond takes fl ight, 
Names inscribed, hearts alight. 

Chalked affi rmations, a vibrant array, 
On designated walls, where emotions sway. 
“Take one, leave one,” kind words convey, 
An exchange of  love to brighten the day. 

Mentors and Buddies stand, guardians of  hope, 
Guiding those on an intricate slope. 
Professionals, listeners, helping to cope, 
With struggles faced, a lifeline to grope.

Bodies in motion, minds in sync, 
Physical health’s impact, a bridge to link. 

Exercise, nutrition, sleep profound, 
A trinity strong, mental wellness crowned. 

Resilience blooms in the face of  strife, 
Building strength to navigate life. 
Emotional intelligence, a compass rife, 
Guiding through storms, calming the strife. 

Safe spaces bloom in inclusive embrace, 
Open dialogue, acceptance we trace. 
Understanding fl ourishes, leaving no trace, 
Of  judgment, stigma, in this sacred space. 

Seniors, teachers, counsellor,principal’s grace, 
Positive role models, a comforting base. 
Guiding lights, a compassionate trace, 
Infl uencing minds, fostering mental space. 

Creativity’s therapy, art’s gentle stroke, 
Music’s melody, words gently spoke. 
In curriculums woven, a healing cloak, 
Minds fi nd solace, where spirits evoke. 

Parents join hands, a united front, 
In fostering awareness, a vital hunt. 
Techniques they share, a supportive affront, 
To nurture their children, life’s paramount.

Diverse backgrounds, cultures intertwine, 
In mental health awareness, a tapestry fi ne. 
Learning disabilities, a challenge assigned, 
Yet support fl ourishes, hearts aligned. 

Soulful Echoes: Embracing Minds with Compassion

  In the garden of well being 

Yamini Gupta 
PGT
Uttam School For Girls, B-Block, Shastri Nagar, Ghaziabad

Hamida begum
PRT
Hamdard Public School Talimabad, New Delhi

In the garden of  mental well being
We are working for the human well being

Where we sow seeds of  compassion
With courage, curiosity and affection

We have to nurture the minds of  children
With great care, comfort and passion

Daily we are going to water them
With trust, faith and pure refl ection

To see them grow like a blooming fl ower
With knowledge, wisdom and perfection

In this way we irrigate the garden of  mental well being
With nurturing minds and gratitude of  self  being.

In fostering awareness, a vital hunt. 
Techniques they share, a supportive affront, 
To nurture their children, life’s paramount.

Diverse backgrounds, cultures intertwine, 
In mental health awareness, a tapestry fi ne. 
Learning disabilities, a challenge assigned, 
Yet support fl ourishes, hearts aligned. 

  In the garden of well being 

Uttam School For Girls, B-Block, Shastri Nagar, Ghaziabad

Daily we are going to water them
With trust, faith and pure refl ection

To see them grow like a blooming fl ower
With knowledge, wisdom and perfection

In this way we irrigate the garden of  mental well being
With nurturing minds and gratitude of  self  being.
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In Uttam’s embrace, where whispers of  ink meet,
Bloom not just lessons, but hearts that retreat.
No Shakespearean echoes, but breaths soft and slow,
Mindfulness blooms, where anxieties don’t grow.

Chalk-kissed corridors, where colors confess,
Idea Box whispers, a silent duress.
Red bleeds in anger, blue seeks a friend’s hand,
Black masks a secret, in hues, understand.

Councils of  solace, with doors ever open,
Tears fi nd their haven, unspoken words spoken.
No judgment’s cold gaze, just wisdom’s embrace,
Adolescence cradled, fi nds solace in space.

Differing blooms blossom, in gardens embraced,
Special needs nurtured, no fl ower displaced.
Inclusion’s rainbow, a symphony sweet,
Each girl fi nds her rhythm, with blossoms replete.

Laughter’s bright symphony chases away gloom,
Vulnerability shared, in a welcoming room.

Hands reach in comfort, voices like a balm,
A tapestry woven, where resilience takes form.

English unfolds, not just grammar and rhyme,
But spirits unscripted, defying all time.
Stumbles and rises, a phoenix reborn,
Uttam’s spirit whispers, “Bloom, brave and untorn.”

Beyond academic heights, hearts take their fl ight,
Empowered young women, bathed in the sun’s light.
Mental health’s song sung, not in shadows confi ned,
Underneath well-being’s sun, joy intertwined.

This story of  Uttam, a blooming refrain,
A call to all classrooms, to break free from strain.
Weave mindfulness’ magic, in lessons we share,
Let safe spaces blossom, where burdens all bear.

Not pressure’s harsh grip, but compassion’s soft touch,
Let young minds and hearts rise, like fl owers so much.
Bloom, future’s bright garden, where well-being reigns,
In Uttam’s embrace, where joy breaks its chains.

In the garden of  the mind, seeds of  thought we sow,
Nurturing minds to fl ourish, like fl owers in a vibrant row.
Each petal tells a story, a tale unique and bright,
A symphony of  minds, with a gleam of  light.

With sunlight of  knowledge, let the shadows fade,
In this sanctuary of  understanding, let no mind be afraid.
In the warmth of  compassion, the dialogue begins,
Breaking the silence, where healing begins.

Amidst the blossoms, a delicate bud may hide,
A soul in need, where shadows may reside.
Tending the garden, with kindness as the key,
Supporting mental well-being, setting spirits free.

Mindfulness

 Safe Haven for the Soul

Ms. Nida Ahmed
PRT English
Uttam School for Girls, Ghaziabad

Tanu Arora
PGT English
Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls

Mental health, a garden often unseen,
Break the stigma, let compassion be seen,
Embrace vulnerability, let it be known,
In this safe harbor, seeds of  strength are sown.

Let awareness be the water that quenches the soul,
Encouraging them to heal and feel whole.
In this tapestry of  thoughts, let kindness be the thread,
For mental health blooms where empathy is spread.

So let us tend to the garden, hearts intertwined,
Nourishing potentials, where a sanctuary we fi nd.
With empathy and compassion, let their wings take fl ight,
With love and care, we weave a tapestry of  light.

Tending the garden, with kindness as the key,
Supporting mental well-being, setting spirits free.

Sadhu Vaswani International School for GirlsSadhu Vaswani International School for Girls

Mental health, a garden often unseen,
Break the stigma, let compassion be seen,
Embrace vulnerability, let it be known,
In this safe harbor, seeds of  strength are sown.

Let awareness be the water that quenches the soul,
Encouraging them to heal and feel whole.
In this tapestry of  thoughts, let kindness be the thread,
For mental health blooms where empathy is spread.

So let us tend to the garden, hearts intertwined,
Nourishing potentials, where a sanctuary we fi nd.
With empathy and compassion, let their wings take fl ight,
With love and care, we weave a tapestry of  light.
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A Spectrum of Souls

Ms. Reena Gera
T.G.T. English
Tagore International School, East of   Kailash, New Delhi

“A Spectrum of  Souls” invites you to explore the vast palette of  human experiences, embracing the hues 
of  diverse backgrounds and the delicate spectrum of  mental well-being. It unfolds—a poetic journey 
celebrating the richness of  cultural diversity. This poem is a lyrical testament to the strength found in unity 
and the beauty of  acknowledging each unique note in the symphony of  life.

Amidst a world of  myriad shades,
A tapestry of  cultures, diverse cascades.
Each thread tells tales of  a unique lore,
A quilt of  life, rich and evermore.
Through vibrant streets and quiet lanes,
Whispers of  history, a mosaic sustains.
In every custom, a story untold,
A chapter of  humanity, beautifully scrolled.

Dance of  traditions, an intricate ballet,
Echoes of  languages, in harmony they sway.
Respect the differences, let unity thrive,
For strength lies in the myriad ways we survive.
In minds, a kaleidoscope of  thought,
A spectrum of  emotions, battles fought.
Silent struggles beneath the surface reside,
Let empathy fl ourish, compassion be our guide.

Mental landscapes, complex and vast,
Nurturing understanding, breaking the caste.
No judgment’s shadow, only empathy’s light,
In the quiet battles, we fi nd our might.
Beyond the boundaries of  color and creed,
A shared humanity, the common seed.
Celebrate the uniqueness, embrace the unknown,
In unity, let our collective strength be sown.

In classrooms diverse, my journey unfolds,
Teaching not just subjects, but stories untold.
Eager minds, a kaleidoscope of  thought,
In this vibrant tapestry, lessons are sought.

A student’s journey, unique and bright,
Illuminating the room with their individual light.
Embracing questions from lands far and wide,
Cultivating curiosity, on knowledge we ride.

In a quiet corner, a student sat alone,
Whispers of  struggles, a pain deeply known.
Through patient conversations, I extended a hand,
Navigating emotions, like grains of  sand.
Together we journeyed through challenges faced,
In the realm of  feelings, a safe space embraced.
With encouragement and support steadfast,
A student’s resilience bloomed at last.

A symphony of  hearts, beats as one,
In this grand tapestry, our journey begun.
Acknowledging differences, yet connected we stand,
For love transcends, weaving dreams unplanned. 
Yet, in the silence, whispers I’ve heard,
Of  struggles and battles, each a sacred word.
Mental landscapes painted with shadows unseen,
In those moments, understanding grows keen.

So, we navigate through academic seas,
Anchored in empathy, where differences appease.
In the classroom’s embrace, diversity thrives,
Nurturing minds, where each student arrives.
Let this pedagogic odyssey be a testament true,
To the power of  acceptance, in all that we do.
For in teaching and learning, a partnership grand,
Diversity and mental health, hand in hand.

Conclusion: A Spectrum of  Souls, is not just a poem but an ode to the beauty found in acceptance, 
compassion, and the resilience that blooms when diversity and mental health are embraced hand in hand.
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Good mental health is the concern for today. Its impact is vast, 
On the overall well-being and academic performance, a shadow it casts.
Schools recognise its importance and indulge in various tasks,
Physical activity, workshops on stress management and also emotional well-being that lifelong lasts.

What else can be done is a question,
Building resilience, self-esteem and self- effi cacy is a suggestion.
Prioritizing emotional well-being is of  great worth, 
Means to achieve it are in no dearth.

Our emotional well-being affects our work and academics.
Social relationships in school and friends that one picks,
Provide emotional security and social support and together many problems they can fi x.
Active listening and understanding one’s emotion brings emotional intelligence in motion.

Mental well-being too should be worked upon,
Mindfulness and meditation are tools to be touched upon.
Focussing your attention on a single task, 
Being in the moment while the moment lasts.

Another crucial issue to be addressed is the usage of  technology. 
Excessive screen time impairs concentration,
It increases not only the risk of  anxiety but also depression.
Sleep too gets impacted, 
Before sleeping, phone and tv should be subtracted.

Physical activity during the day must be magnifi ed,
Sports, running games and stretching should be amplifi ed.
Endorphins and serotonin are discharged,
Dopamine and Oxytocin in the body take charge.

Stress should be tackled using task-oriented coping,
The problem should be directly attacked instead of  using avoidance-oriented coping.
Relaxation and creative visualization are great techniques to manage stress,
Exercise too is a buffer and it is also important to rest.

We need to give suffi cient time to sleep, 
Putting things for the last minute should not be an option to keep.
Stepping out for fresh air is mandatory,
Self-acceptance and self-compassion for self-care are obligatory.

If  we ever fail, we need to bounce back to sail. 
Building resilience is imperative, it is the antidote to stress.
It helps clear life’s mess.
Whenever we feel low, it is good to journal, hear music, paint or sing a little more.

In school we have a Counsellor who is highly empathetic,
Information is kept confi dential and you leave the room energetic.
Counselling helps become authentic and helps change self-defeating behaviour,
We should remove the stigma because the counsellor is a saviour.

Teachers too are supportive and create a safe space,
Knowing no one would be judged, students show their true face. 
Opinions are encouraged and students are respected,
For offering a different viewpoint, students are never subjected.

Every Mind Matters

Physical activity, workshops on stress management and also emotional well-being that lifelong lasts.

Provide emotional security and social support and together many problems they can fi x.
Active listening and understanding one’s emotion brings emotional intelligence in motion.

Mindfulness and meditation are tools to be touched upon.

Being in the moment while the moment lasts.

Another crucial issue to be addressed is the usage of  technology. 
Excessive screen time impairs concentration,
It increases not only the risk of  anxiety but also depression.

Before sleeping, phone and tv should be subtracted.

Physical activity during the day must be magnifi ed,
Sports, running games and stretching should be amplifi ed.
Endorphins and serotonin are discharged,
Dopamine and Oxytocin in the body take charge.

Stress should be tackled using task-oriented coping,
The problem should be directly attacked instead of  using avoidance-oriented coping.
Relaxation and creative visualization are great techniques to manage stress,
Exercise too is a buffer and it is also important to rest.

We need to give suffi cient time to sleep, 
Putting things for the last minute should not be an option to keep.

Self-acceptance and self-compassion for self-care are obligatory.

Building resilience is imperative, it is the antidote to stress.

Whenever we feel low, it is good to journal, hear music, paint or sing a little more.

Information is kept confi dential and you leave the room energetic.
Counselling helps become authentic and helps change self-defeating behaviour,
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Making mistakes is an opportunity for learning, 
With each mistake, wisdom is what they are earning.
Cultural diversity is celebrated,
And cultural sensitivity in the classroom is highly rated.

Respectful conversations are held, 
The need to learn from each other is felt.
Students with learning disabilities are given extra attention and care, 
With love and compassion, extremely well they can fare.

Parents also need to be involved, 
With their guidance, many problems get dissolved.
Listening and being respectful to children, eating together can act like magic,
Even when situations are tragic.

We all have to work as a team,
For changes in the student’s mental health to be seen.
Mental health is the most salient,
Utmost effort should be put to maintain and sustain it.

Letter to the Classmates

Shriya Khanna
PGT Psychology & Counsellor
Tagore International School, East of  Kailash

Dr. Rajshree Tewari
PGT Psychology 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Vidyashram, K.M.Munshi Marg, Jaipur

Yes, I am not like you
I know, I am not like you
I do not look the way you do
I can not comprehend  the way you do
My walk, my talk is   different from you
But you know what...
What I feel is just the same as you.

Every day I wake up with dread
Another  day when I wish I was dead
Why I am not like you. I do not know
I didn’t want it but this is who I am
What to do?
In one day of  my life, if  you  ever be
You will know how diffi cult it is, just to be
Yes...I know I am not like you
But is being ‘ different’ such a big sin?
Uncover  outer layers , please look within

No one can give me the happiness that only a friend can
Will you please be my friend, if  you can?

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Vidyashram, K.M.Munshi Marg, Jaipur

No one can give me the happiness that only a friend can
Will you please be my friend, if  you can?

Letter to the Classmates

I do not look the way you do
I can not comprehend  the way you do
My walk, my talk is   different from you

What I feel is just the same as you.

Every day I wake up with dread
Another  day when I wish I was dead
Why I am not like you. I do not know
I didn’t want it but this is who I am

In one day of  my life, if  you  ever be
You will know how diffi cult it is, just to be
Yes...I know I am not like you
But is being ‘ different’ such a big sin?
Uncover  outer layers , please look within

You will know how diffi cult it is, just to be

But is being ‘ different’ such a big sin?
Uncover  outer layers , please look within

No one can give me the happiness that only a friend can
Will you please be my friend, if  you can?
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Blossoming Minds: A Symphony of  Wisdom 
In the tender cradle of  knowledge, minds unfold,
A symphony of  learning, stories yet untold.
Nurturing minds like delicate blossoms in May,
In the embrace of  wisdom, they fi nd their way.

Teachers, like beacons, guide with a gentle hand,
Fostering dreams, helping understanding expand.
Each lesson a gift, each word a caring art,
Nurturing minds, igniting a hopeful spark.

In the quiet spaces where shadows may roam,
Mental health whispers, seeking a comforting home.
Fostering awareness like a soft, soothing breeze,
Guiding hearts through storms, putting troubled minds at ease.

Compassion, a currency exchanged in the halls,
Teachers and students, building resilient walls.
Nurturing minds with empathy’s tender touch,
Fostering a haven where no one feels out of  clutch.

Harmony echoes in laughter and in tears,
Senior years bring joys, but also fears.
Fostering awareness, a beacon in the night,
Guiding minds through struggles, towards the light.

Diversity blooms like a vibrant bouquet,
In the garden of  minds, where friendships sway.
Nurturing respect for every unique bloom,
Fostering unity, dispelling any gloom.

Storms may come, with thunder loud and fi erce,
Yet, within these minds, resilience will pierce.
Nurturing strength, like roots fi rmly entwined,
Fostering courage in the face of  the grind.

In the harvest of  knowledge, the season’s end,
A bittersweet farewell, a message to send.
Nurtured and fostered, each heart holds a story,
With wisdom and dreams, they step into glory.

In the hallowed halls where minds found their voice,
Nurturing and fostering, a cause to rejoice.
A legacy of  awareness, a poem of  the heart,
In the tapestry of  school, a work of  art.

Blossoming Minds : A Sympony of Wisdom

Ms. Ghazala Roy
PGT English
Tagore International School, East of   Kailash, New Delhi
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In a world where learning meets delight,
A journey embarked, passion in full fl ight.
Through words and wisdom, a teacher’s art,
Crafting futures, a work of  heart.

In the realm of  words and tales,
Where literature’s magic never pales.
In English class, a journey profound,
Mental health and life skills abound.

Parent-Teacher Meetings, a bridge to mend,
Guiding parents, and students to comprehend.
From traditional clashes to modern ways,
Informed strategies fi ll our days.

A story born from PTM’s embrace,
Published, cherished, a literary grace.
Life Skills monthly, a curriculum blend,
From role-plays to interviews that transcend.

Class VIII, a legend of  courage and grace,
Teaching self-awareness in life’s embrace.
Responsibilities explored, traditions held dear,
A journey through India, pride crystal clear.

Interviews unfold, “On Being a Tagorean,”
Communication skills bloom and are honed.

Design Thinking and Innovation take fl ight,
Leadership traits and self-esteem ignite.

Mindfulness practices, a calming grace,
Meditation’s embrace, a peaceful space.
Through Himalayan treks in a poetic guise,
Imaginations soar, touching the skies.

Counseling support in a safe space,
Building resilience, challenges to face.
Literary empathy, characters unfold,
In diverse perspectives, lessons are told.

Creative expressions in journals so dear,
A therapeutic outlet, emotions clear.
Media literacy, a critical eye,
Navigating a world where truths may lie.

Financial wisdom, a life skill so grand,
Savings and budgets, futures planned.
A seamless blend of  language and life,
Prepared for challenges, devoid of  strife.

In snapshots, your commitment stands,
A teacher’s legacy in talented hands.
For mental health and skills, you strive,
In students’ hearts, forever alive.

  Harmony in Education : 
A Journey Through Words, Wisdom, and Well-Being   

 Pearled Compassion 

Ms. Aastha Arya
T.G.T. English
Tagore International School, East of  Kailash, New Delhi

Deepti Tiwari
T.G.T English 
Bal Bharati Public School, Noida

When things go beyond your control 
and everything seems to be giving you a blow
Pull up your socks and tell your intellect, it is time, to get set go
As the sprinter reaches the fi nish line and then takes a breath of  relief
many around you hold this belief
that you are the one who holds the instinct
So, Step forward and face the world 
For that’s how we are pearled, to stay put, love and care 
Behold, believe in and perceive all fellow beings
In the most virtuous way…. Clinging to the epistemology of  Compassion 

 Pearled Compassion 

Tagore International School, East of  Kailash, New Delhi

Bal Bharati Public School, Noida

When things go beyond your control 
and everything seems to be giving you a blow
Pull up your socks and tell your intellect, it is time, to get set go
As the sprinter reaches the fi nish line and then takes a breath of  relief
many around you hold this belief
that you are the one who holds the instinct
So, Step forward and face the world 
For that’s how we are pearled, to stay put, love and care 
Behold, believe in and perceive all fellow beings
In the most virtuous way…. Clinging to the epistemology of  Compassion 
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Life is bizarre with its twists n turn
Along the curve you bend the stern
When worry & stress is pressing you down a bit
Rest if  u must, to build up your grit

Weathering storm, both old & new
A sliver of  sunshine through the hazy view
Unseen winds trying to make you sway
Listen to deep roots of  resilience whisper,’ it’s okay’

Embrace the challenges that come your way
For strength & growth, sprout from each dismay
We all stumble, as we hit a rough patch
But true resilience, gives us hope to latch

When deadlines pile and anxiety loom
Remember to create peace to help you bloom
Meditate, exercise or walk in the sun
Nurture your mind, let stress come undone

In times of  worry, fi nd solace in art
Express your emotions let sadness depart
Paint, sing, write or dance with your might
Creativity heals & restores your inner light

Practice gratitude, count blessings anew
Shift focus from stress to joys that accrue
Appreciate the wins, big or small
Resilience grows when gratitude stands tall

In classrooms fi lled with growing minds
Students face stress of  various kinds
With assignments, exams and pressures high
Resilience and stress management, you must apply

Believe in yourself  and your ability to cope
You are stronger than you think,
with resilience as your hope

Embrace fl exibility & adapt to change 
Life’s unpredictable, it may re-arrange
Learn to adjust, fi nd solutions along the way
A resilient mindset keeps stresses at bay

Every stumble, setback or mistake 
Builds your courage & resilience to partake 
Remember failures are lessons in disguise
Opportunities to learn, you too shall rise

The onset of  Spring, would surely
bring  Different shades and vibrant breeze  
of  compassion and exhilaration;  
where withered leaves would be left 
and, the greener ones be kept;  
to make a move and curtail the gloom  
refi ning my fl ight to ascend,  
paving ways to be receptive and 
introspective  a cautious inference in my glide  
smoothing ruffl ed feathers, to broaden my horizons;  
beholding empathy,  sprucing communication and 
active listening  Resilient me, to be an emotionally healthy being. 

You too Shall Rise

Illumined…

Antima Kishore 
Faculty English Department 
Tagore International  School, New Delhi 

Poonam Sharma
TGT (English) 
Bal Bharati Public School, Noida  
(Based on Emotional Intelligence and Mental Health)

In times of  worry, fi nd solace in art
Express your emotions let sadness depart
Paint, sing, write or dance with your might
Creativity heals & restores your inner light

Builds your courage & resilience to partake 
Remember failures are lessons in disguise
Opportunities to learn, you too shall rise

bring  Different shades and vibrant breeze  

where withered leaves would be left 

to make a move and curtail the gloom  

introspective  a cautious inference in my glide  
smoothing ruffl ed feathers, to broaden my horizons;  
beholding empathy,  sprucing communication and 
active listening  Resilient me, to be an emotionally healthy being. 

Illumined…

Faculty English Department 
Tagore International  School, New Delhi 

Bal Bharati Public School, Noida  
(Based on Emotional Intelligence and Mental Health)
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Salvaging Sacred Souls
I lost a friend, would you like to know how and why?
Will tell you with a heaving heart and a mournful sigh!
He would have fl ourished and might have been with us,
Melodiously reciting a poem with an insightful crux.

Grade system fl ourished in the temples of  knowledge.
An innocent soul lost hope, did anyone acknowledge?
Alas! The brutal academic pressure became the noose,
A grueling battle that my dear friend was bound to lose!

Engulfed in plummeting hopes and silent cries for help,
Clearly, we were losing him and he was losing himself.
Voracious appetite for knowledge was expected,
Nothing more was left to learn, he introspected.

Venturing the crossroads without goal,
Trapped him in a morbid black hole.
Who was to be blamed, For the loss that deeply pained?
He was on his own, What on earth was gained?

Gravely lost in the perilous life,
Every moment challenged him with a strife.
Dampening courage, brutal times loomed,
A dazzling bright star was thus doomed.

My heart ripped apart when I saw the wailing mother,
Shattered at heart for the treasured kidder.
Aggression, depression and substance abuse,
Degraded a convivial sapling to a recluse!

Heart-wrenching cases like this were becoming a frequent sight,
Thank goodness, now we have nurturing schools to our respite!
Learning requisite skills and taking the charge
Channelizing energies will have a great start!

Classrooms will have a creative demeanor
Something a child cannot ignore.
Noxious thoughts will be put to rest,
With education at its ever-best.

Every moment challenged him with a strife.

My heart ripped apart when I saw the wailing mother,

Aggression, depression and substance abuse,

Heart-wrenching cases like this were becoming a frequent sight,
Thank goodness, now we have nurturing schools to our respite!
Learning requisite skills and taking the charge
Channelizing energies will have a great start!
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Rejuvenating nurture and tender revival,
Cultivate the thoughts, pertinent for survival.
It’s a ray of  hope for these precious lives,
The sacred soul will be salvaged before it dives.

Levitating transformation with Right to education
What a marvelous amalgamation!
Families will not have to grieve and gloom,
Over the loss of  life that once bloomed.

Joy, gaiety and high spirits will prevail,
In toughest times, helping the pristine stars sail.
Metamorphosing, unleashing talent,
We will have humans who are gallant.

With a blissful life and the visions clearer
The salvaged soul will become a torch-bearer.

Ms. Prerna Anand
TGT English
Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi

Rashi Rawal
PRT English
Apeejay School, Noida

No More Ifs and Buts

No more ifs and buts.......
Stop making excuses,
The victim card is outdated!
There’s always a way out,
Having no other option is overrated.

No more ifs and buts .......
 Take off  your rose tinted glasses,
Instead of  following the lead, be a trailblazer!
As the phoenix rises from the ashes,
Sprint towards your destination, be the chaser.

No more ifs and buts.......
Be your own knight,
And not the pawn!

Ditch your fears,
Embrace the unknown.

No more ifs and buts.......
Ignite your passion, 
Burn the midnight oil!
Be the candle to eradicate darkness,
Sweat it out and toil.

No more ifs and buts......
Your strength lies in your commitment,
Chase your destiny and do not sway,
Overcome obstacles with fearless pursuit,
After all, Rome was not built in a day!

Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi

No More Ifs and Buts

Ditch your fears,
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Harshita Makkar
Special Educator
DAV Pushpanjali Enclave 

Megha Sharma 
DLF Public School    

Anxiety

Shining Eyes Gleaming Bright

The stagnant motion inside
Welcomes blindside,
Soaking sigh on a silent night
When gloomy thought fi ght,
Courageous fear binds thy mind
Just then anxiety enshrined,
Breathlessness , insomnia, distress and fear
Guards until you tear,
You drink, you smoke, you eat or roll
To evoke peace once stole,
You don’t tackle but escape
And every-time your peace of  mind gets rape,
Overthinking is new found connection
Even a small talk calls aggression,
Meditation, diet, exercise or hobby
Will make anxiety foggy,
A new build passion
Will create a transition
And the stagnant motion inside 
Is being blindside

I thought I was just a teacher!
Until my eyes would shine seeing the bright faces in the wee hours of  the day,
Until I saw those pretty smiles making their way,
Until I fi xed their slack ties and crooked collars,
Until a child penned down the mother’s day card for me, worth a trillion dollars!
 
Until I saw the walls of  the school adorned by those caricatures,
Until I pampered them in running temperatures,
Until I laughed to my heart’s content while on the trips,
Until I rebuilt some broken friendships.
A friend, a guide, a mother, a preacher,
And I thought, I was just a teacher!

Anxiety

Shining Eyes Gleaming Bright

And every-time your peace of  mind gets rape,
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I have seen your mighty highs and the treacherous lows.
In awe, admired your strengths, have also met your woes.
How I crave to tell you to calm down,
Seeing you stuck in the societal swamp of  worries
That is engulfi ng you from toe to crown.

“Dear students, it is not the fl ashy grades that are the seed,
To build a fi rm future, ‘self-realization’ is what you need.
Hark! the whispers of  the heart’s resilient grace. 
For in your emotional strength, you’ll fi nd a steady, guiding space.
Beyond equations and facts, where the soul’s colours blend, 
Lies a strength profound, on which your spirits can depend.

Like a compass, guiding through uncharted sea,
Are your capabilities, beacons, strong and free.
So, on the stage of  life, take up the gig you wish to embrace,
What others say or do, shouldn’t dampen your spirit; overshadow your grace.

Listen, your teacher’s voice whispers-
Ask yourself  what excites you, what stirs your waking dream,
That pursuit of  yours, will make you hustle; follow the beam.
In every critical question, see an opportunity’s gleam,
For you’re capable of  more than you may even dream.”

 You Are More Than What You May Dream

Ms. Aayesha Ahmad
PGT English
Tagore International School, East of  Kailash, New Delhi.

Be the one you'd respect
Build the trust in you and be yourself,
Don't get carried away by the superfi cial world
Believe in your instinct without any suspect.

You are not alone in the race
There are many more just like you,
Don't imitate others and compete with them
Believe in yourself  and keep your pace.

You might have fallen and may fall
Past has gone but the future is in control,
Don't crib about the past and sulk over it
Believe in your potential just grow big and tall.

Ms. Prabha Rawat
Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar,Phase-1 Delhi-110091

Trust Thyself
Your heart is swollen with joy and sorrow
Look for the one you trust more,
Don't fi nd solace in friends at the surface
Believe in the true friend in you to follow.

Be good and tread on the path of  altruism
Helping others is more than appreciation,
Don't wait for anyone to sing praises for you
Believe in the supremacy of  optimism.

Knowing oneself  is a real challenge
Once known you can't be perturbed,
Don't look for outer happiness
Mindfulness is a true pilgrimage.

What others say or do, shouldn’t dampen your spirit; overshadow your grace.
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In the age of  screens and endless glare,
Where pixels dance and eyes just stare,
A tale unfolds of  tech’s cruel grip,
On minds it seizes, on sanity it does strip.

Children lost in a digital maze,
Their minds entangled in a pixelated daze,
Screens aplenty, oh what a sight,
For mental health, it’s quite the fight.

Blinking cursors, flashing lights,
In the realm of  screens, days turn to nights,
Little minds, once sharp and keen,
Now lost in the virtual screen.

Oh, the effects of  this digital spree,
On mental health, it’s plain to see,
Anxiety rises, attention takes flight,
From too much screen time, a perilous plight.

But fear not, dear seekers of  balance,
For a remedy exists, let’s enhance,
Here are tips, both kid and adult,
To break free from screens, to exult.

Unplug, Unwind, Rediscover the Sky
Tear your eyes away from the screen, oh my!
Step outside, breathe the fresh air,
Rediscover the world beyond the pixelated lair.

Screen Time Limits, Oh What a Novel Thought
Set limits, dear parents, let it be taught,
For kids and adults alike, a balanced decree,
No endless scrolling, set your tech boundaries.

Tech-Free Zones, the Sacred Spaces
In the bedroom or at the dining places,
Banish screens from these sacred realms,
Let conversations bloom, let mental health helm.

Hobbies Galore, Rediscover the Joy
Pick up a book, a guitar, or a toy,
Hobbies aplenty, so much to explore,
From screens to passions, let minds galore.

Digital Detox, Oh the Sweet Relief
Take a break, it’s beyond belief,
A day or a weekend, let screens rest,
Your mental health will surely be blessed.

Mindful Tech Use, the Key to Moderation
Use tech with purpose, avoid the temptation,
Be mindful, be aware, in every swipe,
A balance struck, a healthier type.

So there you have it, a rhythmic decree,
On balanced tech usage, hear the plea,
Let screens enhance, not take control,
For mental health’s sake, let’s reach that goal.

Pixel Pantomime : A Rhyme on the  
Perils of Screens and the Dance for Balance

Ms Pinky Ghati
Assistant Teacher 
Bal Bharati Public School
Ganga Ram Hospital Marg, New Delhi

Ms. Rubina Rehan
PGT English
DPS Mathura Road

Unmasking Reality : An Emotional Odyssey
In worlds that seem both desolate and dim,
Where parched weeds meet the gaze at the brim.
Countless friends on lists that friendship feign,
Yet we find ourselves confined; fists clenched in pain.

Can we express our sentiments so true?
Can we voice the pain that within us grew?
Alas, for all, there exists an exquisite guise,
A mask that veils our truth, a clever disguise.
To feign joy, a self-imposed enterprise.

Adorn your cloak, shatter chains that bind,
Respond, retaliate, and don’t leave it behind.
Life is fleeting, too precious for idle talk,
Don’t merely exist like a statue on a walk.

Speak, share, converse, relax, let emotions flow,
Unleash your feelings, don’t wait for the blow.
Have faith in the splendour, 
the magnificence of  this majesty divine,
He’s there to transform the weary, 
hold on to Him, you’ll be just fine.
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Dozens of  loaded apps
Clear mobiles from unwanted crap
Scrolling social media
Limit the limitless encyclopedia

Use technology cautiously
Direct your focus fl awlessly
Excessive and obsessive
Reorient your attention expensive

Do not enter the black hole
Check your habit bowl
Wrong information is slaughtering
Avoid your own faltering

Finding real in virtual
Can make life miserable
Do not double up
Control e-fi les piling up

Here a screen
There a screen
Avoid multiple screening
Track any useless multi-meeting

Clear your mind
Prioritize and unwind
You are not losing any what is up bout
Calculate the overall damage amount

Be tech-wise and never compromise
Your mental health is not a dice
Attention and productivity
Are your own responsibility

Submerge yourself
But never lose yourself
Be picky for any notifi cation
Avoid gadget domination

There is a tsunami of  information
Save your ship and regulate your attention
Help and healthy lifestyle is nearby
Do not keep mental health on standby

Try to detach from mobile
Save relations fragile
Your mind is a holy place
Keep seeking the desired mental balance.

Seek the Balance

Preeti Sharma
PGT
DAV Public School, Pushpanjali Enclave, New  Delhi-110034

Check your habit bowl
Wrong information is slaughtering
Avoid your own faltering

Can make life miserable

Control e-fi les piling up

Avoid multiple screening
Track any useless multi-meeting

You are not losing any what is up bout
Calculate the overall damage amount

Be tech-wise and never compromise
Your mental health is not a dice
Attention and productivity
Are your own responsibility

But never lose yourself
Be picky for any notifi cation
Avoid gadget domination

There is a tsunami of  information
Save your ship and regulate your attention
Help and healthy lifestyle is nearby
Do not keep mental health on standby

Try to detach from mobile

Your mind is a holy place
Keep seeking the desired mental balance.

DAV Public School, Pushpanjali Enclave, New  Delhi-110034
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Sitting in an Examination Hall 
I thought and thought and thought, 
But I still couldn’t make myself  remember, 
The past tense of  think!!!! 

Haven’t you been stuck with the 
Biggest demons of  all 
No, it’s not the loss of  money and power. 
But…forgetting in an examination hall. 

I somehow realise, my brain is actually not my friend!! 
But is my teacher’s secret ally. 
Conspires to forget the notebook of  the one, I dread the most, 
Stinging me with its sly 

And I hope against the hope that it somehow ended there,  
But then there is mom at home and alas! It happens again…. 
The running tap, the wet towel on bed, my school uniform socks 
They seem to disappear from my mind, miraculously appearing… 
In front of  mom’s eyesight…. putting reputation to drain 

How careless!! Silly you!! How lost you are 
The phrases now defi ne me!!! 
I shall stamp everything on my arm… 
But, the point is, to do that, who is going to remind me!!! 

Trust me I am not the labels. 
Not “Oh you always do so!” 
But I am the continuous trials which under the failure, 
You refuse to see so! 

I remember very gleefully when rarely you pat my back, 
And said, “Oh! Nice You did that!” 
And I always thrived to do better just to see you smile. 
Or when you said, no worries we will try together. 
And I studied coz you were always there! 

Believe me when I don’t say it, 
I have the worries which you have outgrown, 
Not being liked in class, never being wanted.

To Smile and Win

Ms. Jayashree Deb 
TGT Biology
Mount St. Mary’s School, Delhi Cantt

I thought and thought and thought, 
But I still couldn’t make myself  remember, 

No, it’s not the loss of  money and power. 
But…forgetting in an examination hall. 

I somehow realise, my brain is actually not my friend!! 

Conspires to forget the notebook of  the one, I dread the most, 

And I hope against the hope that it somehow ended there,  
But then there is mom at home and alas! It happens again…. 
The running tap, the wet towel on bed, my school uniform socks 
They seem to disappear from my mind, miraculously appearing… 
In front of  mom’s eyesight…. putting reputation to drain 

How careless!! Silly you!! How lost you are 

I shall stamp everything on my arm… 
But, the point is, to do that, who is going to remind me!!! 

But I am the continuous trials which under the failure, 

I remember very gleefully when rarely you pat my back, 

And I always thrived to do better just to see you smile. 
Or when you said, no worries we will try together. 
And I studied coz you were always there! 

I have the worries which you have outgrown, 
Not being liked in class, never being wanted.

To Smile and Win

Mount St. Mary’s School, Delhi Cantt
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^ruko* & ;g 'kCn gekjs ifjos'k dk ,d fgLlk cu 
x;k gSA loZçFke] gesa ;g le>us dh vko';drk 
gS fd ruko gS D;k\ gesa ruko D;ksa gksrk gS\ mlls 
cpus ds D;k mik; gSa\ 

ruko thou dh og fLFkfr gS tc euq"; fdlh dk;Z 
dks le; ij lgh rjhds ls  djus esa l{ke ugha gS] 
rc mldk fnekx ,d fparkxzLr fLFkfr esa vk tkrk gS 
vkSj og  ml fLFkfr ls Lo;a dks ckgj fudkyus dk 
ç;kl djrk gSA og tc rd ml fpark;qDr fLFkfr 
ls ckgj ugha vkrk gS_ mldk lek/ku ugha fudky 
ysrk gS_ vius dk;Z dks lgh <ax ls fuf'pr  vof/ 
ds varxZr iw.kZ ugha dj ysrk gS] rc rd fparkxzLr 
jgrk gS vkSj ;g ruko euq";  dks ekufld :i ls 
ihfM+r dj /hjs&/hjs mls 'kkjhfjd vkSj ekufld :i 
ls gh jksxh cuk nsrh gSA çkphu le; esa la;qDr ifjokj 
gqvk djrs Fks_ lc fey tqydj jgrs Fks_ dfBu 
le; esa  ,d&nwljs dk lgkjk curs Fks_ ,d&nwljs 
dk vkRecy cu tkrs Fks_ ,d nwljs dh rkdr cu 
tkrs  Fks_ ,d&nwljs ds lq•&nq• dks ck¡V ysrs FksA ?kj 
ds cM+ksa ds lkFk lkFk cPps Hkh feytqydj ifjokj 
esa iks"k.k ikrs FksA muds laLdkjksa dks xzg.k djrs Fks 
vkSj vkRefo'okl o etcwr bjknksa ls ifjiw.kZ gksrs Fks] 
ftlds dkj.k dfBu ifjfLFkfr;ksa dks ns•dj os 'kh?kz 
gh ?kcjkrs  ugha FksA

vkt le; o fLFkfr;k¡ cny xbZ gSaA vkt ge nks 
vkSj gekjs nks dh laLÑfr ls c<+rs gq, ge & ge 
nks gekjk ,d& dh laLÑfr ds Nksj ij vkdj 
#d x, gSaA vkt ,dy ifjokjksa dks c<+kok feyk 
gSA cnyrh thou&'kSyh ds dkj.k vf/drj cPpksa 
dk ikyu iks"k.k ?kj esa vdsys  jg dj gh gksrk gS 
D;ksafd os vdsyh larku dh fxurh esa vkrs gSaA vkt 
vf/drj ekrk&firk  nksuksa gh ukSdjhis'kk gSaA vr% 
mudh O;Lrre fnup;kZ ds dkj.k ekxZn'kZu dh deh 
cPpksa ds vkRe&cy vkSj vkRefo'okl dks detksj 
djrh fn•kbZ nsrh gSA 

;s cnyrk ekgkSy gesa vkt lkspus ij etcwj djrk gS 
fd foijhr ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa ;g fdl çdkj ls viuh 
lksp esa ifjorZu ykdj ruko eqDr jg ldrs gSa vkSj 
thou dks  •q'kgky cukdj vkxs c<+ ldrs gSaA vkt 
dsoy vè;kfidk,¡ ;k Nk=k ;k vfHkHkkod gh bu 

thou thus dh ;qfDr % ruko ls eqfDr

fLFkfr;ksa ds f'kdkj ugha gS] vfirq lEiw.kZ lekt gh 
ruko ds na'k dks >sy jgk gS] ftlls ckgj fudyus 
ds mik; gesa •kstus gh gksaxs A

loZçFke gesa fo|ky; esa d{kkvksa esa feytqy dj 
ijLij  lg;ksxh cudj dk;Z djus dh ço`fÙk dks c<+kok 
nsuk gksxk] ftlls fd ge ,d&nwljs ds vkRefo'okl 
dks c<+k ldsaA ,d& nwljs ls vkxs fudyus dh gksM+ 
esa ge LokFkhZ curs tk jgs gSaA vr% vius LokFkZ dks 
ihNs NksM+dj ,d nwljs dk lgk;d cuuk gksxk_ ,d 
nwljs dks vdsysiu ds Hk; ls eqDr djuk gksxkA  

leFkZ fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks d{kk esa detksj Nk=kksa dk lacy 
cuuk gksxk_ vè;kfidkvksa o çfrHkk'kkyh Nk=kksa dks 
vius vga dks R;kxdj ihNs NwV jgs Nk=kksa dk gkFk 
idM+uk gksxkA

ifjokj] lekt  dh ladYiuk Hkh blh vk/kj ij 
dh xbZ gS fd vdsyk O;fDr vius thou dks vdsys 
ugha th  ldrk] mls lkFkh dh vko';drk gksrh gSA 
vr% bu lHkh ckrksa dks è;ku esa j•rs gq, ruko&eqDr 
thou thus ds fy, gesa dqN ckrksa dks è;ku esa j•uk 
gksxk A

;ksx] O;k;ke] •sydwn ruko ls eqfDr ikus ds fy, 
jkeck.k mik; gSaA okLro esa ;s gesa tgk¡ euksjksxh  gksus 
ls cpkrs gSa] ogha gesa 'kkjhfjd d"Vksa ls Hkh eqfDr 
fnykus esa l{ke gSaA 

fnuHkj ds dke ls Fkdus ds mijkar gekjs eu&efLr"d 
o 'kjhj dks foJke dh Hkh vko';drk gksrh gSA 
vr% le;kuqlkj gesa vius 'kjhj vkSj efLr"d dh 
vko';drkvksa dk Hkh è;ku j•uk  pkfg,A 

ruko ls eqfDr ds fy, gesa ijLij ckrphr vo'; 
djuh pkfg,A  bldk ,d ykHk rks ;g gksrk gS fd 
nwljksa ls ckr djds gekjk eu 'kkar gks tkrk gS vkSj 
nwljk ykHk ;g gksrk gS  fd ckrphr ls vkilh 
fj'rksa esa] laca/ksa esa çxk<+rk vkrh gS vkSj leL;kvksa 
ds u,&u, lek/ku Hkh fey tkrs gSaA xhr&laxhr Hkh 
ruko ls eqfDr dk ,d vPNk lk/u gS] tks efLr"d 
dh mM+ku ij jksd yxkdj mls vkuan o foJke nsrk 
gSA ruko&eqDr euq"; dh dk;Z&{kerk  nqxquh gks tkrh 
gS vkSj vPNs ifj.kke lkeus vkrs gSaA 
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;gk¡ ,d ckr vkSj è;ku nsus dh gS  fd vè;kfidk 
gks ;k fo|kFkhZ vFkok vfHkHkkod] ijLij lEeku dh 
Hkkouk ,d&nwljs ds vkRefo'okl  dks c<+krh gS_ 
Hkkoukvksa dh vfHkO;fDr ds fy, mfpr okrkoj.k 
çnku djrh gS_ ftlls fd rukoiw.kZ  fLFkfr ls tYnh 
gh NqVdkjk fey tkrk gSA 

vè;kfidkvksa ds fy, Hkh ;g vko';d gS fd os 
d{kk esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa ls tqM+saA d{kk ds okrkoj.k dks 
gYdk&iQqYdk cuk,¡] ftlls fd fo|kFkhZ i<+kbZ dks 
cks> u le>saA mUgsa xfrfof/;ksa ds ekè;e ls i<+k;k 
tk,A lHkh fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks vkxs vkus ds volj fn, 
tk,¡A muds O;ogkj esa ;fn dksbZ cnyko fn•kbZ ns] 
rks mldk dkj.k tkuus dk ç;kl djsaA lkFk gh mlds 
funku ds fy, Hkh ç;kljr jgsaA 

jaxksa dh nqfu;k Hkh cgqr peRdkjh gksrh gSA dqN 
cPpksa dks jaxksa  ls •syus esa Hkh cgqr vkuan vkrk gSA 
fp=kdkjh djrs gq, os vius ruko dks Hkwy tkrs gSa A 
dgus dk rkRi;Z ;g gS fd viuh #fp ds vuqlkj 
dk;Z djus ij Hkh ruko ls eqfDr ikbZ  tk ldrh gSA 

d{kk esa] fo|ky; esa vFkok iM+ksl esa fe=k dk gksuk 
Hkh vko';d gSA dgk  Hkh x;k gS fd fe=k rks lkS 
nokvksa dh ,d nok gSA cpiu gks ;k ;kSou vFkok 
cq<+kik & gj voLFkk esa fe=k dh mifLFkfr •qf'k;ksa 
ds •tkus ds :i esa gksrh gSA cgqr ckj rks fe=k  u 
cuus dh fLFkfr esa Hkh ruko iSnk gks tkrk gSA ;gk¡ 
ij vè;kfidkvksa dh Hkwfedk cgqr egRoiw.kZ gks tkrh 
gSA d{kk esa fdlh cPps dh mis{kk u gks_ lHkh 
fey&tqydj jgsa] bldk mÙkjnkf;Ro  Hkh vè;kfidk 
ij gh vkrk gSA 

ge lHkh tkurs gSa fd LoLFk 'kjhj esa gh LoLFk 
efLr"d  fuokl djrk gSA vr% vkt •q'k jguk lHkh 
dh vko';drk gSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd 20 ekpZ dks 
fo'o  çlUurk fnol ?kksf"kr fd;k x;k gSA blfy, 
•q'k jgus ds dkj.kksa dks ugha <w¡<uk gS] vfirq  gj 
ifjfLFkfr esa •q'k jgus dk ç;kl djuk gSA ;fn ge 
Bku ysa] rks fuf'pr :i ls ge  vius ç;klksa ls Hkkoh 
ih<+h dks rukoeqDr vkSj •q'kgky thou ns ldrs gSaA

uhrk dDdM+
ih- th- Vh- (fganh) 
U;w bjk ifCyd Ldwy] ek;kiqjh 

#fpdk vxzoky
frfr{kk ifCyd Ldwy] fnYyh 

euq"; bl l`f"V dh loZJs"B Ñfr gS D;ksafd mldks bZ'oj us cqf¼ nh gS ftldk ç;ksx djds og lalkj esa viuh 
Js"Brk fl¼ dj ldrk gSA bl loZJs"B Ñfr dks lgh fn'kk nsus ds fy, ijofj'k vR;ar vko';d gSA ,d 
ckyd ml dPph feêðh ds leku gS ftls lgh ijofj'k ds }kjk nsork Hkh cuk;k tk ldrk gS ysfdu blds 
foijhr jk{kl Hkh cuk;k tk ldrk gSA vkt ds le; tgk¡ la;qDr ifjokj •Re gks jgs gS] ,dkdh ifjokjksa dk 
pyu c<+ jgk gS ogha ekrk&firk dh ftEesnkjh vius cPpksa dh ijofj'k esa vkSj egÙoiw.kZ gks tkrh gS 

gkyk¡fd ijofj'k dh dksbZ ekU; ifjHkk"kk rks ugha gS ysfdu ekrk&firk vius cPpksa dks le; ds egRo dks 
vo'; fl•k,¡] ftlds fy, mUgsa Lo;a Hkh le; dk egRo le>uk gksxk D;ksafd cPps gekjh ckrksa ls T;knk 
ges ns•dj lh•rs gSA viuh mEehnksa dks mu ij uk Fkksisa] mUgsa bl çdkj ls cM+k djs ftlls og vius fu.kZ; 
ys ldsaA muds fu.kZ; esa muds lg;ksxh cus vkSj bl çdkj  cPpksa dh lgh ijofj'k ifjokj] lekt vkSj ns'k 
dks lq•n vkSj liQy cuk ldrh gSA

ijofj'k
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ftanxh ,d iy gS 
ftlesa u vkt gS u dy gS
ft;ks bls bl rjg fd yxs 
cl ;gh gekjh ftanxh dk 
lcls glhu iy gSA

vktdy çfrLi/kZ vkSj liQyrk dh Å¡pkb;ksa dk tksj 
gS gj dksbZ Å¡ps&ls&Å¡ps mM+uk pkgrk gSA ,sls esa tks 
ihNs jg tkrs gSa] tks xfr ds lkFk py ugha ikrs] os 
yksx ekufld jksxksa dk f'kdkj gks tkrs gSaA

,sls esa gekjh ih<+h fujk'k vkSj grk'k gksdj lksp jgh 
gS fd ,slh D;k deh jg xbZ gekjh ijofj'k esa tks 
vkt bu cPpksa us gesa bl dV?kjs esa ykdj •M+k dj 
fn;kA vius lq•ksa dks rkd ij j•dj ge budk thou 
lq/kjus esa yxs jgs vkSj ;s u tkus dkSu&lh nqfu;k esa 
•ks x,A bUgsa fdlh ds nq• rdyhiQ dk ,glkl ugha 
gSA buesa FkksM+h&lh Hkh lgu'kfDr ughaA n;k ]d#.kk] 
lg;ksx ds Hkko ugha] ,d NksVh&lh xyrh] vieku 
;k ckr bUgsa rukoxzLr dj vkRe?kkrh cuk nsrh gS vkSj 
;s ,d iy esa fu.kZ; ysdj bls vatke rd igq¡pk 
nsrs  gSaA dSlh gks xbZ gS ;g ubZ ih<+h! pkjksa rjiQ Mj 
dk lk;k] ekSr dk Hk;] fujk'k vkSj mnkl ek¡&ckiA 
D;ksa-- vkf•j D;ksa--\

dkj.k gS& ^ekufld fLFkfr*A th gk¡] ftlds ckjs esa 
ge lkspuk gh ugha pkgrs] tkuuk gh ugha pkgrs vkSj 
bls utjvankt dj nsrs gSaA vkSj rks vkSj blds ckjs esa 
ckr djus esa Hkh viekfur eglwl djrs gSaA ;g lcls 
•rjukd gS D;ksafd ̂ ekufld jksx* Hkh fdlh Hkh vU; 
jksx dh rjg gh gSA bldk Hkh le; ij bykt djuk 
vfuok;Z gSA 

'kkjhfjd LokLF; dh rjg gh ekufld LokLF; Hkh 
thou ds gj pj.k esa] cpiu vkSj fd'kksjkoLFkk ls 
ysdj o;Ldrk rd egRoiw.kZ gSA

ekufld :i ls LoLFk O;fDr ÅtkZoku gksrk gSA 
og nSfud dk;ks± dks fcuk Fkdku dk vuqHko gq, 
dj ldrk gSA ysfdu ekufld LokLF; dh igpku 
ljy ugha gS D;ksafd blds T;knkrj y{k.k lkekU; gh 

 ,d dne vki pyks]  ,d dne ge pys !

yxrs gSaA tSls & vdsykiu] mnklh] fdlh Hkh vkuan 
esa vkuafnr u gksuk] Fkdku eglwl djuk] ÅtkZ de 
gksuk]uhan dh leL;k] Hkkstu dh vknrksa esa cnyko] 
vkRe?kkrh lksp vR;f/d xqLlk vkuk-- vkfnA ;gk¡ 
fn;k x;k gj ladsr ekufld jksx dk b'kkjk ugha gSA 
ysfdu vpkud ls dqN Hkh gks--- rks gesa lrdZ jgus 
dh vko';drk gS] rc bldk mipkj vfuok;Z gSA

ç'u mBrk gS& D;k bldk mipkj laHko gS\ vkSj 
mÙkj gS & gk¡A bldk mipkj fd;k tk ldrk gSA 
vko';drk gS fd ge mlds fy, viuh vknrksa esa 
dqN lq/kj djsaA fdlh us Bhd gh dgk gS&

^^vki viuk Hkfo"; ugha cny ldrs] ijarq vki 
viuh vknrsa cny ldrs gSa vkSj fuf'pr :i ls 
vkidh vPNh vknrsa] vkidk Hkfo"; cny ldrh 
gSA**

lcls igys vkRedqaBk dks fudky dj Lo;a ls I;kj 
djsa] •qn dks egRoiw.kZ le>saA mlds fy, çfrfnu 
lfØ; jguk vko';d gS] rks O;k;ke djds ewM 
vPNk djsa & ^LoLFk ru rks LoLFk eu*A  vPNk vkSj 
ikSf"Vd Hkkstu djsa  rkfd ÅtkZ cuh jgsAfu;fer jguk 
vPNk gS ysfdu dHkh&dHkh fu;eksa dks NksM+dj Hkh 
ft,¡A blls thou esa uhjlrk ;k udkjkRedrk ugha 
vkrhA gesa •q'k jgus dk ç;kl fujarj tkjh jguk 
pkfg,A

ruko ls dsoy 
leL;k,¡ tUe ys 
ldrh gSa 
lek/ku •kstuk gS
rks eqLdqjkuk gh iM+sxk

eu dks fu;af=kr djsaA Hkxoku Jh Ñ".k Hkxon~ xhrk 
esa dgrs gSa fd eu dks fujarj ^vH;kl vkSj oSjkX;* 
ls fu;af=kr fd;k tk ldrk gSA

,sls fopkj tks fny ;k fnekx dks ijs'kku dj jgs gSa] 
mudk cks> u ysaA vius fç; O;fDr ls fpark ;k nq• 
lk>k djsa D;ksafd ckr djds eu 'kkar gks tkrk gS vkSj 
leL;k dk lek/ku fey tkrk gSA
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MkW- fdj.k lksuh
Vh- th- Vh- (fganh)
fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy] lsDVj&45] xqM+xk¡o

rw cnykoksa ls D;ksa ?kcjkrk gS 
FkksM+k vyx djus esa D;ksa fgpfdpkrk gS 
tjk laHky] ,d dne rks py
ubZ jkg fudysxh
FkksM+h dksf'k'k rks djA

ubZ jkg vkSj ubZ eafty dks <w¡<us esa ge vius fy, 
lqjf{kr ekgkSy <w¡<uk lh• tk,¡xsA viuh ns•Hkky dh 
vknr gesa iM+ tk,xhA tc ge viuh ns•Hkky dj 
ik,¡xs rc ruko ls eqDr gksuk lh• tk,¡xsA le>nkjh 
ls vkxs c<+uk] gj iy lpsru voLFkk esa jguk vkSj 
çkr% dky è;ku djuk gesa ekufld LokLF; çnku 
djsxkA fdlh us dgk Fkk&

^^fMfxz;k¡ rks rkyhe ds •pZs dh jlhnsa gSa] Kku rks ogh 
gS tks fdjnkj esa >ydsA**

vius vftZr Kku dks viuh O;kogkfjdrk esa ykdj 
rduhd dk larqfyr ç;ksx djsaA vius LoHkko esa 
yphykiu j•sa] fdlh Hkh ckr dks ysdj vM+sa ughaA 
vgadkj dk R;kx djsa A

vgadkj lR; lquus dh {kerk dks •Re dj nsrk gSA

tc ge lR; dk lkeuk ugha dj ik,¡xs rks ge mlls 
Hkkxsaxs ] ruko dk f'kdkj gksaxsA ;fn viuh Hkkoukvksa 
dks fu;af=kr djuk ge lh• tkrs gSa rks ;g Li"V 
gS fd gekjk ekufld LokLF; vPNk gSA yksxksa esa 
ekufld LokLF; dks ysdj tkx:drk c<+kus dh 
vko';drk gSA blh dks è;ku esa j•dj 10 vDVwcj 
dks fo'o ekufld LokLF; fnol ds :i esa euk;k 
tkrk gSA

ifjokj esa cSBuk vkSj vkuafnr gksuk Hkh ,d vPNk 
fodYi gSA cqtqxks± ds ikl cSBuk muls Kku vftZr 
djuk vkSj cPpksa esa cSBdj mudh Hkksyh eqLdqjkgV esa 
lc xe Hkwy tkuk] gekjs ekufld LokLF; dks csgrj 
cuk,xkA

vc fopkj.kh; gS fd ;fn lkjs dke cPpksa dks 
•qn gh djus gSa rks fiQj Ldwy] vè;kidx.k vkSj 
vfHkHkkod D;k dj jgs gSa\ njvly Ldwy Hkh 
vius rjhds ls Nk=kksa ds ekufld LokLF; dk [;ky 

j• jgs gSaA fo|ky; esa cgqr lkjs dk;ZØe] cgqr 
lkjh xfrfof/;k¡ vkSj dk;Z'kkyk,¡ cPpksa ds ekufld 
LokLF; dks è;ku esa j•dj djokbZ tkrh gSaA tSls& 
^LVªsl eSustesaV dk;Z'kkyk* ftlesa ruko ls cpus ds 
mik;] rduhd vkSj vH;kl lc fl•k;k tkrk gSA 
fo|ky;ksa esa çf'kf{kr dkmalylZ fu;qDr fd, x, gSaA 
Nk=k •qydj muds lkeus viuh leL;k j•rs gSa vkSj 
mldk funku ikrs gSaA fp=kdkjh] u`R;] xhr&laxhr 
] ukVd] esys ]Ldwy dh fidfud •sy&egksRlo] 
lkaLÑfrd dk;ZØe--- vkfnA ;s lkjh xfrfof/;k¡ cPpksa 
ds ekufld LokLF; dks csgrj djrh gSA ikBÔØe esa 
Hkh bl çdkj ds ç;kl fd, x, gSa &tSls d{kk nloha 
dh fganh dh ikBÔiqLrd Li'kZ esa  ̂ >su dh nsu* ikBA 
blesa Nk=kksa dks ekufld jksx ds dkj.k vkSj fuokj.k 
nksuksa cgqr vPNh rjg le>k, x, gSaA

ekrk&firk Hkh vè;kidksa ds lkFk feydj vius cPpksa 
ds ekufld LokLF; dks csgrj djus esa lg;ksx jgs gSaA 

tks Nk=k lh•us esa fodykax gS mudk Hkh fo|ky; 
•kl è;ku j•rk gSA os Nk=k vU; Nk=kksa ds lkFk mlh 
d{kk esa cSBrs gSaA d{kk esa bl çdkj ds Nk=kksa ds lkFk 
dksbZ nqO;Zogkj u gks bldk [;ky fo|ky; j•rk gSA  

^^dHkh&dHkh 'kCn ugha gksrs rdyhiQ crkus dks] cl 
fny djrk gS dksbZ le> ys] laHkky ys] xys yxk 
ysA**

ekufld :i ls vLoLFk O;fDr dks viuh rdyhiQ 
crkuh ugha vkrhA mldh rdyhiQ dks le>uk 
pkfg,] laHkkyuk pkfg, vkSj viukiu trkdj mls 
ml rdyhiQ ls ckgj fudkyuk pkfg,] ;gh bldh 
nok gSA 

tks cnyk tk lds
mls  cnfy, 
tks cnyk u tk lds 
mls Lohdkfj, 
tks Lohdkjk u tk lds
mlls nwj gks tkb, 
ysfdu •qn dks •q'k jf•,A
•q'kgky thou thus dk fliQZ ,d ;gh mik; gSA
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iwue lkgk 
n ,;j iQkslZ Ldwy] lqczrks ikdZ ubZ fnYyh& 110010 

pfj=k fuekZ.k] O;fDrRo dk fodkl] ukxfjd ,oa lkekftd 
O;fDrRo dk fodkl] rFkk laLÑfr dk laj{k.k vkSj 
foLrkj f'k{kk ds ewy mís'; gSa A bu mís';ksa dh çkfIr 
rHkh laHko gS tc ckyd esa ckY;dky ls gh ekuoh; 
ewY;ksa dk chtkjksi.k fd;k tk,A fo|ky; vkfn f'k{k.k 
laLFkku bu ewY;ksa dks iYyfor & iqf"ir djus dk lk/u 
o ekè;e cusA ekuo ewY;ksa vkSj vkn'kkZs ds vk/kj ij 
ns•k tk, rks Hkkjrh; f'k{k.k laLFkkuksa rFkk xq:dqy dk 
xkSjoiw.kZ bfrgkl jgk gSA xq:dqy esa nh tkus okyh 
f'k{kk Hkkjrh; ewY;ksa] thou thus dh dyk rFkk Nk=kksa ds 
O;fDrRo fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk lkekftd mÙkjnkf;Roks 
ls ;qDr laiw.kZ f'k{kk FkhA cnyrs dky •aM esa f'k{kk dk 
Lo:i cnyk A ;g cnyko ifjfLFkfrtU; Fkk vFkok 
vko';drkuqlkj ;g vf/d egÙo ugha j•rk A 

ysfdu bu cnykoksa dh ifj.kfr ekuoh; ewY;ksa ds 
ßkl ds :i esa gqbZ gS ;g fparuh; fo"k; gSA orZeku 
lanHkZ esa ekuoh; ewY;ksa] ijaijkvksa o vkn'kks± dh mis{kk 
ds pyrs ifjos'k es laosnughurk dh fLFkfr mRiUu 
gks xbZ gSA voljokfnrk o vuSfrdrk fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa 
?kj djrh tk jgh gSA ,sls esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks uSfrd 
ewY;ksa ls ifjfpr djkuk vR;ar vko';d gks tkrk gSA 
f'k{kk gh og ekè;e gS ftlls fo|kfFkZ;ks esa çse] n;k] 
fo'okl] d:.kk o R;kx dh Hkkouk,¡ fodflr dh 
tk ldrh gSaA f'k{kk ds }kjk gh O;fDr dks dqlaLdkj 
o ekufld xqykeh ls cpk;k tk ldrk gSA foÑfr;ksa] 
va/fo'oklksa] Øwjrk o 'kks"k.k ds fo:¼ •M+k fd;k 
tk ldrk gSA f'k{kk dk mís'; dsoy HkkSfrd laiUurk 
çnku djuk ugha gS] cfYd vPNk balku o csgrj 
ukxfjd cukuk gS A ekufld fodkl ds fcuk HkkSfrd 
fodkl lkFkZd ughaA cPpksa ds da/ksa ij gh dy 
ds lekt dk mrjnkf;Ro gS A tc muesa ekuoh; 
ewY;ksa vkSj laosnukvksa dk vHkko gksxk rks muls ;g 
dSls vk'kk dh tk ldrh gS fd os ikfjokfjd vkSj 
lkekftd drZO;ksa ds çfr fu"Bkoku cusa A laosnuk'kwU; 
O;fDr ls drZO;cks/ dh vk'kk ugha dh tk ldrh A 

;fn Hkkjr dks iqu% fo'oxq# ds :i esa çfrf"Br djuk 
gS rks fo|ky; ds ifjos'k ls ysdj ikBÔØe rFkk 
fofHkUu xfrfof/;ksa esa ewY;ksa dk lekos'k vfuok;Z 
gSA ewY; gh gSa tks Nk=kksa dks ?kj vkSj fo|ky; es 

ekuoh; ewY; vkSj nkf;Ro cks/ 
LoLFk ikjLifjd laca/ fodflr djus dh {kerk çnku 
djrs gSaA f'k{kk ç.kkyh ,slh gksuh pkfg, ftlls Nk=k 
laoS/kfud ewY;ksa vkSj ekSfyd drZO;ksa ds fy, çfrc¼rk 
fodflr djs] os Lo;a esa ns'kHkfDr dh Hkkouk dks 
etcwr djus vkSj oSf'od ifjn`'; esa viuh Hkwfedk 
dks le> lds A ewY; ijd f'k{kk O;oLFkk esa f'k{k.k 
laLFkkuksa vkSj f'k{kdksa dh lfØ; Hkkxhnkjh vR;ar 
egRoiw.kZ gSA ;fn fo|ky; miou gS] rks fo|kFkhZ 
mlesa fodflr gksus okys iQwy A ;gk¡ f'k{kd og 
dq'ky ekyh gS tks f'k{kk dh •kn ls mudk iks"k.k 
djrk gS A fujarj vè;;u] euu ,oa dk;kZUo;u djrs 
gq,] fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa ubZ psruk] meaxksa dks txkrs gq, mUgsa 
ekuoh; ewY;ksa ls tksM+dj tkx:drk çnku djrk gSA 
vkt ,sls f'k{kdksa dh vko';drk gS tks fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks 
vadksa dh nkSM+ ls ckgj fudkydj laLdkjksa ds lgt 
ekxZ ij pyus dk volj nsA 

Lokoyacu] eS=kh]fouezrk] lg;ksx] bZekunkjh] leiZ.k] 
ftKklk] dY;k.k ,oa lkSgknZ tSls ewY;ksa dks iuius dk 
O;kogkfjd ,oa çk;ksfxd volj nsA fo|ky; :ih 
ç;ksx'kkyk esa laLdkjksa ds ç;ksx dj Lo;a Nk=kksa dks 
volj nsaA ewY;ksa dks O;kogkfjd /jkry ij mrkjdj 
gh Nk=kksa dks ftEesnkj ukxfjd cuk;k tk ldrk gSA 
;gh dkj.k gS fd ubZ f'k{kk uhfr esa 'kkfey uokpkj 
vkSj LohÑr çko/kuksa ls fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks ns'k dh 
fofo/rkvksa ds n'kZu djus] mRloksa esa lEefyr gksus 
dk volj feysxk cfYd og mu ewY;ksa] vkn'kks± 
vkSj laLdkjksa dks Hkh lgt :i ls vkRelkr djus esa 
l{ke gksaxs tks mUgsa ,d ftEesnkj ukxfjd cuus esa 
lgk;d fl¼ gksaxsA oSKkfud n`f"Vdks.k] yksdrkaf=kd] 
pkfjf=kd ,oa vkè;kfRed ewY;ksa dks eu esa cSBkuk vkSj 
lkSan;Zijd fodkl djuk gh ubZ f'k{kk uhfr dk y{; 
gS A vk'kk gS bl y{; çkfIr ls fo|ky; iqu% ek¡ 
'kkjnk dk eafnj gksxk] Kku&foKku dh vuojr xaxk 
cgus yxsxhA æks.k] pk.kD; tSls vkpk;Z vtZqu vkSj 
paæxqIr ljh•s f'k"; rS;kj dj ns'k dks fo'o&xq: dk 
ntkZ fnykus esa dke;kc gksaxs A vfHkHkkodksa dk vkn'kZ 
larku cukus dk liuk lkdkj gksxk A lekt dks lekt 
dh lH;rk dh lh<+h p<+us okys yksx feysaxs] fo'o 
dks 'kkafr nwr feysaxs] ekuork dks ekuo vkSj çÑfr 
dks lPps fgrS"kh feysaxsA
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xka/h th ds dgs ;s dFku ruko rFkk ncko ls tw>rs 
gq, ekuo ds fy, mi;ksxh fl¼ gksrs gSaA,d LoLFk 
thou dk lcls egRoiw.kZ Hkkx gekjk 'kkjhfjd LokLF; 
rks gksrk gh gS ijarq ekufld LokLF; Hkh mruk gh 
egRoiw.kZ gksrk gSA ;fn gekjk fnekx etcwr gS] LoLFk 
gS rks ge gj leL;k dk lek/ku ljyrk ls dj ldrs 
gSa A blds foijhr ;fn ge 'kkjhfjd :i ls etcwr 
gksdj Hkh fnekxh :i ls chekj o detksj gSa rks ,slk 
'kjhj ekuks ml O;fDr ds leku gS ftlds gkFk iSj rks 
gSa fiQj Hkh og iaxq gS A vkf•j ;g ekufld LokLF; 
gS D;k\ D;k ;g ekuo ds lokZaxh.k fodkl esa lgk;d 
gksrk gS\ D;ksa blds fcuk 'kkjhfjd cy Hkh detksj iM+ 
tkrk gS\ bu lHkh ç'uksa dk tokc ;fn ;g fn;k tk, 
rks xyr u gksxk fd ekufld LokLF; og ldkjkRed 
ÅtkZ gS tks gesa ruko ls eqDr djrh gS ] fu.kZ; ysus esa 
l{ke cukrh gSAgekjs y{; dks çkIr djus esa ,d lsrq 
dk dke djrh gSA gesa liQy cukus esa lgk;d gksrh gSA

euq"; ,d ,slk çk.kh gS tks Hkkoukvksa vkSj laosnukvksa ls 
f?kjk gqvk gS A eu ds Hkkoksa dh vfHkO;fDr dks fu;a=k.k 
esa djuk ,d ,slh dyk gS tks thou dks ljy cukrh 
gS A gj og ckyd tks viuh Hkkoukvksa dks lgh çdkj 
ls pykrk gS ]ogh lkè; gS A ogh O;fDr thou esa 
liQy gksrk gS A Hkkjr esa tgk¡ dbZ o"kks± igys fdrus gh 
Nk=k dqiks"k.k dk f'kdkj gks tk;k djrs Fks ijarq vkt 
;fn ge fo|ky; Lrj ij fnekxh iks"k.k dh ckr djsa 
rks ge ;g ik,¡xs fd ljdkj }kjk le;&le; ij dbZ 
,slh ;kstukvksa dks vk;ksftr fd;k gS ftuds ekè;e 
ls ckydksa ds fnekxh iks"k.k o 'kkjhfjd cy nksuksa dks 
ÅtkZ feyrh jgsA 

blds fy, pkgs fo|ky;ksa esa Nk=kksa dks vkgkj ;kuh ̂ feM 
Ms ehy* miyC/ djkus dh O;oLFkk gks ;k ckydksa dks 
'kjhj vkSj ekufld :i ls fdl çdkj iksf"kr fd;k 
tk, mlds fy, dk;Z'kkykvksa dk vk;kstu gksAfo|ky; 
dh lcls cM+h Hkwfedk ,d Nk=k dks ,slk LFkku çnku 
djus dh gksrh gS tgk¡ ckyd Lora=k gksdj vius 
ckSf¼d fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk vius ekufld fodkl 
dks Hkh etcwr dj ikrk gSA viuh Hkkoukvksa dks Hkh 
etcwr dj ikrk gS blds fy, bl çdkj dh ;kstuk,¡ 
cukbZ tk,¡ fd fo|kFkhZ tks Nk=k ds  efLr"d dks lgh 

fnekxh iks"k.k vkSj Ldwyksa esa ekufld LokLF; tkx:drk 

^^eu dk LokLF;] 'kjhj ds 
LokLF; ls Hkh vf/d egRoiw.kZ gSA**

çdkj ls iksf"kr dj lds ftl ls Nk=k dk lokZaxh.k 
fodkl gks lds A fHkUu&fHkUu xfrfof/;k¡ tks ckydksa ds 
eu efLr"d ij ,d ldkjkRed Nki NksM+s ftlesa Nk=kksa 
dks vkxs c<+us dh çsj.kk çkIr gks ]Nk=k vius fu.kZ; ysus 
esa l{ke cus o ekufld :i ls etcwr cusA

ubZ jk"Vªh; f'k{kk uhfr Hkh bl ckr ij cy nsrh gS fd 
,d LoLFk efLr"d ds fy, ldkjkRed fopkj'khyrk 
]leiZ.k vkSj LoLFk thou 'kSyh vR;ar egRoiw.kZ gSA 
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks lgh vkgkj] i;kZIr uhan vkSj ekuo 
laca/ksa dk Hkjiwj Kku o ykHk feysA dbZ ,slh laLFkk,¡ 
gSa tks ckydksa o Nk=kksa ds fodkl ds fy, dk;Z 
djrh gSa tSls& ;wfulsiQ (la;qDr jk"Vª varjkZ"Vªh; cky 
vkikrdkyhu dks"k) dk mnkgj.k nsuk ;gk¡ mfpr gksxk 
tks dbZ ns'kksa ds lkFk feydj fHkUu&fHkUu eqíksa ij 
fodkl dk dk;Z djrh gSaA bldk fo'ks"k dk;Z  190 
ls vf/d ns'kksa vkSj {ks=kksa esa cPpksa ds thou dks 
cpkus ]muds vf/dkjksa dh j{kk djus vkSj cpiu ls 
fd'kksjkoLFkk rd mudh {kerk dks iwjk djus esa enn 
djus ds fy, dke djrk gSA yksxksa dks csgrj thou nsus 
esa lgk;rk çnku djrk gSA

;w,uMhih ;kuh la;qDr jk"Vª fodkl dk;ZØe Hkh 
blh çdkj ds dk;Z esa viuk Hkjiwj ;ksxnku nsrk 
gSA budh fjiksVZ }kjk irk pyrk gS fd ns'k ds 
vf/dka'k fgLlksa esa fo|ky; Lrj ij Nk=kksa dk fodkl 
fdl çdkj fd;k tk jgk gSA ;fn ge ,d ns'k ds 
tulkaf[;dh; ykHkka'k dh ckr djsa ftldk vFkZ ml 
vkfFkZd fodkl ls gS ftlesa fdlh ns'k ds dkedkth 
vk;q oxZ ls ykHk çkIr djuk gksrk gSA nk'kZfud veR;Z 
lsu }kjk LFkkfir ^{kerk n`f"Vdks.k* ds vuqlkj ^ekuo 
fodkl dk lk/u gS* muds vuqlkj vki ,d ns'k 
ds tula[;k ds ykHkka'k dh çkfIr rc dj ik,¡xs tc 
mudh mu lHkh ewyHkwr lqfo/kvksa ij fuos'k fd;k 
tk,A ;g ewyHkwr lqfo/k,¡ muds LokLF; ]mudh 
t:jr o mudh 'kkjhfjd chekjh bR;kfn ls tqM+h enn 
gksrh gSA ubZ jk"Vªh; f'k{kk uhfr Nk=kksa dh bUgha lHkh 
vko';drkvks ij cy nsus dk ç;kl djrh gSA

tgk¡ dbZ o"kks± rd gekjh 'kSf{kd laLFkk,¡ dsoy Nk=k 
ds cqf¼erk Lrj ij gh dk;Z djrh Fkh A vkt Nk=kksa 
ds fy, ekufld LokLF; ds Lrj ij Hkh dk;Z djus 
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dh vko';drk ns•h tk jgh gS A Nk=kksa ds chp 
fcxM+rk ekufld LokLF; dksVk o eq•thZ uxj tSls 
LFkkuksa ij ns•k tk ldrk gS] tks vkt ekSr dh 
iQSfDVª;k¡ curk tk jgk gS A lekt ;k ifjokj ds 
ncko ds dkj.k Nk=k viuh eu dh bPNkvksa dks 
ekj dj bu iQSfDVª;ksa esa viuk ne ?kksVrs tk jgs gSaA 
çfrLi/kZ o çfr;ksfxrk dh c<+rh Hkkouk us Hkh Nk=kksa ds 
ekufld LokLF; ij xgjk vlj Mkyk gS A

dqN ekufld chekfj;k¡ tSls MSeuf'k;k ],YtkbZelZ 
fMlht] vks-lh-Mh ,oa ikfdZaulUl A ;g leLr jksx 
Nk=kksa dks xaHkhj :i ls çHkkfor djrs gSa vkSj muds 
vè;;u dh {kerk dks udkjkRed :i ls de dj 
nsrs gSaA bu chekfj;ksa ls Nk=kksa ds efLr"d esa ruko o 
ladh.kZrk,¡ mRiUu gksrh gSaA bl çdkj mudk ǹ<+ ladYi 
vkSj mudh fu'p;rk  esa vHkko gks tkrk gS ,oa muds 

thou esa u, ifjorZu vk tkrs gSa Abu ekufld jksxksa 
dh mRifÙk ls Nk=k vius fo|ky; esa Hkh ijh{kkvksa esa 
foiQy gksrs fn•kbZ nsrs gSaA bu chekfj;ksa ds fpfdRlk gsrq 
vfHkHkkodksa dks ç;kl djus dh vko';drk gSA

vc bl leL;k dk fuokj.k 'kh?kz vfr 'kh?kz djus 
dh vko';drk gS AfiQj ls ,d ,slk okrkoj.k gks 
ftlesa ,d ckyd lius l;qaDr ifjokj ds lkFk viuh 
leL;kvksa dks lk>k djsA eksckby ij u jg dj ubZ 
&ubZ  xfrfof/;ksa dk fgLlk cusAvfHkHkkodksa dks Hkh 
laHkyus dh vko';drk gS mUgsa ckyd dh ckrksa dks 
LohÑfr çnku djuh pkfg, ] mUgsa vius ckyd dks 
le>uk pkfg,] muds lkFk nksLrkuk O;ogkj djuk 
pkfg,]viuh bPNkvksa dks ckyd ij Fkksiuk ugha pkfg,A 
ckyd ds ekufld LokLF; dks etcwr cukus dk 
chM+k vfHkHkkod vkSj fon;ky; nksuksa dh lk>snkjh 
}kjk gh py ldrk gSA

fç;k iky
Vh-th-Vh- (fganh) 
VSxksj baVjus'kuy Ldwy] olar fogkj] ubZ fnYyh

'k=kq?u çlkn frokjh                            

Vh-th-Vh- &fganh 

vkehZ ifCyd Ldwy 'kadj fogkj ] ubZ fnYyh                                  

eafnj&efLtn tkus dk lh/k lk rkRi;Z ;gh gS] fd eu esa 'kkafr dk e/qj laxhr bl çdkj xqatk;eku gksus yxs 
tSls iQwyksa ds ijkxksa ds ikl igq¡pdj HkkSjksa dk vkÞyknu A ftl çdkj ewfrZ dk fuekZ.k ewfrZdkj djrk gS] fp=k 
dk fuekZ.k fp=kdkj djrk gS vkSj èfÙkdk ls fufeZr crZuksa dk fuekZ.k dqaHkdkj djrk gS ] Bhd blh çdkj mRÑ"V 
ckydksa dk fuekZ.k vè;kid gh djrk gS A blhfy, Ldwyksa dks fo|k eafnj dgk tkrk gS A fo|ky; esa mRlkgh 
f'k{kdksa  ds cy ij gh lqanj&lqanj u, dksiyksa dk mn; laHko gS A 

pk.kD; dh og iafDr fdls ;kn ugha gksxh& ^^f'k{kd lk/kj.k ugha gksrk] l̀tu vkSj çy; nksuksa mldh xksn esa 
iyrs gSa A** f'k{kd gksus ds ukrs ;g lkspuk gksxk fd çR;sd Nk=k dh çlUurk mldh igyh çkFkfedrk gS A fganh 
lkfgR; esa ldkjkRedrk dks thoar j•us ds fy, u tkus fdrus mnkgj.k gSa &  ik'k dh fy•h og iafDr & ^lcls 
•rjukd gksrk gS liuksa dk ej tkuk* gesa lnSo çsfjr djrh jgrh gS fd liuksa dks dHkh ejus er nhft, A Nk=kksa 
dks ldkjkRed cuk, j•us ds fy, vko';d gS & f'k{kd dk ldkjkRed jguk A 

xksiky nkl uhjt th dh ;s iafDr;k¡& 
dqN ikuh ds cg tkus ls lkou ugha ejk djrk gS A 
dqN nhiksa ds cq> tkus ls vk¡xu ugha ejk djrk gS A 

pan f•ykSuksa ds •ksus ls cpiu ugha ejk djrk gS A 
dqN liuksa ds ej tkus ls thou ugha ejk djrk gS A 

vr% eq>s iw.kZ fo'okl gS fd thou dh ;g fu'kk vfr'kh?kz gh lqugjs f{kfrt dh vksj vxzlj gksxh vkSj uo&çR;w"k 
dk vkxeu gksxkA

    volkn ls eqfDr dk gh dsaæ gS % fo|k eafnj 
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dksey eSanhjÙkk
Vh-th-Vh- (fganh) 
cky Hkkjrh ifCyd Ldwy] ukS,Mk

vkt dh rsth ls cnyrh thou&'kSyh u dsoy cM+ksa cfYd cPpksa dks Hkh çHkkfor dj jgh gSA igys ;g ekuk 
tkrk Fkk fd g¡lrs&•syrs] fnuHkj /ekpkSdM+h epkrs cPpksa dks rks dksbZ ekufld ruko gks gh ugha ldrk ijarq vc 
rks ;g leL;k Ldwy tkus okys NksVs&NksVs cPpksa esa Hkh fn•kbZ ns jgh gS] ftldk eq[; dkj.k ;k rks i<kbZ&fy•kbZ 
dk cks> gS] ;k Hkfo"; dh fpark esa va/h nkSM+ esa Hkkxuk gSA vius laxh&lkfFk;ksa ls yxkrkj vkxs c<+us dh gksM+ esa] 
gekjs cPps u tkus dgk¡ my>dj jg tkrs gSa vkSj tjk&lh gkj dk lkeuk djrs gh muds gkSlys iLr gks tkrs gSaA 
;gk¡ vxj lks'ky ehfM;k dh vkHkklh nqfu;k dk ftØ fd;k tk, ] rks blesa dksbZ nks jk; ugha gksxh fd ns'k&fons'k 
esa dh lSj ij fudys vius lkfFk;ksa dks ns•dj] iwjh lkt&lTtk ds lkFk mudh ^profi le picture* ns•dj gekjs 
cPps grk'k gksus yxrs gSaA mUgsa viuk thou uhjl&lk yxus yxrk gSA muds ekrk&firk dh muls vufxur mEehnsa 
mUgsa bl Hk¡oj esa vkSj xgjkbZ rd ys tkrh gSa vkSj os mlls ckgj fudyus dh ctk;] mlesa vkSj iQ¡lrs pys tkrs 
gSaA ?kj ds cM+s vdlj ;g ugha le> ikrs gSa fd muds cPps dks D;k pkfg, \ vkSj cl ! os viuh bPNk,¡ 
mu ij Fkksiuk 'kq: dj nsrs gSaA bldh otg ls cPpk ijs'kku jgus yxrk gS] vdsykiu eglwl djus yxrk gS] 
mldk vkRefo'okl Mxexkus yxrk gS vkSj viuh gh Hkkoukvksa dks Bhd ls u le> ikus ds dkj.k ekufld jksxksa 
dk f'kdkj gks tkrk gSA fdruk dM+ok lp gS ;g fd&ftl mez esa cPpksa dks g¡lh&•q'kh ds ekgkSy esa jgrs gq,] 
•sy&dwn djrs gq,] gj iy ] dqN u;k lh•rs jguk pkfg,] ml mez esa  NksVs&NksVs cPps ] cM+h&cM+h ekufld 
chekfj;ksa dh pisV esa vk tkrs gSa vkSj ;g lekt mudh vksj enn dk gkFk c<+kdj ] mUgsa Fkkeus dh ctk; 
b/j&m/j ds va/fo'oklksa vkSj lkekftd pyu ] esa gh tdM+dj jg tkrk gSA 

vk¡dM+s crkrs gSa fd ;g ,d vke chekjh gS vkSj vkt gj 4 esa ls 1 O;fDr ekufld jksxksa dk f'kdkj gS] ftldk 
bykt Hkh laHko gSA cl vko';drk gS& ldkjkRedrk cuk, j•us dh ] vius vki ls Hkjiwj I;kj djus dh] 
vius ij iwjk&iwjk fo'okl cuk, j•us dh vkSj fiQj nsf•, fd fdl rjg vki viuh lHkh ijs'kkfu;ksa dks Hkwydj] 
ekufld vkSj 'kkjhfjd nksuksa rjg ls] ,d LoLFk thou fcrkrs gSaA  

fdlh us lp gh dgk gS&

ifjfLFkfr;k¡ cnyuk tc eqefdu u gks] 
rks eu dh fLFkfr cny ys 

;s tks lc dkys lk;s gSa] 
tks vius vanj ?kqVu lek, gSa]

muls rw ?kcjk er] Hkjkslk j•] gkFk Fkke] 
fny dk njoktk •ksy vkSj lax&lax dne c<+k

Mj ds lk;s [kqn&c&[kqn Fkd ds] gkj tk,¡xs] 
vkSj rw thr tk,xk]

Hkjkslk j•] gkFk Fkke] 
fny dk njoktk •ksy vkSj lax&lax dne c<+k!

euksniZ.k
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vkt ds nkSj dk fo|kFkhZ] çfr;ksfxrk dh gksM+ esa 'kkfey]
D;k djsa] D;k u djsa] 
bl rdZ&fordZ esa •ks x;k mldk uUgk lk fny A

liQy u gksrk] rks ?kj okyksa dh ?kqM+fd;k¡ lqurk] 
liQy gksrk rks] vOoy vkus ds lius gSa cqurkA

Hkfo"; fuekZ.k ds uke ij •ks tkrk gS cpiu] 
pqukSfr;ksa dks mlds da/s] dc rd djsaxs oguA

bu uUgs psgjksa ij gS ç'u ;g xgu] 
ekufld cks>ksa dk dc gksxk ngu\

Ldwy bl ç'u dk mÙkj cudj vkrk gS]
Nk=k ds thou esa tks] lkFkh u;k dgykrk gSA 

fo|ky; og çkax.k gS tks] larqf"V dk xkxj gS] 
Nk=k&:ih&eksfr;ksa ls Hkjk] 'kkafr dk lkxj gSA

fnu Hkj dk Fkdk fnekx] ;gk¡ dykRed cu tkrk gS]
cslqjk ckyd Hkh tc] jkx lqj esa xkrk gS A

dk¡irs gkFkksa esa Hkh] jax u, fc•jrs gSa]
fp=kdyk esa tc og vius] Hkko Hkj dj j•rs gSaA

uUgs uUgs dneksa esa ,d] ubZ fFkjdu ep tkrh gS]
ùR; dh Hkafxek,¡ tc] fny esa ?kj dj tkrh gSA

vkyl dk inkZ mBdj] LiQwfrZ &lh Nk tkrh gS]
tc Vu Vu Vu Vu Vu] •sy dh ?kaVh ct tkrh gSA 

fHkUu&fHkUu gS Nk=k lHkh] fHkUu&fHkUu gS dkS'ky] 
fiQj Hkh lc dh nqfo/kvksa dk] ,d gh gksxk gy] 

cpiu dh Mkyh gS yphyh] bl ij f•ykus nsaxs iQwy 
ekufld cks> ugha gksxk vc] ;g ç.k ysrk gS gj LdwyA

d#.kk ckxph

Vh-th-Vh- (fganh)

fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy bafnjkiqje

vkt ds nkSj dk fo|kFkhZ
vkt ds nkSj dk fo|kFkhZ] çfr;ksfxrk dh gksM+ esa 'kkfey]

bl rdZ&fordZ esa •ks x;k mldk uUgk lk fny A

liQy u gksrk] rks ?kj okyksa dh ?kqM+fd;k¡ lqurk] 
liQy gksrk rks] vOoy vkus ds lius gSa cqurkA

Hkfo"; fuekZ.k ds uke ij •ks tkrk gS cpiu] 
pqukSfr;ksa dks mlds da/s] dc rd djsaxs oguA

bu uUgs psgjksa ij gS ç'u ;g xgu] 
ekufld cks>ksa dk dc gksxk ngu\

Ldwy bl ç'u dk mÙkj cudj vkrk gS]
Nk=k ds thou esa tks] lkFkh u;k dgykrk gSA 

fo|ky; og çkax.k gS tks] larqf"V dk xkxj gS] 
Nk=k&:ih&eksfr;ksa ls Hkjk] 'kkafr dk lkxj gSA

fnu Hkj dk Fkdk fnekx] ;gk¡ dykRed cu tkrk gS]
cslqjk ckyd Hkh tc] jkx lqj esa xkrk gS A

dk¡irs gkFkksa esa Hkh] jax u, fc•jrs gSa]
fp=kdyk esa tc og vius] Hkko Hkj dj j•rs gSaA

uUgs uUgs dneksa esa ,d] ubZ fFkjdu ep tkrh gS]
ùR; dh Hkafxek,¡ tc] fny esa ?kj dj tkrh gSA

vkyl dk inkZ mBdj] LiQwfrZ &lh Nk tkrh gS]
tc Vu Vu Vu Vu Vu] •sy dh ?kaVh ct tkrh gSA 

fHkUu&fHkUu gS Nk=k lHkh] fHkUu&fHkUu gS dkS'ky] 
fiQj Hkh lc dh nqfo/kvksa dk] ,d gh gksxk gy] 

cpiu dh Mkyh gS yphyh] bl ij f•ykus nsaxs iQwy 
ekufld cks> ugha gksxk vc] ;g ç.k ysrk gS gj LdwyA

fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy bafnjkiqje

vkt ds nkSj dk fo|kFkhZ
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tks Nhu jgk gS lqdwu vkSj meax 
c<rh egRokdka{kkvksa ds lkFk c< jgk gS Mj 
uktqd ls da/ksa ij Hkfo"; dk cks> <ksrk 
vkt dk cPpk 
tke esa ?kaVksa iQ¡lk] •k¡lrk] 
vkt dk cPpk!
dksfpax vkSj ?kj ds fgaMksys esa >wyrk 
vkt dk cPpk! 
dku esa CywVwFk yxk, 
iQksu esa dgha lqdwu <w¡<rk] 
vkt dk cPpk !
jkst u, ,d VSLV dh MsV'khV eqêòh esa nck, 
ncko esa rst lk¡lks dh vkoktkgh dks eglwl djrk 
vkt dk cPpk !
fgnk;rsa gh fgnk;rsa 
bu fgnk;rksa esa dksbZ rks viuk gks 
tks rdyhiQ lqu lds 
•keks'k vk¡•ksa  ls dksbZ viuk&lk <w¡<rk] 
vkt dk cPpk !
Mk¡V] fgnk;r] reke lq>koksa dk cks> fy,
fgEer gkjrk] 
vkt dk cPpk !
vkSj ge jkst u,  euksfpfdRld <w¡<rs 
uhfr;k¡ cukrs 
D;k gVk ik,¡xs egRokdka{kkvksa dk cks> \
D;k gVk ik,¡xs csjkstxkjh dk •kSiQ \
dke ds cks> ls yns ekrk&firk 
ns ik,¡xs le; 
Vksdus dh ctk, 
D;k f•yf•ykgVks dk 'kksj ns ik,¡xs \ 
çfrLi/kZ ds bl nkSj esa 
dksfpax lsUVjks dh bl vtuch&lh HkhM+ esa 
D;k okdbZ f'k{kd <w¡< ik,¡xs \
D;k muds eu rd >k¡d ik,¡xs \
v•ckjksa dh lqf•Z;ksa esa Nis 
dksfpax lsUVj ds foKkiuksa dh 
lkyksa lky Nirh rLohjksa esa 
jkstxkj dk dgha vk'oklu ns ik,¡xs \
dksbZ ,slk fo'oLr gkFk ns ik,¡xs 
tks dk¡irs Mjs gkFk dks lgyk ns 
vkSj dg ns dqN ugha gksxk 
eSa gw¡ uk 
,slk viuk&lk] euksfpfdRld ds bl 
cus iQkeZsV ls ijs 
dksbZ lkjFkh dksbZ lkFkh 
;k lgh ek;us esa dksbZ f'k{kd----- 

vkjrh 'kekZ 
luche bafXy'k Ldwy Hkxokuiqj

vkt dk cPpk
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eSa lqcg&lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
ml csap ds dksus esa cSBk gqvk oks Dykl dh fxurh djus okyk
Ldwy dh ;wfuiQWkeZ esa eSa ,d la[;k Hkj gw¡]
xq.k&voxq.k ls ijs ------lk/kj.k dk ekuohdj.k gw¡ eSa
eSa lqcg lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
jkst eSa le; ij vk tkrk gw¡]
vlsacyh esa dgha chp dh gkbV esa •M+k gks tkrk gw¡]
'kkar&ljy lk] ,d cl psgjk Hkj gw¡]
eSa lqcg&lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
oks tks dqN cPps gksrs gSa uk] ftUgs ges'kk 90» feyrs gSa] 
vjs oks ! tks jkst iQLVZ csap ij cSBrs gSa] eSa mu tSlk dkfcy ugha gw¡A 
gekjh ùR; dh vè;kfidk tc lkaLÑfrd dk;ZØe esa cPps pquus vkrha gSa uk] 
rks eSa oks xk;d] ùR;dkj] dykdkj ;k iQudkj Hkh ugha gw¡]
eSa lqcg lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
uk•wu] cky lc lqy>s gq,] ek¡ Mk¡V dj] rsy yxkdj tks Hkstrh gS]
eSa oks fuEu&ekè;e oxhZ; dh ifjHkk"kk&lk gw¡] 
blfy, eSa oks tks ^dwy vkSj gSifuax* rks fcydqy Hkh ugha gw¡] 
eSa lqcg&lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
vkRefo'okl ls eSa dHkh feyk ugha 
fouezrk lh•rs&lh•rs dgha eSa jg x;k] 
eSa ogh uksVksa dh nqfu;k esa flDdksa dh •ud Hkj gw¡] 
eSa lqcg&lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 gw¡A
ij eSa D;k blhfy, gh Ldwy ugha vk;k Fkk 
fd esjs lk/kj.k dks fo'ks"k cuk nsa \ 
eq>s esjh vanj dh dyk dks <w¡<+us esa FkksM+h enn  gh dj nsa \
FkksM+k dqN lh•k nsa] 
FkksM+h&lh dyk] 
FkksM+k&lk iQu] 
FkksM+s&ls ekDlZ c<+ tk,¡ A 
vkSj eSa bl nqfu;k ds dkfcy cu tkÅ¡ \
eSa ml dksus ds csap ij cSBk gqvk] jkst Vhpj dks rdrk gqvk&lk oks ekSu pkrd gw¡] 
tks bl bartkj esa gSa] 
fd eq> ij Hkh utj iM+s] esjk eu Hkh dksbZ i<+s !
;s ,d ekufld miæo gS 
tks jkst lqcg •qn dks vkbZus esa ns• mNky ekjrk gS] 
vkSj xq.kh] cqf¼eku cPpks esa jkst xqe gksdj ykSV vkrk gS]
fo'okl djks] eSa bl ekufld osnuk ls eqfDr pkgrk gw¡ 
lh•uk pkgrk gw¡] fn•uk pkgrk gw¡ 
Vhpj dh iqpdkj vkSj ykM+ pkgrk gw¡] 
vkSj eSa lqcg&lqcg cl ,d ckj ;kn fd;k tkus okyk vaxzsth esa jksy uacj 21 fcydqy ugha jguk pkgrk gw¡ A

t;Jh nsc 

ekmaV lSaV eSjh Ldwy] fnYyh dSaV 

jksy uacj 21
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igpkuckjgoha ds cPps
yks fiQj vk x;k gS
ekpZ dk eghuk
vius vki ls gh cM+cM+krs] dqN dgrs
;k fiQj xqele jgrs
cPps vkSj ek¡&cki
cM+h vklkuh ls
dgha Hkh ns•s tk ldrs gSa]
fiNys nks&pkj lkyksa ls ;s cPps
esfMdy vkSj bathfu;fjax dh dksfpax ysrs
fnYyh ;wfuoflZVh ds jaxhu liuksa dh euksgkjh mM+ku Hkjrs
viuh vkSj vius ek¡&cki dh bPNk iwjh djrs
lkjh nqfu;k Hkwydj tqVs gSa th&tku ls]
D;ksafd vc le; vk x;k gS
ml va/h nkSM+ esa] okdbZ va/s cudj nkSM+ yxkus dkA
dk'k ! ;s le> ikrs
MkWDVj&bathfu;j dh fMxzh] vkSj
fnYyh ;wfuoflZVh dh 100» dh dV&vkWiQ ls
vkxs Hkh gS nqfu;k] ftlesa
gj rjg ds iaNh mM+ku Hkjrs gSa
•wc •qydj vius thou dks thrs gSa
vkSj] vkxs c<+rs gSaA
cPpksa! rqe Hkh bd ubZ mM+ku Hkjks
bl va/h nkSM+ dks Hkwydj
uothou dk vkxkt djksA

dksey eSanhjÙkk

Vh th Vh (fganh)

cky Hkkjrh ifCyd Ldwy] ukS,Mk

jgrs gks D;ksa rqe •ks, &•ks, ls]
tkxs gks fiQj Hkh gks lks,&lks, ls]
D;ksa gks x, gks fujk'k rqe]
NksM+rs gks D;ksa vkl rqe 
vkt va/sjk gS rks D;k !
dy mtkyk Hkh rks vk,xk]
lw;Z ds çdk'k esa frfej •ks gh tk,xk]
ns•ks ,d jkg ubZ rqEgsa gS fugkjrh 
txkus vkRe fo'okl rsjk rq>s gS iqdkjrh]
dc ryd rw ;w¡ gh ?kcjk,xk]
mrjsxk ugha tc rd uko esa rks dSls ikj tk,xk \
cu tk irokj viuh •qn gh •qn dks rkj ns!
loZsJs"B jpuk rw çHkq dh] cl bruk  tku ys!
uk gks grk'k rw] vc Lo;a dks igpku ys]
vc Lo;a dks igpku ysA 

vuwi oqqQekjh 'kekZ

ih-vkj-Vh (fganh)

cky Hkkjrh ifCyd Ldwy] ekuslj
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esjk varn~Zoan~o

vkt fiQj eSaus Dykl esa VkWi fd;k gS]
Ldwy dh gj ,fDVfoVh esa ikVZ fy;k gSA
•sydwn gks ;k okn fookn dh çfr;ksfxrk]
gj {ks=k esa viuh fn•kbZ gS ;ksX;rkA

ikik dk liuk gS eSa MkWDVj cu tkÅ¡]
lkbal ck;ks ysdj lcls vOoy vk tkÅ¡!
mudh vk¡•ksa  us tks ns•s gSa lius]
og eq>s gh rks iwjs gSa djusA

'kke dks Mkal Dykl vkSj fLofeax Tokbu djk nh]
dksbZ Hkh çkWCye vkbZ] vkius >V ls Hkxk nhA
,sls gh] ek¡ us ftanxh vklku cuk nh]
vkSj ikik us] gj pht fnyk nhA

gj jkg ij mudk dgk ekuk gS eSaus] 
iwjk vkleku lkiQ fd;k]
fd eSa vc tkÅ¡ mM+usA

esjh gj leL;k dk lek/ku fudkyk vkius]
gj ckj fxjus ls igys laHkkyk vkiusA 
vkt vlyh nqfu;k esa eSaus iSj j•k gS]
eSa dkSu gw¡] D;k pkgrk gw¡] 
vc tkdj ij•k gSA

ugha le> vk jgk] vkxs D;k djuk gS] 
•qn dh jkg •qn <w¡<uk]
vc lh•uk gSA
vkius gj •rjs ls ,sls cpk;k] 
fd vc viuh jkg •qn <w¡< uk ik;kA
eSa D;k pkgrk gw¡]
vkSj D;k fu.kZ; ysus gSa]
'kk;n gh esjs vius dksbZ lius gSaA

ek¡ dh ijNkbZ vkSj ikik dh 'kku gw¡  eSa] 
,sls esa dSls dg nw¡]
fd vksoj LVªsLM gw¡  eSaA

ikik] vc ftanxh ds fu.kZ; •qn ysus iM+saxs]
irk ugha fdrus gh >xM+s vdsys yM+us iM+saxsA
ek¡! eq>s viuh Lora=k igpku cukus nks]
viuh xyfr;k¡ djds eq>s •qn ls lh•us nksA

ij eSa gw¡  vius ek¡ ikik dh vk¡•ksa dk rkjk]
muls dSls] D;k dgw¡]
eSa vkt le> ugha ik jgkA

oSls Hkh vxys lky fiQj VkWi djuk gS]
lcdks feBkbZ ck¡Vus  dk ekSdk]
ek¡  dks fiQj nsuk gSA

nf{krk ikBd
Ldwy dkmalyj
fnYyh ifCyd Ldwy] t;iqj
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LoLFk eu dk ea=k

eu dh ;g dSlh n'kk gS
O;FkZ gh jks jgk gS] tkus dkSu&lk cks> <ks jgk gS A
udkjkRed fopkj eu dks f>a>ksM+rs gSa
vkSj vanj gh vanj eq>s rksM+rs gSa AA

vius vki dks ijs'kku] fpafrr vkSj Mjk gqvk ikrk gw¡ 
nSfud dk;ks± dks Bhd ls djus esa vleFkZ gks tkrk gw¡ 
•kalh] cq•kj gksrk rks MkWDVj dks fn•k nsrk
LoLFk gksus dh nokb;k¡ gh mlls fy•k ysrk A

ij eu dh fLFkfr dk fdlls d:¡  c;ku
fdlls iwNw¡ vkSj dSls d:¡  bldk funku \
rHkh dksbZ iQfj'rk tSls LoxZ ls mrj dj vk;k
vkSj cM+s I;kj ls mlus eq>s le>k;k A

;g ,d ekufld fodkj gS
viuh ;g fLFkfr D;ksa rqEgsa Lohdkj gS A
vkt fdrus gh yksx bl eu%fLFkfr ls tw> jgs gSa
fdlh rjg bl pØO;wg ls fudyus dk jkLrk cw> jgs gSa AA

vk/qfud thoup;kZ bl fLFkfr dh ftEesnkj gS
lks'ky ehfM;k vkSj eksckby dk vR;f/d ç;ksx csdkj gS A
la;e vkSj le>nkjh ls bl fodkj ls funku ikvks
esfMVs'ku vkSj O;k;ke dks thou esa viukvks AA

euksfpfdRld ls feyks vkSj leL;kvksa dks •qy ds crkvks
nksLrksa vkSj ifjokj tuksa ds lkFk le; crkvks A
larqfyr •ku&iku •kvks vkSj Hkjiwj uhan dh vknr Mkyks
nSfud dk;ks± esa O;Lr jgks vkSj cnyko dks Lohdkjks AA

ekufld LokLF; dks egRo nks vkSj lajf{kr djks
ldkjkRed vkSj vk'kkokn dks fodflr djks A
eu vkSj 'kjhj gSa ,d nwljs ds iwjd] 
eu LoLFk rks ru LoLFk 
ekufld tkx:drk ds çfr djsa] 
lexz ǹf"Vdks.k dk ekxZ ç'kLr AA

fouhrk xxZ 
,l vkj Mh,oh ifCyd Ldwy
fnYyh

LoLFk eu dk ea=k

eu dh ;g dSlh n'kk gS
O;FkZ gh jks jgk gS] tkus dkSu&lk cks> <ks jgk gS A
udkjkRed fopkj eu dks f>a>ksM+rs gSa
vkSj vanj gh vanj eq>s rksM+rs gSa AA

vius vki dks ijs'kku] fpafrr vkSj Mjk gqvk ikrk gw¡ 
nSfud dk;ks± dks Bhd ls djus esa vleFkZ gks tkrk gw¡ 
•kalh] cq•kj gksrk rks MkWDVj dks fn•k nsrk
LoLFk gksus dh nokb;k¡ gh mlls fy•k ysrk A

ij eu dh fLFkfr dk fdlls d:¡  c;ku
fdlls iwNw¡ vkSj dSls d:¡  bldk funku \
rHkh dksbZ iQfj'rk tSls LoxZ ls mrj dj vk;k
vkSj cM+s I;kj ls mlus eq>s le>k;k A

;g ,d ekufld fodkj gS
viuh ;g fLFkfr D;ksa rqEgsa Lohdkj gS A
vkt fdrus gh yksx bl eu%fLFkfr ls tw> jgs gSa
fdlh rjg bl pØO;wg ls fudyus dk jkLrk cw> jgs gSa AA

vk/qfud thoup;kZ bl fLFkfr dh ftEesnkj gS
lks'ky ehfM;k vkSj eksckby dk vR;f/d ç;ksx csdkj gS A
la;e vkSj le>nkjh ls bl fodkj ls funku ikvks
esfMVs'ku vkSj O;k;ke dks thou esa viukvks AA

euksfpfdRld ls feyks vkSj leL;kvksa dks •qy ds crkvks
nksLrksa vkSj ifjokj tuksa ds lkFk le; crkvks A
larqfyr •ku&iku •kvks vkSj Hkjiwj uhan dh vknr Mkyks
nSfud dk;ks± esa O;Lr jgks vkSj cnyko dks Lohdkjks AA

ekufld LokLF; dks egRo nks vkSj lajf{kr djks
ldkjkRed vkSj vk'kkokn dks fodflr djks A
eu vkSj 'kjhj gSa ,d nwljs ds iwjd] 
eu LoLFk rks ru LoLFk 
ekufld tkx:drk ds çfr djsa] 
lexz ǹf"Vdks.k dk ekxZ ç'kLr AA

fouhrk xxZ 
,l vkj Mh,oh ifCyd Ldwy
fnYyh
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eu dh ;g dSlh n'kk gS
O;FkZ gh jks jgk gS] tkus dkSu&lk cks> <ks jgk gS A
udkjkRed fopkj eu dks f>a>ksM+rs gSa
vkSj vanj gh vanj eq>s rksM+rs gSa AA

vius vki dks ijs'kku] fpafrr vkSj Mjk gqvk ikrk gw¡ 
nSfud dk;ks± dks Bhd ls djus esa vleFkZ gks tkrk gw¡ 
•kalh] cq•kj gksrk rks MkWDVj dks fn•k nsrk
LoLFk gksus dh nokb;k¡ gh mlls fy•k ysrk A

ij eu dh fLFkfr dk fdlls d:¡  c;ku
fdlls iwNw¡ vkSj dSls d:¡  bldk funku \
rHkh dksbZ iQfj'rk tSls LoxZ ls mrj dj vk;k
vkSj cM+s I;kj ls mlus eq>s le>k;k A

;g ,d ekufld fodkj gS
viuh ;g fLFkfr D;ksa rqEgsa Lohdkj gS A
vkt fdrus gh yksx bl eu%fLFkfr ls tw> jgs gSa
fdlh rjg bl pØO;wg ls fudyus dk jkLrk cw> jgs gSa AA

vk/qfud thoup;kZ bl fLFkfr dh ftEesnkj gS
lks'ky ehfM;k vkSj eksckby dk vR;f/d ç;ksx csdkj gS A
la;e vkSj le>nkjh ls bl fodkj ls funku ikvks
esfMVs'ku vkSj O;k;ke dks thou esa viukvks AA

euksfpfdRld ls feyks vkSj leL;kvksa dks •qy ds crkvks
nksLrksa vkSj ifjokj tuksa ds lkFk le; crkvks A
larqfyr •ku&iku •kvks vkSj Hkjiwj uhan dh vknr Mkyks
nSfud dk;ks± esa O;Lr jgks vkSj cnyko dks Lohdkjks AA

ekufld LokLF; dks egRo nks vkSj lajf{kr djks
ldkjkRed vkSj vk'kkokn dks fodflr djks A
eu vkSj 'kjhj gSa ,d nwljs ds iwjd] 
eu LoLFk rks ru LoLFk 
ekufld tkx:drk ds çfr djsa] 
lexz ǹf"Vdks.k dk ekxZ ç'kLr AA

oks •keks'kh fdl dke dh

oks •keks'kh ftlesa vkReeaFku u gks
oks •keks'kh ftlesa •qn ls ckrsa u gksa
oks •keks'kh ftlesa lokyksa ds tokc u feysa
oks •keks'kh ftlesa psruk u gks

oks •keks'kh fdl dke dh------
ekuk vkReeaFku FkksM+k eqf'dy gS
•qn ls ckrs djuk Hkh vkrk ugha 
D;k t:jh gS fd ml jkg ij pys 
ftl jkg ij  pyuk vkrk ugha

rksM+ nks •keks'kh lh• yks vfHkO;fDr
vfHkO;fDr ls ?kcjkvks ugha
tks gS fny esa dg nks ogh
oks •keks'kh fdl dke dh------ 
D;ksa rqe brus •kl gks
tks ugha fdlh ds ikl gks
D;ksa vius tSlk <w¡<+rs gks
D;ksa ugha gj fdlh ls ?kqyrs&feyrs gks
ftanxh esa gkj tkuk ykfteh  gS

ij ftanxh ls gkjuk ugha dHkh
,d pqIih dk cks> cgqr Hkkjh gS
rksM+ nks bl pqIih dks D;ksafd ftnxh gekjh gS-

fot;y{eh 'kekZ
Hkkjrh; fo|kHkou esgrk fo|ky; 
ubZ fnYyh
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esjh ;s jpuk eq[;k :i ls Ldwy ds cPpksa vkSj fujk'k O;fDr;ksa ds fy, gS tks thou dh NksVh NksVh  leL;kvksa 
ls 'kh?kz gh ?kcjk dj ] ekufld volkn ls ihfM+r gks tkrs gS ] fdlh ls Hkh vius fny dh ckr lk>k ugha djrs 
vkSj var esa ?kqV dj ge lc dk lkFk NksM+ dj bl nqfu;k dks vyfonk dg tkrs gSA

lquhy vxzgjh
laxhr vè;kid
,gYdksu baVjus'kuy Ldwy] e;wj fogkj

D;k gqvk

,s cgu esjh ] ,s HkkbZ esjs]
,s nksLr esjs ,s I;kj esjs]
esjk eu efLr"d ;s dgrk gS]
ukgd nq%• D;ksa rw lgrk gS \

D;k gqvk ]tks rw uk gqvk liQy]
gj iy ç;kl dj u, ç;ksx]     
dqN uk dqN rks vk,xk]
jÝrkj rsjh tks c<+k,xk]

viuh dfe;ksa dks ryk'k ys]
bErgk¡ ds fy, rjk'k ys]                            
fujk'k uk gks tks eu dk uk gks] 
D;k irk ogh rsjh jkg cus]                           

tkus fdrus foiQy gq, ]
fiQj gkfly fd, cM+s eqdke]                         
vuojr foiQy ç;ksxks ls]
fdrus oSKkfud cus egku]

pdkpkSa/ dh bl nqfu;k esa]
er Hkkxks cu ds va/s]
liQyrkvksa dh eafty ij] 
rsjk uke fy•k gS  ,s cUns]

vVwV Hkjkslk  j• fny esa]
esgur ls feysxk mldk irk]
;ks¼k vly oks dgykrk] 
la?k"kZ tks gj iy  gS thrk]
fcuk ;q¼ gfFk;kj tks Mkys]
thrs th ej tkrk gS]

dk;jksa  dh Js.kh esa oks]
vius uke dks irk gS ]
y{; gkfly djus ds fy,  ]
tksj yxk ,M+h pksVh dk  ]
xyrh dks rqe txg uk nks ]
fdruh Hkh pkgs gks NksVh ]

;w¡ gh ugh fgeky; ij ] 
dksbZ fot; irkdk iQgjkrk]
gkSlyk l[r pêðkuksa&lk] 
ys dj gh vkxs c<+ ikrk ]

gj iy rqe rS;kj jgks]
thou esa vPNk djus dks]
•qnk us rq>dks Hkstk gS] 
dqN dke vuks•k djus dks]

lc esa dqN u dqN gS Nqik] 
viuh •wch dks igpkuksa] 
Kku&foKku fopkj foe'kZ ls]
nwj uk gks uj larkuksa]

oDr rsjk Hkh vk,xk]
tc rw Hkh liQy dgyk,xk]
fi?kyk ns tks esgur dk yksgk] 
oks gh lksuk cu ik,xk]

rUgkbZ dks uk vkus nks]
lc  ds lax rqe pys pyks]]  
ij Mj ds viuh foiQyrk ls]
dHkh ekSr ls uk rqe xys feyks 
dHkh ekSr ls uk rqe xys feyks ! 

lquks js HkkbZ] lquks js cguk!

esjh ;s jpuk eq[;k :i ls Ldwy ds cPpksa vkSj fujk'k O;fDr;ksa ds fy, gS tks thou dh NksVh NksVh  leL;kvksa 
ls 'kh?kz gh ?kcjk dj ] ekufld volkn ls ihfM+r gks tkrs gS ] fdlh ls Hkh vius fny dh ckr lk>k ugha djrs 
vkSj var esa ?kqV dj ge lc dk lkFk NksM+ dj bl nqfu;k dks vyfonk dg tkrs gSA

dk;jksa  dh Js.kh esa oks]
vius uke dks irk gS ]
y{; gkfly djus ds fy,  ]
tksj yxk ,M+h pksVh dk  ]
xyrh dks rqe txg uk nks ]
fdruh Hkh pkgs gks NksVh ]

;w¡ gh ugh fgeky; ij ] 
dksbZ fot; irkdk iQgjkrk]
gkSlyk l[r pêðkuksa&lk] 
ys dj gh vkxs c<+ ikrk ]

gj iy rqe rS;kj jgks]
thou esa vPNk djus dks]
•qnk us rq>dks Hkstk gS] 
dqN dke vuks•k djus dks]

lc esa dqN u dqN gS Nqik] 
viuh •wch dks igpkuksa] 
Kku&foKku fopkj foe'kZ ls]

tc rw Hkh liQy dgyk,xk]
fi?kyk ns tks esgur dk yksgk] 
oks gh lksuk cu ik,xk]

lc  ds lax rqe pys pyks]]  
ij Mj ds viuh foiQyrk ls]
dHkh ekSr ls uk rqe xys feyks 
dHkh ekSr ls uk rqe xys feyks ! 
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gekjk thou vkSj ekufld LokLF; 

lkSHkkX; gekjk tc txrk gS 
rHkh ekuo ru&eu feyrk vkSj f•yrk gS 
gs jke ! cMs vkHkkjh gSa ! 
fn;k gS rwus ru&eu] vueksy jru 
vkSj fn;k gS rwus&thou dk vrqfyr oSHko&vkuan 
tUeksijkar] Hko&ca/u esa ck¡/k rwus ! 

ru&eu ls feydj deZca/u esa ge c¡/ tkrs gSa] 
bl nqfu;k dk gS :i vuks•k] 
;g Hko tx dHkh jkx&}s"k dk Hkko fn•krk rks] 
dHkh eu esa mits Hkkoksa esa lR; çdk'k ls txex gksrk A 

eu esa mits Hkkoksa esa 
jp&cl dj dHkh liQyrk ds iyus esa ge >wysa 
dHkh foiQyrk ds dM+os ?kw¡V gSa ihrs] 
vk'kk & fujk'kk dh /kjk esa cgrs] 
dHkh d'ed'k] dHkh }U} Hkjs thou dk Lokn ge p•rs] 
vkSj gekjs dkseyxkr uUgsa&eqUus cPps Hkh blls ugha vNwrs] 

mudh fu'Ny nqfu;k Hkh cM+h fujkyh gS] 
cM+h vYgM+ & erokyh gS] 
ek¡ dh xksn & rtdj tc os fo|ky; tkrs gSa] 
f'k{kk ds c<+rs cks> rys vDlj Fkd tkrs gSa] 
c<+rs fo"k;ksa dh uo rduhdksa ls 
dHkh eu ls cksf>y gks tkrs gSa] 
çfrLi/kZ ds Hk¡oj tky esa iQ¡ldj 
pqukSfr;ksa ls nks&nks gkFk Hkh djrs tkrs gSa 
dHkh uUgha vk;q esa gh & volknksa ds ?ksjs esa vk tkrs gSa] 
dSls bu uo ikS/ksa ;k ubZ ih<+h dh 
ekufldrk dks LoLFk cuk;k tk, \ 

loky] gj f'k{kd&vfHkHkkod ds fy, cgqr cM+k gS 
dSls vius ukSfugkyksa dks •q'kgky cuk;k tk, \ 
dSls vius vueksy jRuksa dks 
vkt ds uokpkjksa ls voxr djk;k tk,\ 
rks vkb,] ,slk dqN djrs gSa] 
eu ds gj dksuksa esa uo&meax&rjax dks Hkjrs gSa] 
vkvksa] cPpksa ds liuksa esa pkj pk¡n yxk;k tk,] 
muds lqanj Hkkoksa esa] 
laHkkoukvksa ds oV&ò{k dks mxk;k tk,] 
pyksa] fo|ky; esa dqN eueksgd fu;e cuk;k tk, 
eu ds lwusiu ls mUgsa ckgj fudkyk tk,] 
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'kkjhfjd O;k;ke •wc djk;k tk,] 
Hkkoksa dh /kjk esa cgdj 
mudh dqnjrh çfrHkk dks •wc fu•kjk tk,] 
ge f'k{kd&vfHkHkkod feydj 
pyks LoLFk okrkoj.k rS;kj djsa] 
ftlls uol̀tu] uo & jpuk ds iQwy f•ys] 
pyks] vius d.kZ/kjksa dks 
vtZqu ljh•k y{; ikus gsrq 
muesa ,dkxz'kfDr txkrs gSa] 
è;ku & ;ksx dh efgek mUgsa fl•krs gSa] 
pyks] •sy&•sy esa] rkfdZd mUgsa cukrs gSa] 
ubZ mn~cks/u 'kSyh fl•ykrs gSa] 
thou & pØO;wg dks rksM+us dh ubZ&uhfr ls voxr djkrs gSa] 
ruko&jfgr djus dh •kfrj ikSf"Vd vkgkj f•ykrs gSa 
pfy,] muds dksey eu dks fuHkhZd cuk;k tk, ] 
'kSf{kd fØ;k&dykiksa ls mUgsa vkRefo'oklh cuk;k tk, ] 
pyks] lkgl& 'kkS;Z&ijkØe dk uwru cht mxkrs gSa 
rHkh] cPps bl uo ;qx esa lPps&vPNs ukxfjd cu ldsaxs] 
ubZ  foKku&/kjk esa cgdj u, vkfo"dkjd dgyk,¡xs] 
ubZ  •sy çfr;ksfxrkvksa esa lk/dj 
ge u,  fojkV dksgyh ns• ik,¡xs] 
u, jktuhfr ds xq.k lh•dj os 
u,  jktusrk cu nqfu;k dks o'k esa dj ik,¡xs A 
^D;ksafd eu dh thr gh lcls cM+h thr gS*

MkW- eatqyrk feJk 
luche bafXy'k Ldwy] Hkxokuiqj  
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